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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation examines whether men and women in rural local government 

differ on a number of demographic and attitudinal variables.  Using survey data for city 

council members in rural Iowa, this dissertation used difference of means tests, cross-tabs 

and multiple regression modeling (OLS and logistic regression) to compare the responses 

of male and female town councilors.  Scholarship on state legislatures and Congress often 

find that male and female legislators are different on a number of important demographic 

and attitudinal variables and many feminists argue that electing more women to office 

will change the way government institutions work.  However, council members are very 

different from legislators at higher levels of government, and many of the theories 

developed using data from Congress and state legislators do not apply.   

Male and female town councilors share many important characteristics and 

attitudes, with some important exceptions.  Women and men in local government are 

different on many demographic characteristics, in their approach to the delegate-trustee 

dilemma and regarding the initial motivation to run for office.  On occasions where 

council members disagree with their constituents on policy issues, women are more likely 

to be politicos than trustees.  Female council members were less likely than male council 

members to run for office because they were interested in addressing a particular issue 

and more likely to say that they ran for office because they believed there was no good 

alternative.  Several factors contribute to the differences between council members small 

town Iowa and other types of elected officials in the U.S: the nature of elections and 

office responsibilities at the local level, and conservative rural politics.
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation examined men and women in rural local government by 

analyzing survey data gathered on council members in small Iowa towns.  Scholarship on 

state legislatures and Congress often find that male and female legislators are different on 

a number of important demographic and attitudinal variables and many feminists argue 

that electing more women to office will change the way government institutions work.  In 

the context of rural local government, men and women in office share many important 

characteristics and attitudes, with some important exceptions.  Women and men in local 

government are different on many demographic characteristics, including occupation and 

marital status.  On occasions where council members disagree with their constituents on 

policy issues, women are more likely to consider following their constituents wishes.  

Female council members were less likely than male council members to run for office 

because they were interested in addressing a particular issue.  Female council members 

were more likely to say that they ran for office because they believed there was no good 

alternative candidate and because someone encouraged them to run.   

This dissertation also compared the behavior of town council members with the 

men and women who serve at higher levels of government.  Council members are very 

different from legislators at higher levels of government.  Several factors contribute to the 

differences between council members small town Iowa and other types of elected 

officials in the U.S: the nature of elections and office responsibilities at the local level, 

and rural conservativism. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Many feminists have argued that as outsiders, women could change America’s political 

system.  Beginning with suffragists and continuing with activists today, feminists argued 

that if more women gain political office, the institutions themselves would also change.  

As Thomas (1994) writes of the gender politics literature of the 1970s: 

The writing on this subject anticipated that women would bring a new 

style of operation to the legislative arena (or perhaps it lobbied for them to 

do so).  Instead of accepting an environment in which everyone had to be 

out for him- or herself, one in which cutthroat competition and battles for 

dominance were the norm, women were expected to create an 

environment that would encourage cooperative methods of doing business 

(40). 

 Implicit in this argument for women’s increased descriptive representation is the 

argument that political institutions were/are dominated by men, and therefore by a 

stereotypical kind of masculine behavior which privileges values like aggression and 

individuality and pursues policies contrary to the interests of women.  With more women 

in office, feminists reasoned, women’s issues would be pushed to the fore and “feminine” 

conceptions of power, such as cooperation, would become more important.   

This argument rests on a number of assumptions.  First, it assumes women’s 

attitudes towards political power —whether a result of biology, socialization or life 

experiences—is fundamentally different from men’s attitudes.  Second, it assumes that 

the norms of political institution are masculine; that all political institutions are 
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dominated by animosity and competition.  Third, it assumes that women will be both 

willing and able to change the political culture within an institution.
1
   

In fact, the literature on women in elective office indicates that women and men 

are different on a number of measures.  To give a few examples—measuring 

demographic differences, scholars have found occupation to be the primary difference 

between men and women in office.  Scholars argue that the gender inequality within the 

business world and the “sex-typing” of occupations create the gender differences we see 

amongst elected officials (Carroll and Strimling 1983, Jennings and Farah 1981, Thomas 

1994).  Women in general tend to work in less prestigious jobs, such as those in the 

service and childcare industries, and earn less money than men; we see those differences 

reflected by the demographics of women in office.  Women in office are also more likely 

to work part-time or be stay-at-home parents, due to sex role stereotyping in the 

workplace and at home.  Traditional gender roles (woman as keeper of the home and man 

as breadwinner) continue to have an impact on the demographics of the men and women 

who serve in office.
2
   

Scholars have found behavioral differences in addition to demographic 

differences.  For example, some scholars found that women in office tend to work 

slightly longer hours (Kurtz et al. 2006, Merritt 1980, Thomas 1992), although the 

findings are not entirely consistent (Cooper and Richardson 2006, Reingold 2000).  When 

                                                           
1
 By asserting that women and men have different approaches to power, these arguments make 

approaches to power a gender salient issue.  When women’s approach to power becomes 

politically salient, feminists and other actors like the media make it more likely that women and 

men will see approaches to political power as gendered, which in turn may affect office holder 

behavior and even behavior outside political institutions (Keiser et al. 2002). 
2
 Scholars also argue that the gender gap in education was an impediment to women’s 

professional success (therefore also an impediment to winning office) (Welch 1978), although 

more recently women have caught up with men on this measure (Thomas 1994 and Mariani 

2008).   
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controlling for other factors, men and women in office introduce similar amounts of 

legislation and participate in other legislative activities at the same rates (Thomas and 

Welch 1991).
3
  Kurtz et al. (2006) find that women devote more time to legislative 

business than men.  Studies at both the state and local levels have found female 

legislators believe they receive more requests for and spend more time on constituent 

casework (Carey, Niemi, and Powell 1998, Johnson and Carroll 1978, Richardson and 

Freeman 1995, Thomas 1992).  Scholars attribute these differences in behavior to three 

factors.  First, women are able to devote more time to serving in office because a larger 

proportion of them do not have full-time jobs (Merritt 1980).  Second, women work 

longer hours because they feel that they need to be better prepared than their male 

colleagues are (Beck 1991).  Third, women work longer hours because they feel that they 

should devote more time to constituency work (Thomas 1992, Kurtz et al. 2006).     

 Scholars have found attitudinal differences between men and women serving in 

office as well.  For example, scholars have found that men and women run for office for 

different reasons  Looking at a variety of offices at all levels, scholars found that women 

are more likely than men to say they ran because they were concerned about public 

policy issues and their communities (Carroll and Strimling 1983).
4
  From the earliest 

research on state legislators, scholars have also found that women tend to be more 

                                                           
3
 This also extends to party activists.  Van Assendelft and O’Connor (1994) find that female party 

activists spend more time volunteering during campaigns than do male party activists.   
4
 Beyond office holders, researchers looking at party activists have found that female party 

activists are more likely to be motivated by a particular candidate or a particular issue (Costantini 

1990).  Male party activists on the other hand, were more likely to say that they were motivated 

by business (Fowlkes, Perkins and Rinehart 1979, Van Assendelft and O’Connor 1994, 83).  

Female party activists were more likely to participate because they enjoy politics, but differences 

between women and men were smaller than differences between parties (Fowlkes, Perkins and 

Rinehart 1979).  Fowlkes, Perkins and Rinehart (1979) argue that the differences between parties 

in urban Georgia are due to the Democratic Party’s dominance at the time.   
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concerned with constituent service and have a moral commitment to politics (Fowlkes 

1984 and Werner 1968, see also Cammisa and Reingold 2004).  Looking at congressional 

candidates, Fox (1997) found that female candidates tended to be more specific about the 

reasons they ran for office and were more likely to say they were “motivated by 

particular issues that apparently demonstrated their care and concern for others,” while 

men “were more likely to rely on general statements” and be motivated by political 

ambition (21).  Fox connects his conclusions to the work of Carol Gilligan (1982), who 

argued that men and women have “different social orientations” (25).  Carol Gilligan 

(1982) argues, in her influential book In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and 

Women’s Development, that women are more likely to approach ethical issues with an 

“ethic of care” which privileges “responsibility and relationships” (72).
5
  Fox is careful to 

point out that both men and women in his study had moral motivations for running for 

office.  He attributes the gender differences to socialization: men were socialized to have 

abstract policy goals and to focus on climbing the political ladder in order to do more 

good (26), while women were socialized “to view politics as an opportunity to forward a 

cause and fight for an issue” (28). 

 

 

                                                           
5
 Although she has considerable distain for the nature versus nurture debate, Gilligan (1993) 

suggests that women’s role as the primary caretaker for children has a large impact on children’s 

moral and social development.  She writes, “For boys and men, separation and individuation are 

critically tied to gender identity since separation from the mother is essential for the development 

of masculinity.  For girls and women, issues of femininity or feminine identity do not depend on 

the achievement of separation from the mother or on the progress of individuation.  Since 

masculinity is defined through separation while femininity is defined through attachment, male 

gender identity is threatened by intimacy while female gender identity is threatened by separation.  

Thus males tend to have difficulty with relationships, while females tend to have problems with 

individuation” (8). 
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Gender and Representation is Context Dependent 

The primary variable of interest for this dissertation is gender.  Most gender 

theorists argue that gender is a social construct that is fluid and highly dependent on 

cultural and situational factors.  Sex refers to a person’s biology while gender 

encompasses the cultural practices associated with sex that vary over time and between 

cultures (Keiser et al. 2002).
6
  It is difficult for quantitative studies investigating gendered 

attitudes and behavior to move beyond the common conflation of sex with gender, 

however, since the primary variable of interest is a dichotomous measure of sex.  As 

Kathlene (1994) writes, “Gender, like class, is a fundamental category of political 

analysis, not simply another independent variable representing biological sex” (561).  

One potential solution to this problem, as Keiser et al. (2002) argue, is to discuss the 

context in which men and women think or behave differently, or as Keiser et al. put it, to 

understand when sex differences “acquire meaning” because within that context women 

and men behave (or are expected to behave) differently (563).
7
  To give an example, for 

most of history of the United States, political institutions shaped gender roles by 

explicitly excluding women from many political activities.  One consequence of this 

exclusion was that some of the first women in office felt the need to deflect hostility 

towards women in office.  They did so by denying that they had personal ambitions and 

emphasizing their service to their constituents (Sherman 2000). 

                                                           
6
 By highlighting the existence of those with disorders of sexual development (also known as 

intersex), feminist scholars such as Judith Butler (1990) and Ann Fausto-Sterling (1993), argue 

that biological sex differences are more fluid than many people like to acknowledge, thus further 

blurring the line between sex and gender.  Butler (1990) argues that feminists too often conflate 

sex with gender (and both with heterosexual desire) and fail to acknowledge how the idea of sex 

itself is socially constructed by the state through a juridical process. 
7
 Keiser et al. (2002) are interested when women in bureaucracy actively represent women’s 

interests, but gender differences in politics go beyond issue representation.   
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Most of the literature on women in elective office addresses national and state 

politics (Smith 2012).  We know a great deal about the women and men in Congress and 

in the state legislatures; we know far less about the people serving in local contexts, 

particularly in small communities.  The dearth of literature on women in local elective 

office is problematic for a number of reasons.  First, most elected officials work in local 

offices.  In 2007, there were over 19,000 municipalities and 16,000 towns and townships 

in the United States (National League of Cities (NLC) 2013), in addition to special 

districts, county governments and school boards.
8
  With over 200,000

9
 seats available, 

tens of thousands of women are currently serving in local elective office, far more than 

the state and national levels combined, even though women only compose a quarter to a 

third of council members (Svara 2003).  Second, there is a large amount of variation 

among local governments in both institutional structures, and the level of women’s 

representation (Smith 2012).  Women are generally underrepresented at the local level, 

but descriptive representation levels vary more widely at the local level than in higher 

levels of government (Smith 2012).  Third, local politics is an important site of both 

policy-making and policy implementation, particularly concerning zoning, infrastructure, 

public safety and education (Smith 2012).  Finally, and most importantly, gendered 

attitudes and behavior are context dependent.  Although some of the conclusions drawn 

from higher levels of government may apply to local levels, we cannot assume that they 

always apply. 

 Primarily using survey data gathered on council members in small Iowa towns, 

this dissertation explores how men and women on councils in Iowa compare to both each 

                                                           
8
 That number is slowly growing as well (Christensen and Hogen-Esch 2006). 

9
 Each municipal and township government has an average of six city councilors (NLC 2013a).   
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other—and the men and women who serve at higher levels of government.  It argues that 

female and male city council members differ in many respects, particularly in 

demographic characteristics and on measures of participation and motivation.  However, 

men and women at the local level differ more from men and women in state legislatures 

and Congress than they do from each other.  Women’s underrepresentation
10

 in these 

local offices is strong evidence that gendered behavior affects the selection process for 

rural council seats, but within the institutions of local government, women’s and men’s 

attitudes towards their work are largely similar.  In order to understand the way gender 

continues to shape our political process, scholars need to understand the role of 

institutional context and this dissertation will contribute to that literature (Keiser et al. 

2002).
11

 

 

When Are Women Representatives Expected to Be Different from Men?  

While there is considerable evidence that women’s approaches to power—

including the policies they pursue and their relationships with constituents and 

colleagues—do differ from men under many circumstances, there is also considerable 

evidence that in many contexts, women and men approach their political positions in 

similar ways (see for example Reingold 2000).  To explain these inconsistencies, scholars 

have focused on two primary contextual factors: the percentage of women in office and 

institutional norms.   

   

                                                           
10

 Less than 25% of the councilors in the study are women. 
11

 Political institutions can also shape gender roles.  As Keiser et al. (2002) writes, “Social 

institutions are important sites where sexual difference comes to be defined as salient to social 

identity, for they are the locations where gendered practices develop and are repeated, adapted, 

and sometimes transformed” (Keiser et al. 2002, 555).   
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Tokenism and Women’s Representation 

 In the literature on women in elective office, one of the most frequently 

investigated contextual factors is the percentage of women in office (Childs and Krook 

2008).  Applying the work of Kanter (1977)
12

 to legislatures, scholars argue that when 

there are few women in a political institution, they face pressures that their male 

colleagues do not.  Kanter broke workplace groups into four types based roughly on the 

percentage of the group taken up by the majority:  uniform (100:0), skewed (85:15), tilted 

(65:35) and balanced (60:40 to 50:50).
13

  Tokens are found primarily in skewed groups, 

although minority members in smaller tilted groups can also face challenges related to 

their minority status.   

 Kanter argues that members of the dominate group treat tokens differently in three 

ways.  First, dominate group members are more likely to closely scrutinize the behavior 

of tokens because minorities standout from the group.  Second, dominate group members 

are more likely to exaggerate the differences between dominate groups members and 

minority group members.  She writes:  

In uniform groups, members and observers may never become self-

conscious about the common culture and type, which remain taken for 

granted and implicit.  But the presence of a person or two bearing a 

different set of social characteristics increases the self-consciousness of 

the numerically dominant population and the consciousness of observers 

about what makes the dominants a class (210). 

                                                           
12

 See also Dahlerup (1988) and Childs and Krook (2008). 
13

 Because small town councils in Iowa usually consist of five members, all of the councils in the 

sample are uniformly male, skewed male or balanced. 
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Third, Kanter argues that dominate group members will assimilate minority group 

members, not into the dominate group, but into stereotypes of the “social type” of 

minority group member.
14

  Kanter concludes, “So tokens are, ironically, both highly 

visible as people who are different and yet not permitted the individuality of their own 

unique, non-stereotypical characteristics” (211). 

 Kanter sketches out the consequences of negative attention by majority group 

members on token minority group members.  Contrary to the theory (popular in the 

women in elective office literature) that elected officials have individual leadership styles 

because of their life experiences or socialization, Kanter argues that leadership style is 

foremost a result of the power the leader has in an organization, which is greatly affect by 

tokenism.  Kanter maintains that differences in leadership styles between men and 

women are primarily dependent on the differences in power that men and women have in 

corporate organizations.  She finds that stereotypes of female bosses (too dictatorial, 

jealous, take things personally, lack of delegation, overly critical, etc. (201)) are present 

in supervisors who do not feel secure in their position and have limited organizational 

power regardless of gender (204).  Tokenism severely limits women’s workplace power, 

                                                           
14

 Finally, in addition to performance pressures and dominant culture boundaries, tokens face role 

encapsulation by the dominant group.  Role encapsulation for women entails numerous ways 

women are ‘put in their place’ by men.  These include phenomena such as status leveling, in 

which women in important positions are either mistaken for someone of lower status (such as 

wives or secretaries) or treated like people of lower status (ex. asking them to get coffee when 

they are a salesperson not a secretary).  Token women must also deal with stereotyped informal 

rules, in which women are treated as if they fall into a single category: mother, seductress, pet or 

the Iron Maiden (236).  Kanter writes, “Such stereotypical assumptions about what tokens ‘must’ 

be like, such mistaken attributions and biased judgments, tend to force tokens into playing limited 

and caricatured roles” (230).  In response to role encapsulation, women often accept stereotyped 

roles and avoid forming new relationships to avoid having to reestablish their identity (236).  

Another aspect of role encapsulation is having a “spot” for a minority group member.  Kanter 

uses the example of managerial women who wanted to avoid being placed into the personnel 

department because those were considered “women’s jobs” but were pushed that way regardless 

(232).     
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so they behave like men in similar powerless situations.  She writes, “It was rarity and 

scarcity, rather than femaleness per se, that shaped the environment for women in parts of 

Indsco mostly populated by men” (207).   

 Kanter also argues that women faced performance pressure not just as workers, 

but also as representatives of all women in the workplace.  She writes, “every act tended 

to be evaluated beyond its meaning for the organization and taken as a sign of ‘how 

women perform’” (214).  Because of this added pressure, “The extension of 

consequences for those in token statuses may increase their self-consciousness about their 

self-presentation and about their decisions, and can change the nature of the decisions 

that get made” (215).  She goes on to say many tokens work hard to maintain a spotless 

performance record, but others try to remain as anonymous as possible to avoid backlash 

for trying to overachieve (217-219). 

 Kanter argues that minority groups also had to deal with the policing of dominant 

culture boundaries.  Because tokens are considered outsiders, members of the dominant 

group trust token members less than they trust those of their own kind.  This lack of trust 

leads to a host of negative consequences for minority group members.  For example, a 

dominant group's members may subtly question whether the minority members can fit in 

by telling inappropriate stories or jokes and judge minority members based on their 

responses.  Other examples include informal isolation, in which tokens are not invited to 

outings outside of work settings (bar outings, sports activities, etc.) because they make 

the majority group uncomfortable, and loyalty tests which ask minority members to 

betray members of their group to get ahead with members of the dominant group. 
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 For Kanter, token status is inherently a function of numbers, and not because of 

discrimination against people in lower status social categories, such as women and 

African Americans.  Although women and racial minorities were more likely to face 

token status in the corporation she studied, she noted that in other research men working 

in female dominated workplaces (such as nurses) faced similar challenges.  Yoder (1991) 

argues that later research disproves the theory that relative numbers is the most important 

aspect of tokenism.  She states that “only members of social categories that are of lower 

status relative to the majority” face the negative consequences of token status (181).   

 Following Kanter, scholars argue when there are few women serving in an 

institution, women have to work harder to prove their competence (Beck 1991, Beck 

2001, Antonlini 1984), feel more pressure to conform to institutional norms (Thomas 

1994), and have fewer “opportunities for collective and coalitional strategies” (Rosenthal 

1998, 90, see also Blair and Stanley 1991).  Thomas (1994) argues that women in token 

situations will conform to male norms both because they see the norms of the institution 

as legitimate (her theory is that if they ran for office they must respect the institution on 

some level) and because following the institution’s norms might well be the price of 

doing business in male dominated legislatures (88-89). 

 However, to complicate matters further, scholars have argued that greater 

numbers of women in an institution may also prompt a backlash by men attempting to 

protect their power (Yoder 1991,
15

 Rosenthal 1998, Bratton 2002).
16

  Heidbreder et al. 

                                                           
15

 Yoder (1991) also argues that the Kanter’s findings only apply when women and men are 

working in “gender inappropriate” situations, and one could easily make the case that politics is 

traditionally a gender inappropriate occupation for women.  She writes, “Since both women and 

men can be belittled for achieving success in gender-inappropriate occupations, the work 

outcomes Kanter described may have been influenced by her saleswomen's deviation from 

occupational gender norms, not just from their numeric imbalance or gender status per se” (182).  
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(2011) hypothesize that increased demographic diversity may actually increase conflict 

on city councils.  Because previously excluded groups like women likely have different 

perspectives on policies and policy-making,
17

 women in office may inadvertently 

increase conflict rather than collaboration.   

Bratton (2002, 2005), looking at agenda setting, cites Kanter (1977) as an 

important theorist, but she argues that the empirical evidence for applying Kanter’s 

theories to government are “mixed at best.”  She points out that Kanter’s work does not 

assume that ‘token’ women will conform to the behavior set by their male colleagues and 

may in fact emphasize their differences and achievements (2002, 117).  Kanter finds that 

women have two different responses to being a token.  The one most commonly cited by 

women in American politics scholars, is that token women become isolated from the 

group and “may become self-estranged in the process of assimilation” (207).  The other 

option, less frequently cited, is that in situations where being “known” is important to 

success in the workplace, some women benefited from standing out from their male 

colleagues (207).
18

  In fact, there is some evidence that tokens are able to make a 

difference, regardless of their minority status (Crowley 2004).
19

 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Even in gender inappropriate occupations, men may still not experience the same “performance 

pressures, isolation, and role encapsulation” as women (183). 
16

 Bratton (2002) reminds us that Kanter herself also suggested in a later edition of The Men and 

Women of the Corporation, that rising numbers of women and minorities in some cases actually 

cause a “backlash effect” making it more difficult for women and minorities to be effective (118). 
17

 They reason, “Individuals from different social backgrounds have unique 

educational/socialization experiences and thus, make distinct value judgments” (36, see also Ihrke 

and Niederjohn 2005). 
18

 However, unmentioned by Yoder (1991), Kanter notes that even those minorities who benefit 

from the extra attention have to suffer a loss of privacy (213). 
19

 Other scholars question whether the focus on the percentage of women in office is simply a 

distraction from better questions regarding women’s political representation.  For example, Dovi 

(2007) questions the utility of the “the more women the better” conclusions that arose from 

Kanter’s conclusions in the private sector.  She argues that including more women in office does 
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 Other scholars also contest the idea that more women in an institution would lead 

to more differences between men and women.  Jennings and Farah (1981) maintain, “As 

the proportion of women increases in elite bodies, the likelihood of their convergence 

toward institutional and subinstitutional norms and dictates increases,” arguing that once 

more women are able to take on a wider variety of roles within an institution, personal 

and institutional factors will be more important than gender (477).  Reingold (1992) 

argues that when more than 30% of an institution are women, it might be more difficult 

to form a coalition of women because women “are too numerous to be considered a 

cohesive group with common interests or common traits (positive or negative)” (532).
20

  

In any case, it remains to be seen if tokenism affects women on small councils.  Kanter 

primarily discusses situations involving groups of more than ten people, and never 

addresses what happens when groups are so small that one or two women constitute a 

tilted rather than a token group.   

 

Institutional Norms and Women’s Representation  

 Scholars have most widely studied the impact of tokenism and its converse—a 

‘critical mass’ of descriptive representation—on women’s attitudes and behavior in 

elective office (see for example Childs and Krook 2008 for a review of the literature).  

However, other factors have also proven to have an impact on women’s representation.  

Within political institutions, scholars have generally expected (and frequently found) that 

the demographic characteristics, attitudes and behavior of men and women are different 

                                                                                                                                                                             
not necessarily adequately incorporate the views of all women, since the women who serve in 

office tend to be socio-economic elites. 
20

 In addition, she argues that women may feel less pressure “to act for women as a woman,” 

further reducing differences between men and women on policy issues. 
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but that these attributes are shaped by institutional norms.  Scholars have found that 

gendered behaviors are a result of a complex interaction between individuals, institutions 

and society (Kathlene 1998).  As Thomas (1994) writes, “The institution’s norms and 

standards for activity or the way in which activity is pursued interacts with societal 

perspectives of the proper public sphere role of women to limit or enhance their 

opportunities and actions” (85).   

Because men and women are expected to be different from each other for social 

and political reasons, when scholars find the demographics, attitudes and behaviors of 

men and women in office to be similar, they often argue that institutional norms 

prevented or reduced differences.  For example, Reingold (1996) writes, “There is one 

factor that distinguishes the studies that have not found sex differences from those that 

have: the presence of strong institutional norms of behavior” (192).  She continues, “In 

short, this contrast in the research findings suggests that certain institutional norms have, 

under certain conditions, the ability to overrule or negate gender-specific assumptions, 

expectations, or inclinations regarding leadership and power” (192, emphasis mine, see 

also Reingold 1992).  Scholars have found that extent of party control is one such norm 

(Clark 1998, Dodson 2006, Osborn 2012, Reingold 2000, Vega and Firestone 1995).  In 

addition, scholars have found that other factors—such as institutional norms of 

cooperation and collegiality—‘reduce’ differences between men and women (Reingold 

1992, 2000). 
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Gender and Local Government in Iowa 

To close, this chapter painted a broad picture of the literature on gender and 

women in elective office.  Traditionally, political institutions shaped gender roles by 

explicitly excluding women.  As women have slowly been integrating into the political 

system, activists and scholars have wondered whether they would change or challenge 

institutional norms.  The literature, much of which derives its theory from Gilligan’s 

(1982) work, indicates that women and men are different on a number of demographic, 

attitudinal and behavior measures and are in fact changing the institutions in which they 

serve.  However, following Kanter (1977), much of the literature on women in American 

politics indicates that these findings are contingent on a number of institutional factors, 

including but not limited to the percentage of women in office and the political culture of 

the institution.   

In many cases, scholars imply that the differences between men and women at 

various levels of government will apply in all cases.  One of the primary aims of this 

dissertation is to explore whether theories regarding when and why gender differences 

occur—which were created for different political contexts (urban government, state 

legislatures, Congress, etc.) —apply to the rural context.  Given the many differences 

between the politics and institutions of rural local government and other political 

institutions in the US, it is important to test whether these theories hold.  Relying 

primarily on survey data gathered on council members in Iowa, this dissertation 

addresses this question by examining how men and women in rural local government 

differ.  These data are supplemented with additional survey data gathered from the 
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constituents of the council members, first hand and video observations of council 

meetings and discussions with state legislators in Iowa.   

The following chapters of this dissertation will test whether men and women in 

rural local government differ on a number of demographic and attitudinal variables as 

theorized by the literature and the extent to which they are similar to state legislators and 

members of Congress.  In Chapter 2, I describe ways in which rural local officials differ 

from state legislators and members of Congress, and how those differences may affect the 

gender differences we see in other contexts.  Chapter 3 describes the data I will be using 

to test these theories.  For Chapters 4 through 6, I use the RDI survey data to compare 

men and women in local government, and previous research to compare councilors in the 

RDI study to legislators at higher levels of government.  Chapter 4 addresses 

demographic characteristics.  Chapter 5 looks at gender differences in political ambition 

and motivations for running for office.  Chapter 6 addresses council member’s 

approaches and time commitment to their office.  The concluding chapter gives a brief 

summary of the research and suggestions for further avenues of investigation. 
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CHAPTER 2: GENDER AND RURAL GOVERNMENT 

Over a quarter of Americans live in small communities, but these areas are often 

overlooked in political science.  In the United States, less than 20% the population lives 

in rural areas, but an additional 9.5% live in what the US Census Bureau calls “urban 

clusters” (areas with clusters of small towns of between 2,500 and 50,000 people).  These 

communities are rarely studied in the women in American politics literature and the 

American politics literature in general.  The dearth of studies on women and men in rural 

context is particularly problematic because of the many differences between rural and 

non-rural populations.  Many of these differences have an impact on who runs for office, 

why they ran and how they behave while in office.  Although understanding the broader 

context in which political actors work is vital to understanding the impact of gender on 

political attitudes and behaviors, few studies have been published on gender and local 

government in rural communities.   

Most of the research on gender and elected officials in American politics focuses 

on state legislatures, and to a lesser extent, Congress (Smith 2012).  The majority of work 

on local government focuses almost exclusively on urban areas.  Holman (2014), 

Saltzstein (1986), Smith (2012), Reid, Kerr and Miller (2001), Thomas (1992) and 

Tolleson-Rinehart (2001) and others looked at elected officials in midsized to large cities.  

Schumaker and Burns (1988), Boles (1994 and 2001), Flammang (1985), focused on case 

studies of cities with over 50,000 people.
21

  Of those studies looking at women in local 

elective office, only Bers (1978) and Beck (1991) look at suburban government.  Bourke 

and Luloff (1997) interviewed men and women in rural and suburban Pennsylvania, 

                                                           
21

 It is unclear what sizes of towns Donahue (1997) looks at his in his study of school boards in 

Massachusetts. 
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although their focus of their study was not exclusively on elected officials.  Mezey 

(1978a, 1978b, 1978c) incorporates the views of women at multiple levels of government 

in both rural and urban contexts, but does not focus on the local arena.
22

  Only the 

research of Van Assendelft and Stottlemyer (2009) and Van Assendelft (2014) discusses 

primarily rural areas.
23

   

This dissertation will contribute to the literature by focusing on elected officials in 

small towns in the state of Iowa.  Iowa’s population is more rural than most of the United 

States.  It ranks 12
th

 in the nation in rural population (35.98%) and 6
th

 in percentage 

population in urban clusters (22.36%) (US Census Bureau 2010).  The primary source of 

data for this dissertation is survey data from council members in town with less than 

10,000 people, collected by Iowa State’s Rural Development Initiative (RDI).  This 

chapter addresses important differences between the context of previous studies of 

women in elective office in the United States and Iowa town councils.  Further, it outlines 

how those differences may have an impact on the demographics, attitudes and behaviors 

of men and women in office. 

 

The Contexts of Previous Research 

Much of the work done on women in local office was done when few women 

served above the local level.  From the 1970s to the early 1990s, several scholars focused 

their research on women in local politics (Bokemeier and Tait 1980, Flammang 1985, 

                                                           
22

 Denise Antonlini (1984) and Ellen Boneparth (1984) provide good summaries of the first 

literature on women in local government and some of the issues women legislators faced in the 

1970s and early 1980s.  Not surprisingly, sexism within local government was considerably more 

explicit during this period.   
23

 They do not go into details about their sample population, so it is difficult to say what 

percentage of their study is rural. 
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Karnig and Walter 1976, Merritt 1977, Mezey 1978a, Mezey 1978b, Mezey 1978c, 

Porter and Matasar 1974, Saltzstein 1986, Stewart 1980, Thomas 1992).  Starting in the 

late 1970s, there was a substantial increase in the number of women in state legislatures 

and the number of women in Congress began steady, if slow, increases (CAWP 2009a 

and b).
24

  As the numbers of women in state legislatures and Congress grew, and the 

percentage of women in local government stagnated, much of the research on American 

women
25

 in office turned away from local government to more powerful legislative 

institutions.
26

   

In the last ten years, there has been a renewed interest in women in local 

government in the United States (Holman 2014, Park 2014, Smith 2012, Smith, Reingold, 

and Owens 2012, Van Assendelft 2014, Van Assendelft and Stottlemyer 2009, 

Vanderleeuw, Sandovici and Jarmon 2011, Weikart et al. 2006).  The new wave of 

literature on women in local government primarily focuses on cities or counties with 

large populations (Holman 2014, Park 2014, Smith 2012, Smith, Reingold, and Owens 

2012, Vanderleeuw, Sandovici and Jarmon 2011, Weikart et al. 2006)
 27

 as does much of 

the earlier literature (Alozie and Manganaro 1993, Flammang 1985, Merritt 1977).
28

   

                                                           
24

 In 1973, women made up 5.6% of state legislators but by 1981, 12.1% of state legislators were 

women.  Women in local government also increased at this time.  In 1975, there were 4,813 

women in local office.  Two years later, there were 6,961 (CAWP 1975, 1977).  After the 1970s, 

this trend slowed considerably for city councils.  A study commissioned by the National League 

of Cities found that from 1979 to 2001 the percentage of women in local offices increased by 

only three to four percent in cities over 25,000 people (Svara 2003). 
25

 There is an extensive literature on women in local offices in comparative politics, but not 

American politics. 
26

 The data from Reid, Kerr and Miller (2001) was from the late 1980s and early 1990s.  

Similarly, Beck’s (2001) study of women in local government (towns from 5,000 to 25,000) came 

from interviews conducted in 1988 and 1989 (65).  Versions of the Beck (2001) and Tolleson-

Rinehart (2001) were originally published in 1991 in Gender and Policymaking: Studies of 

Women in Office (Dodson 1991). 
27

 Vanderleeuw, Sandovici and Jarmon (2011) have some small communities in their study, but 

the average city size in their sample was over 65,000 people.  There are two exceptions to the 
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As a result, most of the research in recent decades has taken place in contexts with 

the following attributes:  large legislative bodies, legislatures with large constituencies, 

partisan legislatures, legislatures that focus on a wide variety of issues and legislatures 

that require officials to spend considerable time away from home.  We know that each of 

these factors have an effect on who is elected to office and how they behave once they 

are elected. 

 

Rural versus Urban Politics 

Rural communities are demographically different from urban and suburban areas.  

Rural Americans are older and less educated than typical suburban and urban residents 

(Gimpel and Karnes 2006, 467).
29

  Rural residents have higher levels of property 

ownership and self-employment (although they make less money on average) than urban 

and suburban populations (Gimpel and Karnes 2006, 467).  Further, rural voters are more 

likely to attend church and more likely to be evangelical Christians.  Rural Americans are 

also more likely to be white, non-Hispanic (Gimpel and Karnes 2006). 

As result of these demographic characteristics—more likely to be white, more 

religious, older, with lower income but higher levels of property ownership than urban 

residents—rural residents are more conservative and involved in politics than people in 

                                                                                                                                                                             
large community rule: Van Assendelft (2014) and Van Assendelft and Stottlemyer (2009) use the 

same data set of local officials.  While neither article discusses the communities they serve in any 

detail.  They only say their surveys come from women who work in “rural southwest/western 

Virginia” (Van Assendelft and Stottlemyer 2009, 8). 
28

 Some studies such as Mezey (1978c) used data from cities of various sizes.  Mezey (1978a) and 

Mezey (1978b) included office holders at multiple levels of government.  Bokemeier and Tait 

(1980) looked at “power actors” in rural communities that were not necessarily elected to a 

governmental office.   
29

 In survey used for this dissertation, the average adult community member of voting age is in 

their 50s (56 years for men, 57 years for women) and has a lower than national average income 

($40 to $50 thousand for men, $30 to 40 thousand for women).   
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urban or even suburban areas are.  Before World War II, political scientists and historians 

argued that rural areas were places of agrarian radicalism, conservatism and apathy 

(Knoke and Henry 1977).  However, after the war, scholars began to argue that rural 

apathy was more of a function of income and education levels than a particular aspect of 

rural life.  Once income and education are controlled for, rural areas have higher levels of 

participation than urban areas and offer more opportunities for political involvement than 

suburban and urban areas (Knoke and Henry 1977, 53-54).  As to the conservatism of 

rural residents, scholars have found that rural residents are less tolerant of communists 

and other political dissidents than urban or suburban residents are.  Even in the South, 

where respondents were generally less tolerant, there were large divides between urban 

and rural areas (Knoke and Henry 1977, 55).  Low levels of income inequality, financial 

independence and strong social support systems also shape rural residents largely 

negative views of government assistance programs (Gimpel and Karnes 2006, Knoke and 

Henry 1977).  Rural Americans are more likely to hold traditional ideas about social 

issues like abortion and gay marriage as well (Gimpel and Karnes 2006).   

While Knoke and Henry (1977) treat the rural urban divide as temporary, many of 

the qualities of rural areas they identify in the 1970s have continued to the present day.  

Scholars have more recently argued that there is a distinct “rural consciousness,” similar 

to more widely studied categories of race and gender, which explain much of rural 

resident’s antipathy towards government (Walsh 2012).  Rural residents often feel 

disconnected from political elites who they perceive to be largely urban and hostile to 

rural interests (Walsh 2012).  Knoke and Henry (1977) argue that the rural-urban political 

division was exacerbated by the expansion of urban and suburban areas: 
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Grounded in the values of moral integrity and individualistic self-help, 

rural Americans traditionally have long been suspicious and disdainful of 

urban centers.  The political manifestations-opposition to big government, 

big business, big labor; isolationism in foreign policy; hostility to non-

Anglo-Saxon minorities; intense patriotism-may be seen as part of a 

general defense of status and a way of life threatened by the encroachment 

of the urban industrial sector (52).
30

 

Due to this conservativism, the Republican Party has had considerable support in 

rural areas in recent years.  Since the mid-1990s, rural residents in both Southern and 

non-Southern states supported the Republican Party at the same rates (McKee 2008).  

Within the state of Iowa, there is a rural-urban divide.  As a whole, Iowa is considered a 

swing state, but rural counties are more likely to cast ballots for Republican candidates.
31

  

Although for most of its history, Iowa voters favored the Republican Party, over the past 

twenty years the Republican candidate for president has only won the state once (U.S. 

National Archives and Records 2015).   

Historically, female candidates were more successful in Republican dominated 

areas and many rural states have long histories of electing women.  Montanans elected 

                                                           
30

 They also argue that urban versus rural conflicts are largely superficial.  Knoke and Henry 

believed that rural areas would become “as heterogeneous and politically diverse as the urban 

environment, so that all meaningful distinctions between the two will have disappeared” (61).  

They maintain, “Present trends are likely to find these conflicts dissociated from the historical 

rural-urban dimension” (59).  At least politically, the rural-urban divide is still significant over 30 

years later.  This might be a result of the slowing of population shifts from the country to the city.  

The decline of the rural population has slowed considerably since the mid-20
th
 Century.  From 

1940 to 1970, the rural population as a percentage of the total US population declined from 

43.5% to 26.4%--a drop of almost 50%.  Since the 1970s, the share of rural residents has gone 

down by less than 7%. 
31

 There are some interesting regional differences within Iowa as well.  Counties in the northern 

and eastern parts of the state are more likely to vote for Democrats and counties in the western 

and southern parts of the state are more likely to vote Republican (Lewis 2012). 
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the first woman to Congress and rural western states were amongst the first to give 

women the right to vote.  Maine, currently the most rural state in the US (by percentage 

of the population) elected Margret Chase Smith, the first woman to serve in both the US 

House and US Senate.  More recently, Maine was one of the few states to have two 

female US Senators (until Olympia Snowe retired in 2013).  However, generally women 

are now more successful in areas dominated by the Democratic Party.  Indeed, as Elder 

(2012) argues, Democrats have made most of the modest gains in women’s 

representation in state legislature.  In Congress, the differences in women’s 

representation between the parties are even larger.
32

   

This preference for conservatism and Republican candidates may make it more 

difficult for women to run in rural communities, since voters perceive female candidates 

as more liberal than male candidates.  The gender gap (both women’s preference for 

Democratic candidates and for liberal policies) has been widely reported, and knowledge 

of this may bias Republican voters against female candidates, particularly in low 

information elections (McDermott 1997, McDermott 1998).  Women are more likely to 

be elected to office in liberal states (Norrander and Wilcox 1998).  Rural areas are less 

likely to elect women to state legislatures (Matland and Brown 1992, Nechemias 1987) 

and smaller cities generally have smaller percentages of women on their councils (Dolan 

et al. 2010).   

At the state and national levels of government, Iowa does not have a long record 

of electing women.  Iowa has never had a female governor and in 2014, Iowa elected a 

                                                           
32

 In the 104
th
 Congress, there were 57 women serving.  Twenty years later, women now hold 104 

seats, a gain of 47.  Democratic women have gained 40 seats while Republican women have 

gained only seven (CAWP 2015). 
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woman to their congressional delegation for the first time.
33

  The state currently ranks 

27
th

 for the percentage of women serving in the state legislature with 23.3% (CAWP 

2014).
34

   

Conservatism may affect not only the gender composition of councils in Iowa, but 

also the types of women who are elected and their behavior while in office.  Liberal 

women might be less likely to run for local office in rural areas, believing that their 

policy preferences were impossible to achieve or made them unelectable.  Further, 

conservative voters may also discourage racial and ethnic diversity.  In general, women 

of color are stronger supporters of the Democratic Party than white women are, and tend 

to be elected from liberal urban districts (Hardy-Fanta et al. 2006, Montoya et al. 2000, 

Prestage 1977, Prestage 1991).  Some studies have suggested that women in office might 

be more liberal than their male counter-parts because liberal constituencies are more 

likely to elect women (Darcy and Schramm 1977, Welch et al., 1985, Welch 1985).
35

  

With a smaller proportion of liberals and/or people of color, officials in rural 

communities likely differ from officials in cities and higher levels of government in a 

number of ways in addition to ideology and race/ethncity: party identification, the level 

of ambition of women in office and women’s motivations for running. 

 

Personal Relationships with Constituents 

 The final key difference between the contexts of previous research and this study 

is the population of the districts of elected officials.  Specifically, scholars have found 

                                                           
33

 No woman had even temporarily taken the place of a deceased husband or father. 

=bv0o-pest-ranking women in government in Iowa are the lieutenant governor and the state 

auditor (CAWP 2014). 
35

 In recent elections, women in the electorate are also more likely to support Democrats.   
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that population size and density have an effect on who is elected and how they behave in 

office.  Women are more likely to be elected in state legislative districts with smaller 

populations (Hill 1981, Matland and Brown 1992, Nechemias 1985, Nechemias 1987 and 

Rule 1981).  However, scholars also find that women are less likely to be elected from 

rural districts to state legislatures and Congress (Stiles and Schwab 2009) and more likely 

to be elected in larger cities (Trounstine and Valdini 2008).  How urban a district is (as 

measured by largest city size in a district) affects bill introduction by state legislators 

(Bratton and Haynie 1999).  City size also affects per capita spending (Chen and 

Malhotra 2007). 

While local government elections in large communities are often low information 

(Brown, Heighberger and Shocket 1993), running in very small communities is often 

very personal.  Small town council members often know most of their constituents, while 

this is not possible for members of Congress and the vast majority of state legislators.  

Most of the towns included in this study have less than 2,000 residents.  In communities 

of that size, residents know most of their fellow residents personally.  The state with the 

smallest legislator to constituent ratio, New Hampshire, has over 3,000 residents per 

representative and most state legislatures have considerably higher ratios.   

There is considerable evidence that voters view male and female candidates and 

elected officials through a lens of gender stereotypes at the state and national levels 

(Lawless 2004, Leeper 1991, Rosenwasser et al. 1987, Sapiro 1981-1982, etc.) and in 

cities (Brown, Heighberger and Shocket 1993, Riggle et al. 1997).  Some political 

scientists even advise women running for office to emphasize positive stereotypes.  

Brown, Heighberger and Shocket (1993) suggest that women running for local offices in 
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large communities highlight their social skills and issues related to social services during 

their campaigns.  They write:  

Women who run on ‘providing the leadership’ needed to ‘clean up the 

mess in the police department’ or ‘redevelop the downtown business 

district’ may have to overcome voter prejudice.  On the other hand, 

stressing better community relations and improved social services may 

find a receptive audience (12). 

Further, there is evidence that these gendered expectations may affect constituent 

evaluations (Riggle et al. 1997) and the behavior of women in office.
36

  For example, 

researchers have found that women in office are more likely to be approached by 

constituents in need of assistance, likely due to stereotypes about women’s selflessness 

and availability (Diamond 1977, Merritt 1980, see also Antonlini 1984 and Cammisa and 

Reingold 2004).  In turn, studies have found that women spend more time with 

constituents (Carey, Niemi and Powell 1998, Thomas 1992).  In the smallest 

communities, voters who know representatives personally have more information to rely 

on than simple stereotypes, thus altering the behavior of both the voters and the 

representatives and potentially reducing differences between men and women. 

 

Legislature Size 

City councils in small communities represent the smallest legislative 

bodies, considerably smaller than state and national legislative bodies, and smaller 

still than most large city councils, which may have up to 50 members (Muzzio 

                                                           
36There is little evidence suggesting stereotyping affects a woman’s ability to win local office 

once she enters a race (Karnig and Walter 1976, Leeper 1991, Riggle et al. 1997).  
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and Tompkins 1989).  The size of a representative body affects who is elected and 

how the institution functions.  Muzzio and Tompkins (1989) in their review of the 

literature (primarily on state legislatures but also on large city councils), argue 

that the size of a city’s council can affect its representativeness because large 

councils enable diversity (see also Alozie and Manganaro 1993, Trounstine and 

Valdini 2008, Welch and Karnig 1979).  In addition to descriptive representation, 

council size has an effect on responsiveness, efficiency, effectiveness, council 

accountability and more (Muzzio and Tompkins 1989).  For example, some 

researchers have found that legislatures with more members spend more money 

per capita, likely due to an increase in logrolling (Baqir 2002, Bradbury and 

Stephenson 2003, Chen and Malhotra 2007).  However, although scholars have 

found a relationship between size and spending in a variety of contexts (local, 

state and cross-county), MacDonald (2008) argues that the relationship between 

council size and spending is spurious.
37

 

 

Small Pool of Candidates 

Small communities have fewer people interested in running for office; at the very 

least, there are simply more seats per capita than in large communities and state level 

races.  The level of competition has an effect on who serves in office and potentially his 

or her behavior in office.  In her groundbreaking work on state legislators, Diamond 

(1977) linked electoral competition with gender differences in ambition.  She argues that 

the primary difference between men and women serving in office is that men are more 

                                                           
37

 He finds that with a fixed model these differences go away. 
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likely to be professional politicians while women are more likely to be citizen legislators.  

In comparison to professional politicians, citizen legislators have low levels of ambition 

and experience.  Where competition is at the highest, she argues, we would see only 

professional politicians, thus eliminating most differences between men and women.  The 

few women that serve in those seats will have similar levels of ambition and experience 

as men at that level.  With a little less competition, the seats will be of high enough 

prestige that primarily male professional politicians will be interested in serving but 

female citizen legislators will still have a chance at winning.  It is in those offices, 

Diamond argues, we will see the biggest gender differences in attitudes and behavior.  

Where competition is lowest, as is the case of local offices in small communities, 

Diamond suggests gender differences in ambition and experience (and other 

characteristics) will be low because there will be fewer professional politicians seeking 

the seats. 

 

Nonpartisan Elections, Nonpartisan Issues 

 Although many of the largest cities in the U.S. have partisan elections (New York 

City, Chicago, Houston, etc.), 77% of cities have nonpartisan elections (NLC 2013a).  

Nonpartisan elections affect the decision making of both voters (Schaffner 2007, 

Schaffner, Streb and Wright 2001, Wright and Schaffner 2002) and elected officials 

(Caldaron, Canes-Wrone and Clark 2009).  Scholars have found that in many cases, 

nonpartisan elections have an effect on the partisan and racial/ethnic composition of 

legislative bodies (Davidson and Fraga 1988, Pomper 1966, Schaffner, Streb and Wright 

2007, Welch and Bledsoe 1986).  Cassell (1985) finds that nonpartisan elections in city 
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governments results in ‘higher status’  council members, although no effect has been 

found for female council members (Trounstine and Valdini 2008, Welch and Karnig 

1979).   

Most municipal elections in the United States are nonpartisan (National League of 

Cities (NCL) 2013b), but small communities have nonpartisan elections and their local 

governments focus on ‘nonpartisan’ or ‘bipartisan’ issues.  In many larger cities, council 

members address issues that the major parties tend to battle over—issues such as access 

to abortion clinics—that may not be priorities in small communities.  The issues Iowa 

council members have to address are common throughout small communities in the 

United States and, with the exception of budgeting, are not ‘hot button’ issues 

(Christensen and Hogen-Esch 2006).  Officials at the state and national level (and even 

large cities) have to deal with a wider spectrum of issues such as welfare and national 

defense.  Local politicians also have to deal with more policy constraints because they are 

obligated to follow laws enacted by state and national policy makers (Judd and 

Swanstrom 2008).  In a personal interview, one Iowa state legislator suggested the 

primary difference between working in state and local government is the prevalence of 

public safety issues at the local level.   

Small town council members primarily deal with three issues: development, 

budgets and infrastructure.  Scholars have found that council members prefer to address 

development issues over redistribution, even in large cities, because it is so difficult for 

cities to control macroeconomic forces (Holman 2014).  Development is also a focus 

because cities are in constant competition for tax revenue—it is easy for wealthy 

taxpayers and businesses to move to different cities (Holman 2014).  Some scholars argue 
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that the narrow focus of local government on development makes it difficult, if not 

impossible, for local legislators to pursue policies related to areas like income 

redistribution or domestic violence, which may have a particular interest for women (ex. 

Beck 1991, Beck 2001).  Holman (2014) finds that despite the fiscal constraints and focus 

on development of city politics, “women in local office are more interested than men in 

representing women and women’s urban interests and are particularly receptive to 

demands from women’s issue organizations, groups of women, and citizens representing 

women’s urban issues” (21).  However, Holman focuses on cities with over 30,000 

people and the issues of urban women, not rural women.  As Judd and Swanstrom (2008) 

argue, issues in larger cities have grown to resemble national politics.  The types of issues 

rural local government addresses affects who runs for office and why.  Ambitious and 

highly partisan candidates may avoid running for local offices where they cannot address 

the issue they care about the most. 

The primary survey used for this project (described in the following chapter) 

asked council member respondents to list the two “most important” issues their 

communities face.  Many respondents listed more than two issues, but all issues listed 

were coded (see Table 2.1 and Appendix A1 for complete coding).  Council members 

most commonly cited the following issues: development (44%), infrastructure (43%), 

budget (26%) and jobs (21%)).  Nearly all—88% of respondents—listed at least one of 

these four issues and over 40% listed two or more.
38

  Many of the decisions of council 

members relate directly towards the safety of their constituents (infrastructure includes 

streets and water).  A nonpartisan context might lead to greater gender differences in 

                                                           
38In total nine issues, plus an additional ‘other’ category were coded.  The issues coded were 

Budget, Children, City Beautification, City Pride, Development, Housing, Infrastructure, Jobs, 

Law and Order, plus an ‘other’ category.  See Appendix A1 for complete coding.  
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some aspects of behavior.  As several researchers argue, party control over the legislative 

agenda and party politics in general affects the behavior of women in office, usually to 

repress gender differences (Clark 1998, Dodson 2006, Osborn 2012, Reingold 2000, 

Vega and Firestone 1995), but no differences were found on issue priorities.   

Table 2.1 Issues by Gender 

Top Four Issues by Gender
39

  

(Respondents can list more than one issue) 

 Men Women 

Development 43.0% 

(95) 

47.2% 

(34) 

Infrastructure 43.0% 

(95) 

44.4% 

(32) 

Budget 26.2% 

(58) 

25.0% 

(18) 

Jobs 22.2% 

(49) 

16.7% 

(12) 

Total 100% 

(221) 

100% 

(72) 

 

Time Commitments 

Council members have different job responsibilities and office demands than 

members of Congress or state legislators.  In local politics, council members do not have 

to commute long distances in order to go to work, while many state legislators and nearly 

all members of Congress have to travel substantial distances to serve.  As a result, local 

governments may attract different types of lawmaker because they can stay closer to their 

families and spend more time with them (Blair and Henry 1981, Freeman and Lyons 

1992, Nechemias 1985).  The smaller time demand on council members is particularly 

important because it opens up opportunities for potential candidates who do not have 
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 These differences are not statistically significant at the .1 level (two-tailed test) using Chi-

square tests. 
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flexible work or home commitments.  This may particularly affect women, as women are 

traditionally the primary caretakers of the home.  Research has shown that women are 

more likely to serve in state legislatures when they do not have to travel long distances to 

work (Nechemias 1985 but see also Hogan 2001), however other research indicates that 

family concerns affect both men and women seeking and serving in office (Blair and 

Henry 1981, Fox and Lawless 2005).  Squire (1992) finds that state legislatures with 

higher levels of legislative professionalism, which require more hours from legislators, 

have lower proportions of women serving in them.  Again, this key difference affects 

who can serve in office. 

 

Part-Time Employment 

In order to gain a better understanding of community institutions, I accessed city 

codes for approximately a third of the RDI communities from their official city websites.  

These cities are not a representative sample of the towns included in the RDI survey—

larger communities are more likely to have working and updated websites—but these 

examples give us a better picture of Iowa councils.  Iowa has been a home rule state for 

municipalities since the 1960s (Syverson 2008),
40

 giving cities the power to create laws 

unless they are in direct contradiction with the laws of the state government.  However, 

although mostly free to alter their city codes without the consent of the state legislature, 

most of the towns in the RDI study have very similar administrative structures and most 

use the same template for their city codes.   

                                                           
40

 This is somewhat ironic as an Iowa court case established Dillon’s rule.  In Dillon’s rule states, 

the local government has less freedom to make laws, essentially cementing the state’s power over 

local government (Syverson 2008). 
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A brief survey of city codes indicates that most communities only pay small 

stipends to their council members and mayors.  Mayors are paid either by the year or by 

the month and generally make between $2,000 and $4,000 a year.  Council members are 

paid considerably less than mayors, which is unsurprising, given that most of the RDI 

communities have a mayor-council form of city government.  Among the city codes I 

accessed, most council members were paid between $20 and $60 per meeting, with most 

councils meeting once or twice a month.  On the high end of the scale, in Altoona Iowa 

(population currently over 10,000), the mayor receives $9,000 a year and the council 

$3,600 (City of Altoona 2004).  In LeMars (population over 9,000), the mayor receives 

$12,000 a year and the council $6,000 (City of LeMars 2011).  On the low end of the pay 

scale, the mayor of Fruitland (population under 1,000) only receives $100 a month and 

the council $20 a month (City of Fruitland 2005).  Webster City, despite having a 

population of more than 8,000 residents, only pays their mayor $60 a meeting and the 

council $50 dollars a meeting (Webster City 1996).
41

  Given the level of pay, particularly 

in the smaller towns, council seats are essentially volunteer positions unlike Congress and 

the more professional state legislatures. 

 

Conclusion 

 The context of rural Iowa councils is different from the context of the vast 

majority of previous studies.  The RDI data sets are not generalizable to types of local 

government.  All of the communities studied are small, predominately white and the 

council members within those communities wield less power relative to local 
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 Webster City is a council-manager city, so there is not a large disparity in pay between the 

mayor and the council. 
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bureaucracy and the mayor than you would find in many larger cities.  The stark 

differences in contexts also makes similarities in gender differences with higher levels of 

office more remarkable, as I will discuss in later chapters.   
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CHAPTER 3: THE DATA SETS 

Given that there are numerous important differences between the social and political 

contexts of most of the women in American politics research and rural communities, it is 

unclear if the conclusions and theories drawn from those contexts apply to rural offices.  

In order to test these theories, I examine data from rural Iowa.  Most of the data for this 

dissertation comes from a survey of small town council members conducted by Iowa 

State University’s Rural Development Initiative (RDI).   

This survey is part of a larger ongoing project studying small communities in 

Iowa.  In 1994, researchers randomly selected, from each county in Iowa, a town with a 

population between 500 and 10,000 (see Appendix B1 for a complete list of 

communities).  In these 99 communities, a survey was sent to 150 households chosen at 

random using telephone directories (Rice and Steele 2001).  The survey questionnaires 

included a letter that indicated the head or co-head of the household should complete the 

survey and had a response rate of 73%.  A second wave of surveys was sent out in 2004.  

The same communities were included and the sampling procedure was the same as the 

1994 study (Besser 2009, Flaherty and Brown 2010).
42

  For this wave, 9,962 surveys 

were completed, with a response rate of 67% (Flaherty and Brown 2010).  All of the data 

from the community surveys used in this dissertation were aggregated from the 2004 data 

set.
43

   

For the town council study, council members in the communities selected for the 

RDI community project were surveyed.  All of the council members for those 

                                                           
42The only exception to this was the addition of the city of Oakland, IA when no council members 

from the town of Chariton responded to the survey. 
43The RDI sent out another community survey in 2014. 
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communities
44

 were contacted by mail in the spring of 2005.  The size of the councils 

range from four to seven members, but most town councils in the RDI sample have five 

members.  Most of the councils have one (34.3%) or no women (33.3%), while 28.3% 

have two or more women (Table 3.1).  Of the 490 council members contacted, 297 

completed the survey, a response rate of 61%.  Women made up roughly a quarter of both 

the survey respondents and the sample population.  

Table 3.1 Council Size and the Number of Women on the Council 

Council Size and the Number of Women 

Council Size 0 Women 1 Woman 2 Women 3 Women N 

4 Members 2.9% (1) 2.7% (1) 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (2) 

5 Members 97.1% (33) 91.9% (34) 87.0% (20) 5.4% (5) 100% (92) 

6 Members 0% (0) 5.4% (2) 4.3% (1) 0% (0) 100% (3) 

7 Members 0% (0) 0% (0) 8.7% (2) 0% (0) 100% (2) 

N 100% (34) 100% (37) 100% (23) 100% (5) 100% (99) 

 

In addition to the RDI surveys, I also attended three council meetings in 

communities selected for the RDI study.  Each of these towns had over 2,000 residents 

and was located in western or central Iowa.  While I was not able to look at a 

representative sample of Iowa communities, from attending these meetings, I was able to 

get a better understanding of the work of a small town council member.  I also watched 

several council meetings from a community that uploads recordings of their council 

meetings to their website and interviewed Iowa state legislators who had previously 

served in local government.  The information gained from these sources provides 

examples to supplement the survey research. 
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Seven council members were missing from this list. 
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The RDI Communities 

The communities included in the study are less racially diverse and older than the 

rest of Iowa.  Many residents in these communities are older than 65 (21.4% as compared 

to 14.9% in Iowa and 12.4% in the US) (Agnitisch et al. 2004, U.S. Census 2001a).  

About 98% of respondents in the 2004 community survey were white, non-Hispanic.  

Iowa’s population was 92.6% white, non-Hispanic in 2000 (U.S. Census 2001b).  

Thirteen percent of the residents had at least a Bachelor’s Degree (below the national 

average of 24.8%), while only eight percent were below the poverty line, four percent 

below the national average around that time (Agnitisch et al. 2004, U.S. Census 2003).  

The towns included in the RDI study are very close-knit and their people have a 

great deal of pride in their communities.  Many of the voters know their council members 

personally.  The community survey indicates that over 50% of respondents in towns with 

populations between 500 and 2,000 said that they knew half or more of the names of their 

town’s residents (see Appendix B2).  Sixty-three percent of residents belong to local 

community organizations, usually church or recreational organizations (Agnitisch et al. 

2004).  Community members actively take part in community projects; over 50% of 

survey respondents said that they had participated in a community project in the year 

preceding the survey (Agnitisch et al. 2004).   

In general, community members are happy and comfortable in their communities.  

While only 40% of respondents said they thought that nongovernmental services in their 

communities were good or very good (Agnitisch et al. 2004), they were more satisfied 

with other aspects of their communities.  The residents of the RDI communities are 

happy with their local government services (71%) and “feel at home” in their 
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communities (92%) (Agnitisch et al. 2004).  They are very trusting of their neighbors 

(92%) and local public officials (79%) (Agnitisch et al. 2004).  Compare the satisfaction 

of Iowans with their local representatives to Congress, where dissatisfaction is at an all-

time high and at the time of the RDI survey hovered around 40% (Gallup 2015). 

 

City Institutions of RDI Communities-Council Members’ Power with the City  

The RDI communities share similar institutional characteristics as well as 

demographic and social ones.  The communities in the RDI survey have largely similar 

government institutions and within these institutions, council members have only limited 

powers to enact policies.  Nearly all of the councils operate under a mayor-council 

system
45

 (Iowa League of Cities, 2006),
46

 but have many institutions that are remnants of 

progressive era reforms used to weaken the power of partisan politics and decrease 

government waste.  Most cities in the US can be classified as one of two ideal forms of 

government—council-manager
47

 and mayor-council (Frederickson, Johnson and Wood 

2004) and these ideal types are often used to distinguish different systems of local 

                                                           
45

 In the mayor-council system, the power is divided between the mayor and the council.  Like a 

US president, the mayor has veto power over legislation and has direct control over city 

bureaucracy (Frederickson, Johnson and Wood 2004).   
46

 Only Webster City and Chariton had council-manager at-large systems.  Chariton was dropped 

from the council member survey due to lack of data. 
47

 In the council-manager system, the mayor (if there is one) acts more like a prime minister 

(Frederickson, Johnson and Wood 2004).  The mayor is a member of the council without veto or 

executive powers.  In council-manager governments, the council appoints a city manager.  City 

managers act as chief administrative officers (CAOs) of cities by overseeing the day-to-day 

workings of local government.  The council-manager system was designed to make local 

government more efficient and reduce corruption (Christensen and Hogen-Esch 2006, 

Frederickson, Johnson and Wood 2004).  Adaption of the council-manager system was usually 

accompanied by additional reforms such as nonpartisan elections, part-time elected officials, at-

large elections, civil service systems and rules for accepting and bidding on government contracts 

(Christensen and Hogen-Esch 2006, Frederickson, Johnson and Wood 2004).     
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governments from each other.
48

  However, as Frederickson, Johnson and Wood (2004) 

put it, “two cities may be legally established as mayor-council cities, yet be very different 

structurally” (323).  These seemingly subtle differences are important to understanding 

the balance of power within city government.  City structures have an impact on what 

institutions and people within city government have the most power. 

In order to better classify hybrid cities, Frederickson, Johnson and Wood (2004) 

developed a five-type classification system.  At one end of the spectrum are political and 

adapted political forms of local government.  In political and adapted political cities, the 

balance of power tends to be weighted toward elected officials, especially the mayor.  

These cities usually have major-council forms of government, a mayor with veto powers 

and full time councils with staff.
49

  Adapted political forms of government have similar 

structures, but are less likely than political forms to have the mayor as the chief 

administrative officer (CAO) and are more likely to have at-large or mixed electoral 

systems rather than ward elections.  At the other end of the spectrum are administrative 

and adapted administrative forms of government.  Administrative and adapted 

administrative cities have powerful city managers and bureaucracies.  These cities usually 
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 These are the two primary forms of local municipal government, but there are other types.  The 

commission form of government was popular with Progressive reformers, but has largely fallen 

out of favor (Christensen and Hogen-Esch 2006).  In the commission form of government, the 

city council acted a kind of cabinet, with each commissioner acting as the head of a department.  

Less than one percent of cities currently use it (National League of Cities 2013) and Portland, 

Oregon is one of the last remaining large cities still to use it (Christensen and Hogen-Esch 2006).  

Cedar Rapids, Iowa changed from a commission system to a council-manager system in 2005.  

Town meeting and representative town meeting forms of government are popular primarily in 

small New England communities for historical and logistical reasons.  Both of these forms have 

historical roots in colonial New England, but are not practical for most modern communities 

since they entail large percentages of the population coming together to make decisions at the 

same time (Christensen and Hogen-Esch 2006).     
49

 Some political cities will even have partisan elections! 
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have council-manager charters, city managers that act as CAOs
50

 and part-time elected 

officials without staff.  Adapted administrative forms of government are less likely than 

administrative forms to have mayors without veto powers, at-large elections and partisan 

elections.  Administrative cities have mayors that are selected by city council members 

rather than directly elected.   

Conciliated cities are completely hybrid, taking on a hodgepodge of political and 

administrative city features.  Conciliated systems have mayors that do not sit on the city 

council.  Mayors in these towns can appoint or terminate the CAO, but only with consent 

of the council.  These governments may or may not have the following characteristics: 

directly elected mayors, veto power for the mayor, district elections and nonpartisan 

elections.  These cities may have a mayor-council form of government and the mayor and 

council members may be part-time or full-time and may or may not have staff.
51

  The 

balance of power within these cities depends on the details of the particular charter. 

Based on my survey of city charters and information from the Iowa League of 

Cities (2006), most of the communities in the RDI study operate like conciliated system 

(a few have adaptive administrative structures).  The elections in these communities are 

nonpartisan and usually at-large, although some towns have mixed and ward elections.  

                                                           
50

 Cities with administrative or adapted administrative forms also give councils, rather than the 

mayor, the power to appoint and terminate city managers.   
51

 Many mayor-council cities adapted some of the Progressive era reforms but kept their basic 

form of government.
 
 In addition, not all of the Progressive era reforms were adapted in council-

manager cities.  In the late 20
th
 century, a counter movement began to demand new reforms to 

increase government accountability and equity (Christensen and Hogen-Esch 2006, Frederickson, 

Johnson and Wood 2004).  Many people felt reformers went too far in the quest for efficiency, 

making city governments unresponsive to citizens, particularly minorities and the less affluent 

(Christensen and Hogen-Esch 2006).  This counter movement pushed for reforms such as ward 

elections in council-manager cities.  Because of the push and pull of the two movements, hybrid 

governments are in place in most cities in the United States (Christensen and Hogen-Esch 2006, 

Frederickson, Johnson and Wood 2004).  This makes the council-manager and mayor-council 

designations less informative than they were in the first half of the twentieth century. 
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About 15% of council members are elected via wards.  The mayors have veto powers, are 

not part of the council, and have appointment powers (with the consent of the council) 

(ex. Anita, Iowa (City of Anita 2007)).   

In general, the balance of power in small towns in Iowa leans towards the mayor, 

although unelected bureaucrats can and do wield considerable power.  The mayors and 

council members rely heavily on the expertise of city clerks and lawyers because they do 

not work full-time.  It is common in council meetings for the council and mayor to defer 

to the expertise of their bureaucracy.  Some of these cities have a city manager as the 

CAO, rather than the mayor, but not all (ex. Altoona, Iowa’s mayor is the CAO (City of 

Altoona 2004)).  The mayor and council members are part-time and have no personal 

staff.  This is in contrast to Congress and many state legislatures where legislators 

routinely have personal staff.  Even city council members may have staffs in large cities 

(Frederickson, Johnson and Wood 2004).  For most of the RDI communities, council 

members have less power than both the mayor and the unelected bureaucracy. 

 

Looking Ahead 

 In the following chapters, I compare the demographic characteristics, attitudes 

and behaviors of male and female council members in rural Iowa.  In addition to 

comparing men and women via the RDI council member survey, I compare the results 

from the RDI survey to the legislators studied in the literature on women in American 

politics more broadly (and in some cases the RDI citizen survey).  By looking at the 

literature as a whole and comparing it to a rarely studied context, we can gain a better 

picture of when gender differences occur in every type of office and constituency and 
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when gender differences are contingent on the context of where the elected official 

serves.  
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CHAPTER 4: A DIFFERENT KIND OF POLITICIAN: GENDER AND 

DEMOGRAPHICS IN A RURAL CONTEXT  

Scholars frequently argue that we can better understand women’s impact on policy-

making (Dolan and Ford 1997) and just as importantly, why women are underrepresented 

(Black and Erickson 2001, Welch 1978), by examining the demographic characteristics 

of women in elected office.  Although most women in elected office serve at the local 

level, most of the research on the demographics of women in office has focused on state 

and national offices.  Moreover, the research that does examine women in local offices 

tends to focus on large urban communities, to the exclusion of smaller communities.  

Thousands of women serve in small communities, so to fully understand the role of 

gender in political office; researchers need to look at all contexts.  To begin to fill the gap 

in the literature, this study examines the demographic characteristics of women council 

members and compares these characteristics to the characteristics of men in the same city 

councils and to elected women and men in higher levels of government.  For the most 

part, scholars have found that women and men in elected office come from different 

backgrounds, but there is variation between studies, depending on the level of office 

studied, the area under examination, and the period under investigation. 

 

Theories of Gender Differences: Demographics 

Many studies interested in women in elective office in America, particularly the 

groundbreaking work in the 1970s and 1980s, look at the demographic characteristics of 

their subjects.  Typically, studies that discuss demographic differences look at measures 

that might explain women’s policy positions or underrepresentation (income, occupation, 
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age, family life, race, etc.).  A number of studies find differences between men and 

women on demographic characteristics but do not speculate as to why these differences 

exist (ex. Carroll and Sanbonmatsu 2010); however, the majority of studies posit some 

sort of theory.
52

  At the heart of these theories is the continuing influence of traditional 

gender roles in which women are seen as nurturing caregivers best suited for work at 

home. 

Traditional gender roles affect a woman’s ability to spend time on her political 

career.  Most scholars argue that women in public office tend to be older primarily 

because family demands are higher on women’s time (Dodson 1997, Mariani 2008, 

Sanbonmatsu, Carroll and Walsh 2009, Mezey 1978a, Stoper 1977, Werner 1966).  

Women tend to wait until their children are older to run for office.  This is a particularly 

strong theme in the early literature (Carroll and Strimling 1983, Johnson and Carroll 

1978, Kirkpatrick 1974, Prestage 1977, Werner 1968, see also Cammisa and Reingold’s 

2004 discussion).  In the 1990s, Burt-Way and Kelly (1992) found that women were 

more concerned than men were with the way family responsibilities affect their political 

careers (and the way their political career affects their families).
53

  Recently, studies have 

found that family responsibilities are not more of a burden on women than on men (see 

for example, Fox and Lawless 2005).   

                                                           
52 Although scholars that report demographic information on elected officials usually find some 

gender differences, they do not find significant differences on every measure in every study.  It is 

also debatable how important gender differences on many of these measures are to women’s 

underrepresentation.  Fox and Lawless (2005) argue, “[w]omen's circumstances of being the 

primary caretakers of the home and the children do not depress their likelihood of running” (271). 
53

 They write, “Responses to the statements about family responsibilities for the most part show 

that women see their family roles as a constraint on their political careers at a higher rate than do 

the men” (17).  However, they continue, “The only exception to this pattern occurs among state 

legislators with progressive ambition.  The men actually score higher than the women on the 

index” (17). 
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Early studies indicated that sex role stereotypes affecting educational and work 

opportunities for women had an effect on other demographic measures.  Johnson and 

Carroll (1978) argue that lesser educational and occupational qualifications (in addition 

to party leader discrimination) result in women first running for office later in life than 

men.  Carroll and Strimling (1983) contend that women in office are less likely to be 

employed because men are more likely to hold jobs with flexible hours (ex. small 

business owner), plus men may feel a greater need to work in addition to serving in 

office, because of their traditional role as primary bread-winners (22).
54

   

Black and Erickson (2001) take this literature further by arguing that a broader 

theory of demographic differences can do a better job of explaining why women are 

underrepresented.  They argue there are essentially three models that can explain the 

backgrounds of female office seekers: similarity, compensation and difference.  In the 

similarity model, women who run for office will have similar background characteristics 

as men.  Under this model, the primary reason women are underrepresented in office is 

that they have fewer resources than men do (4).  The women who do run are able to 

match men’s credentials, but most women do not fit the profile of a typical candidate, 

thus the dearth of women running for and winning office.   

In the other models, compensation and difference, women and men in office have 

dissimilar background characteristics.  In the compensation model, women will have 

higher social status and better qualifications for office than men do because women have 

to overcompensate for the biases of political elites and voters.  In contrast, the difference 
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 Merritt (1977) argues that female candidates are more likely to have volunteer backgrounds 

because they are “excluded from male friendship networks” which form through work and school 

(742).  Excluded from masculine networking systems, women have to demonstrate their abilities 

through volunteer positions. 
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model posits that women in office will have different background characteristics than 

men in office because of the gender differences in the background characteristics of the 

general population.  Unlike the compensation model, if the difference model holds true, 

women in office will not have higher status or qualifications than their male colleagues.  

In the difference model, women are able to win office despite having ‘unconventional’ 

backgrounds and experience, which Black and Erickson argue suggests less 

straightforward reasons for why women remain underrepresented (35).  If the difference 

model fits best, they argue, unconventional candidates might only be successful in certain 

districts or women may simply be less likely to want to run regardless of how they think 

the voters may feel about their qualifications (or some combination of both of these 

explanations).  

Most of the research cited above draws on data from state and national offices.  

Due to the dearth of research on women and men in local government, we do not know a 

great deal about gender differences at this level of government.  Questions remain about 

how much of the state and national research is applicable in the context of local 

government, even in the demographic categories where scholars have found consistent 

differences between men and women.  This demographic information may help us better 

understand women’s underrepresentation. 

The context of local, rural, government differs from higher levels of government 

in several ways that potentially affect the demographic characteristics of elected officials.  

City council members’ work, particularly in small communities, is different from the 

work of state legislators and members of Congress.  All three types of legislators run for 

office and make policy decisions, but the elections and the issues addressed are smaller in 
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scope and scale in small communities.  These offices are simply less prestigious and 

powerful than higher levels of office and will be less appealing to people who are 

interested in pursuing politics as a career.  The low status is reflected in several aspects of 

council seats, including low salaries and the relatively small amount time they spend on 

official business—council members, especially in the smallest communities, are 

essentially volunteers.  In addition, the cost of campaigning for seats in small towns is 

low, so most people can run for office without having to raise money to run for office.  

Further, there is a different sort of candidate pool for local offices in small communities 

than for higher levels of office.  The demographic characteristics of the population of 

small towns make a difference, as fewer of the towns’ residents will hold ‘typical 

candidate pool’ jobs.  Finally, with fewer responsibilities and travel time, the conflict 

between family demands and service is smaller for council members.  These factors 

suggest that council members in small communities will have demographic 

characteristics similar to their constituents, rather than those found in Congress and most 

state legislatures where ambitious, professional politicians serve.  

In what follows, I outline hypotheses specifically tailored for a rural local context 

and test them using council member survey data gathered by Iowa State’s Rural 

Development Initiative.  While the council member survey unfortunately did not ask 

members whether they had children, it did ask respondents to give information about a 

number of frequently studied demographic characteristics (see Appendix C1 for full 

coding).  Scholars have often used three socio-demographic attributes—occupation, 

income and education—to illustrate how women’s disadvantages in the business and 

professional worlds affect women in the political world.  Women’s lower socioeconomic 
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status, even for those serving in office, draws attention to the fact that women simply 

have fewer of these resources from which to draw on for a political career.  To a certain 

extent, these disadvantages have lessened overtime, but they have by no means 

disappeared completely.  I turn to these demographic characteristics first before delving 

into age, marital status, community involvement and party identification.  I will look at 

each of these demographic characteristics in turn and conclude by summarizing the 

findings as a whole. 

 

 

Occupation 

Scholars have found gender differences in occupation both among the general 

population and among lawmakers.  Women in office are more likely to be homemakers 

(Carroll and Strimling 1983, Dolan and Ford 1997, Freeman and Lyons 1992, Githens 

1977, Sanbonmatsu, Carroll and Walsh 2009, Stoper 1977, Thomas 1994).  Among 

legislators who work outside the home, research indicates further differences between 

women and men on a number of occupational categories (Carroll and Sanbonmatsu 2010, 

Carroll and Strimling 1983, Dolan and Ford 1997, Freeman and Lyons 1992, Githens 

1977, Johnson and Carroll 1978, Mariani 2008, Merritt 1977, Sanbonmatsu, Carroll and 

Walsh 2009, Stoper 1977, Thomas 1994, Welch 1978).  Scholars have categorized 

occupation in a number of different ways, making it difficult to compare occupations 

between levels of government exactly.  More specifically, researchers have found that 

women are less likely to be from business or professional backgrounds (Carroll and 

Sanbonmatsu 2010, Freeman and Lyons 1992, Githens 1977, Mariani 2008, Merritt 1977, 

Sanbonmatsu, Carroll and Walsh 2009, Stoper 1977, Thomas 1994 and Welch 1978 but 
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see Carroll and Strimling 1983, Dolan and Ford 1997 and Johnson and Carroll 1978 for 

exceptions).  Women are also less likely to hold blue-collar positions (Freeman and 

Lyons 1992, Githens 1977) and work in agriculture (Githens 1977, Welch 1978, Johnson 

and Carroll 1978, Carroll and Strimling 1983, Freeman and Lyons 1992 and 

Sanbonmatsu, Carroll and Walsh 2009).  Female legislators often work in sectors that 

have large numbers of female workers.  Women are more likely to be educators (Carroll 

and Sanbonmatsu 2010, Githens 1977, Johnson and Carroll 1978, Sanbonmatsu, Carroll 

and Walsh 2009, Thomas 1994).  Women are more likely than men are to have been civic 

workers or community volunteers before entering politics (Burt-Way and Kelly 1992, 

Carroll 1994, Deber 1982, Kirkpatrick 1974, Reingold 2000, Thomas 1994, Welch 1978, 

Werner 1966).  The overwhelming evidence indicates that women in Congress and state 

legislatures tend to come from different employment backgrounds than men.  However, 

as recent scholarship has pointed out, women in office are not a monolithic group and as 

the number of women in office grows, the occupational diversity of women in office has 

only increased (Cammisa and Reingold 2004, Dolan and Ford 1997 and 1998, Rosenthal 

1998).
55

   

Due to the lower status of small town councils and small recruitment pools, it is 

highly unlikely that local councilors would have similar employment backgrounds as 

members of Congress
56

 and even state legislators.  It is more likely, due to the status of 

the office, that council members’ occupations would more closely resemble those of their 

constituents.  In rural communities at the local level, the jobs of elected officials are more 
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 Some scholars suggest that the varied occupations of female office holders indicates that the 

opportunity structure for women is improving, since voters, parties and other recruiters are now 

looking beyond the typical candidates for office (Dolan and Ford 1997). 
56

 A large number of members of Congress have earned millions in business, for example 

(Yachnin, Singer and Coyner 2009). 
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likely to be divided along pink collar/blue collar lines.  Pearson and Gordon (2008) found 

that the most gender-segregated industries in the state of Iowa are education and health 

services (77% women), financial services (64% women), construction (12% women), 

natural resources and mining (25% women), manufacturing (29% women) and trade, 

transportation and utilities (41% women).  I would expect that council members would 

follow similar patterns.  

 

Hypotheses for Occupation:  

 As with higher levels of office, women and men at the local level will 

have different occupational backgrounds. 

 Women will be more likely to have female dominated occupations 

(Education, Financial Services and Real Estate, Health Care) while men 

will be more likely to have male dominated occupations (Construction, 

Manufacturing, Agriculture, Trucking). 

 At the local level, all legislators, male and female will be less likely to 

have law and business backgrounds than legislators at higher levels of 

office. 

 

Analysis of Iowa Data 

Classifying the occupations presents some challenges because many respondents 

were vague about their occupations.  The coding was also challenging because of the 

incredible variety of forms of employment.  The RDI survey asked respondents: “Your 

personal employment status?  a. Employed or self-employed full-time b. Employed or 

self-employed part-time c. Retired d. Full-time home-maker e. Student f. Unemployed.”  

If the person responded that they were employed full-time, part-time or retired, they were 

given blank spaces to fill out their occupation.  Some respondents listed multiple 
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occupations, as with one woman who stated that she worked in a factory and owned a 

lawn care business.  For those with two or more occupations, I classified only the first 

occupation stated.  Looking at previous research and the most common occupations for 

Iowa (Freeman and Lyons 1992, Pearson and Gordon 2008, Thomas 1994), I initially 

coded nine different types of occupation, plus a miscellaneous group.  Those occupations 

are agriculture, education, retail and sales (not related to agriculture), financial services 

and real estate, health care, construction, trucking, government and manufacturing.  I then 

divided the occupations into female dominated (Education, Financial Services and Real 

Estate, Health Care) and male dominated (Agriculture, Construction, Manufacturing, 

Trucking) and Other to reduce the number of small bins, which may invalidate the results 

of chi-square tests (Foster 2001).
57

  I then employed crosstabs and used chi-square tests 

to determine significance to see whether men and women come from different 

backgrounds.  
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 Foster (2001) writes: “The chi-square test is only valid if three conditions are met.  First, the 

data must be independent: no respondent can appear in more than one cell of the table.  Secondly, 

no cell should have an expected frequency of less than 1. […] The third requirement is that no 

more than 20% of the Expected Frequencies in the table can be less than 5” (156).  Each crosstab 

was checked to make sure that it did not violate any of these conditions. 
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Table 4.1 Occupation 

Occupation 

 

Occupation/Former 

Occupation*** 

 Men Women 

Female Dominated Employment 

(Education, Financial Services and Real 

Estate, Health Care) 

Male Dominated Employment 

(Agriculture, Construction, 

Manufacturing, Trucking) 

16.5% 

(31) 

43.1% 

(28) 

32.4% 

(61) 

3.1% 

(2) 

 
Other  51.1% 

(96) 

53.8% 

(35) 

Employment 

Status* 

Employed Full-Time Outside Home 70.1% 

(150) 

58.3% 

(42) 

 All other statuses 29.9% 

(64) 

41.7% 

(30) 

***Chi-square test significant at the p<.01 level, *p<.10, two-tailed tests 

 

Even in an area as homogeneous as rural Iowa, women serving in town councils 

come from many types of backgrounds.  While some women serving in local office 

would fit the typical profile of a successful political candidate, many of these women do 

not, lacking a high-powered profession.  Two employment related measures are 

particularly telling.  First, women at the local level have a mixture of employment 

statuses.  While the majority of women hold full-time employment (Table 4.1), a number 

of women are retired, full-time homemakers or work part-time.  Second, women hold 

many different professions.   

Similar to the previous literature, men and women come from different 

backgrounds.  However, council members held a wide variety of careers that are not 

commonly found at higher levels of government.  In these rural offices, men are far more 

likely to hold (or have retired from) blue-collar jobs (see Appendix C2 for a more 

detailed breakdown).  The gender differences in blue-collar occupations are particularly 
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large.  Despite the importance of agriculture to rural Iowa’s economy, no women worked 

in agriculture (this includes farmers, grain silo managers, farm equipment sales, etc.).  In 

contrast, few men said they worked in the healthcare or financial service industries.     

Council members tend not to hold the most popular occupations for state 

legislators and members of Congress.  Only one council member listed lawyer as her 

occupation.  In the 110
th

 Congress, over 50% of US Senators and over 30% of US 

Representatives identify themselves as lawyers (Amer 2008) and many state legislators 

were attorneys (15.2%) (NCSL 2009).  Over 35% of members of Congress listed politics 

or public service as their occupation, an occupation never listed by council members 

(Amer 2008).  While 5.3% of state legislators come from agribusiness backgrounds, only 

2.4% from government jobs and less than 1% are full-time homemakers, all lower than 

the percentage found in Iowa town councils (NCSL 2009).   

There are some points of similarity.  Council members and legislators at higher 

levels of government all frequently have business backgrounds.  Many council members 

stated that they worked in businesses such as accounting and real estate (about 8%) and 

many more owned their own business (construction, agribusiness, etc.).  While larger 

percentages of state legislators and members of Congress were in business—20.7% of 

state legislators (NCSL 2009), 26% of US Senators and 37% of US Representatives 

(Amer 2008)—there is still more commonality than most other occupations.  For women, 

education was a common occupation at all levels of government, although female council 

members are less likely than women at higher levels of government to work in education.  

Less than 11% of female respondents said they worked in education—roughly between 

2% and 23% lower than the findings of most studies (Carroll and Sanbonmatsu 2010, 
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Dolan and Ford 1997, Freeman and Lyons 1992, Githens 1977, Johnson and Carroll 

1978, Sanbonmatsu, Carroll and Walsh 2009, Thomas 1994, Werner 1966, see Stoper 

1977 and the US House for Johnson and Carroll 1978 for exceptions).   

 

Income 

Women make considerably less money than men do in the United States, and 

some researchers found similar patterns for office holders (Freeman and Lyons 1992) and 

to a lesser extent candidates (Merritt 1977).  Other research, however, indicates different 

income brackets for male and female office holders.  Some studies have found that higher 

percentages of women are in the top bracket of income among state legislators (Johnson 

and Carroll 1978, Thomas 1994).  At the same time, women in office are also more likely 

to be in the bottom third of income levels among legislators, which Thomas believes 

shows “that women generally faced a harsher economic reality” (1994, 47).  Differences 

in wealth between men and women office holders should be smaller than at the state 

level, since there will be fewer high-income men.  The income gap is unlikely to 

disappear entirely, however, since in Iowa, as in the rest of the world, women make less 

money on average (Clark 1994, Fox, Lawless and Feely 2001, Pearson and Gordon 

2008).  Although I will discuss differences between local and higher levels of 

government, I only have one hypothesis for income because measurement differences 

(median versus mean, how income categories are divided, differences between time 

periods, etc.) make it difficult to make direct comparisons between studies. 
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Hypotheses for Income:  

 Female councilors will have a lower level of income than male councilors.  

 

Analysis of Iowa Data 

To test this hypothesis, I examine responses to a standard question about 

household income: “What was your approximate gross (before taxes) household income 

from all sources in 2004?  a. $9,999 or less b. $10,000-$19,999 c. $20,000-$29,000 d. 

$30,000-$39,999 e. $40,000-$49,999 f. $50,000-$64,999 g. $65,000-$74,999 h. $75,000 

or more.”  I reduced the eight categories to two, in order to eliminate cells with expected 

values of less than five (Foster 2001) (see Appendix C2 for a cross tabulation of all 

categories).  I divided council members around the median category into groups of people 

who make more than $50,000 a year and those who make less (Table 4.2). 

Table 4.2 Income 

Income
58

  

  Men Women 

Income $49,999 or less 
45.7% 

(101) 

52.8% 

(38) 

 $50,000 or more 
54.3% 

(120) 

47.2% 

(34) 

 Median $50,000-64,999 $50,000-64,999 

 

Women and men councilors live in households with similar income levels.  This 

is somewhat surprising given the data on the RDI communities towns indicates that on 

average, female respondents live in households with smaller incomes than male 

respondents (they were asked the same question).  For the RDI community study, the 
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 Gender differences not significant at p<.10 level, two-tailed test. 
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median household income for women was $30,000 to $39,999, while for men the median 

household income was $40,000 to $49,999.  Any differences between male and female 

council members, in contrast, are not statistically significant.  Further, we do not see the 

pattern of income brackets that Thomas finds in her surveys of state legislators.  She finds 

that women in state legislatures are more likely than men to be in both the top and the 

bottom income brackets (see Appendix C2).
59

 

 

Education 

The largest change amongst the three socio-economic resource variables 

(occupation, income, education) has come in the area of education.  Scholars found that 

women in office tend to have less formal education than men did up until the late 1980s 

(Burt-Way and Kelly 1992, Dolan and Ford 1997, Johnson and Carroll 1978, Merritt 

1977, Welch 1978, although Carroll and Strimling 1983 had more mixed results).  After 

that, scholars have generally found that women are more likely to have a college degree, 

but that men are more likely to have a postgraduate degree (Cammisa and Reingold 2004, 

Dolan and Ford 1997, 1998, Thomas 1994).  Freeman and Lyons (1992), for example, 

found that about 70% of female state legislators had a college degree or more education 

while a little over 60% of male state legislators had a college degree or more.  Both 

Freeman and Lyons (1992) and Thomas (1994) find that men were around 10% more 

likely to have post-college education.   

The small candidate pool limits the potential number of council members with 

advanced educations.  Most rural towns do not employ large numbers of people with 
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 While a larger percentage of women than men are in the bottom two income brackets, the 

difference is quite small and women are not more likely to be in the higher income brackets. 
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graduate or professional degrees, so few town council members would have more 

education than a college degree.  I would expect without the post-college advantage, 

gender differences between men and women in education level will not be present at the 

local level.   

 

Hypotheses for Education:  

 Male and female town councilors will hold the same levels of education. 

 Councilors will have less education than those at higher levels of 

government. 

 The differences between women and men in education level will be small 

compared to the state and national levels. 

 

Analysis of Iowa Data 

To test these hypotheses, I examine responses to a standard question about the 

respondent’s education: “Your highest level of formal education attained?  a. Less than 

9
th

 grade b. 9
th

 to 12
th

 grade, no high school diploma c. High school graduate (includes 

equivalency) d.  Some college (no degree) e. Associate degree f. Bachelor’s degree g. 

Graduate or professional degree.”  I reduced the seven categories into two—again to 

eliminate cells with expected values of less than five (Foster 2001) (see Appendix C2 for 

cross tabulations of all categories).  I divided council members around the median 

category into groups of people who have had some college versus those who have an 

associate degree or more education (Table 4.3). 
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Table 4.3 Education 

Education
60

  

  Men Women 

Education Some College or Less 
62.6% 

(137) 

54.2% 

(39) 

 
Associate degree or 

more 

37.4% 

(82) 

45.8% 

(33) 

 Median Some college Some college 

 

The results of the chi-square test confirm the hypotheses.  There are no significant 

gender differences on the education variable.  In comparison to state legislatures and 

Congress, only a small percentage of town council members had bachelor’s degree or 

more education.  Less than 20% of council members have bachelor degrees or more, 

while most state legislators and members of Congress hold such degrees.  Recent 

research finds that 75% of state legislators hold a bachelor’s degree (The Chronicle of 

Higher Education 2011) and over 90% of members of Congress have at least a bachelor’s 

degree (Amer 2008). 

 

Age and Age First Ran 

Scholars cite age as an important indicator of the likelihood of running for higher 

office.  Many researchers conclude that women in office are on average older than their 

male colleagues (Cammisa and Reingold 2004) and as a result, they have “a smaller 

window of opportunity to advance,” which puts them at a disadvantage for pursuing 

higher office (Mariani 2008, 286).  Scholars have also found that women are on average 

three or more years older than men when they first entered office and are less likely to 

win office before the age of 45 (Johnson and Carroll 1978, Freeman and Lyons 1992).  
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 Chi-square tests are not statistically significant at the .10 level, two-tailed test.   
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Most recently, Mariani (2008), looking at data from five states from 1993 to 2002,
61

 

found that women in state legislatures were on average five years older than their male 

counterparts when they were first elected.     

While much of the literature finds that women enter politics later than men, many 

studies do not come to this conclusion.  A few scholars have found only very small age 

differences between men and women in office (Carroll and Strimling 1983, Johnson and 

Carroll 1978, Merritt 1997, Mezey 1978).  Additional studies revealed differences in 

some periods or states, but not all (Dolan and Ford 1997, Reingold 2000).  Surveying 15 

states,
62

 Dolan and Ford (1997) found that in 1992, men state legislators began serving 

three years earlier than women legislators, compared to seven years in 1972.  However, 

they find a difference of only one year in their 1982 data set.  Reingold (2000) finds even 

smaller differences between men and women.  In Arizona, Reingold found that women 

were on average two years older than men were, but that they were first elected at a 

younger age than men.  In California’s legislature, Reingold found that women were only 

a year older on average and that they started three years later than their male colleagues 

did.  In one of the few studies of local government, Beck (2001) found no differences in 

the number of years served between male and female council members.   

If women in state legislatures and Congress are older than men because women 

wait to run due to family commitments,
63

 there should be a smaller difference between 

the ages of men and women council members.  For women, local offices may be more 

appealing than state and national office because they can stay closer to home and the time 
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 Those states were Connecticut, New York, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin (294). 
62

 They looked at California, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Nevada, New Jersey, Oklahoma, 

Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia, and Wisconsin (141). 
63

 Another possibility is that women are more likely to want to bulk up their resumes before 

running. 
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commitment is less.  Thus, the tension between family and politics is lessened and the 

age differences should disappear (Freeman and Lyons 1992). 

 

Hypotheses for Age and Age First Ran:  

 Council members will have no gender differences in age.   

 Council members will be younger than at higher levels of government. 

 The differences between women and men in age will be small compared to 

the state and national levels. 

 

Analysis of Iowa Data 

To test these hypotheses, I looked at the responses to the following question: 

“Your age (as of last birthday)? __________years.”  To calculate the age that the 

respondent first ran for office, I took the answer to the question “Age” minus the answer 

to the question “How many years have you served in an elected position in your town’s 

government?”  As this variable is interval, rather than ordinal like the responses for 

education, I ran difference of means tests (Table 4.4). 

Table 4.4 Age 

Age
64

 

  Men Women 

Age Mean 53.64 51.89 

Age First Ran Mean 46.79 46.76 
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 The difference of means t-test is not significant for either Age nor Age First Ran at a p<.10 

level, two-tailed test. 
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Male and female council members are of similar ages and ran for their seats at 

similar ages, as hypothesized.  However, council members are not in fact younger than 

the average state legislator or member of Congress.  Both men and women in office in 

rural Iowa are in their early fifties while the average age for state legislators and 

Congress is closer to the late forties (more recent studies found average ages over 50).  In 

general, scholars have found that the average age for office holders at every level, 

including local government, was in their late forties and early fifties (Bourke and Luloff 

1997, Carroll and Strimling 1983, Johnson and Carroll 1978).  Previous research puts the 

age at which state legislators start serving in their early to late 40s for women and in their 

early 40s for men (Mariani 2008, Reingold 2000).  Similarly, Burrell (1994) finds that in 

1992 women entered Congress in their late 40s on average, while men entered in their 

early 40s (71).  From 1977 to 2006, on average women first entered Congress at age 48 

(US Office of History and Preservation, 2009).  Council members ran for the first time in 

their mid-forties compared to running in the early forties for higher levels of government.  

The differences between rural council members and members of Congress is slight, but it 

is in the wrong direction from my prediction. 

 

Marital Status 

Scholars argue that married women are less likely to run for higher office than 

married men, and that this difference is an important reason why women are 

underrepresented in elected office (Mariani 2008).  Among married women who do run 

for office, scholars theorize that they tend to be older primarily because time demands are 

higher for women.  In short, women wait until their children are older to run for the first 

time, while men do not (Diamond 1977, Freeman and Lyons 1992, Kirkpatrick 1974, 
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Mariani 2008, Mezey 1978, Sapiro 1982, Thomas 1994, Werner 1966, Werner 1968 but 

see also Burrell 1992, 2006, Burt-Way and Kelly 1992 and Merritt 1977 for opposing 

findings).  Scholars believe that this is because many men depend on their wives to take 

care of most of the household work.  Women with families will be hesitant to take on the 

extra work that running and service in office entails.   

These family pressures contribute to women’s lower political ambition (Maestas 

et al. 2006, Mariani 2008) and the resulting low likelihood of running for office (Bledsoe 

and Herring 1990).  Corroborating this theory, scholars have found that men see more 

support for their political career from their spouses than women do (Lawless and Fox 

2004).  However, Lawless and Fox (2004) also contend, “[w]omen's circumstances of 

being the primary caretakers of the home and the children do not depress their likelihood 

of running” (271).  Other researchers have found that both male and female legislators 

grapple with time away from their families (Blair and Henry 1981).  

No matter the era or the office, scholars have found that women in office are less 

likely to be married than their male colleagues (Bledsoe and Herring 1990, Burrell 1994, 

Cammisa and Reingold 2004, Diamond 1977, Mariani 2008, Solowiej and Brunell 

2003,
65

 Thomas 1994 and Witt, Paget and Matthews 1994).  Research suggests that 

women in office in more recent years are more likely to be married than women of 

previous eras, and that the marriage gap between men and women has decreased over 

time (Dolan and Ford 1997, Fox, Lawless and Feely 2001, Maisel and Stone 1997, and 

Mariani 2008).  In the 1970s, some research indicated that men in office were around 

20% more likely to be married than women were.  By the 1980s, most research suggested 
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 Not all of the differences in marital status are attributed to late in life campaigns.  Traditionally, 

the “widow effect” has been a major factor in women being elected to Congress (Solowiej and 

Brunell 2003). 
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that number had dropped by at least 5%.  The most current research indicates the gap has 

closed even more, but women are still less likely to be married than men are by a 

significant margin (Dolan and Ford 1997, Mariani 2008). 

The smaller time commitment of local office might mean more women will be 

able to juggle work, family and public service than for state and national elected 

positions.  This should, of course, also be true for men.  If the lighter workload 

neutralizes the “family factor,” men and women town councilors should be married at 

rates similar to their communities in general.  The RDI community survey found that 

78.5% of men and 60.6% of women were married.   

Elected officials generally have higher rates of marriage than most.  Amongst 

Americans over the age of 18, 53.6% of men and 50.1% of women are married (US 

Census 2013); the rate for Americans over the age of 30 is roughly ten percentage points 

higher for both men and women.  Elected officials have even higher rates of marriage and 

a much larger gender gap.  In her sample of state legislators, Thomas (1994) finds that 

89% of men and 75% of women were married, while in a later study, Mariani (2008) 

finds 71% of women and 81% of men state legislators were married.  Less than 70% of 

female members of Congress are married, with 85% of all members of Congress married 

(Congressional Quarterly 2009).  Previous research suggests that women and men serving 

at the local level should also be more likely to be married than people serving at higher 

levels of government (Carroll and Strimling 1983).   
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Hypotheses for Marital Status:  

 Women will be less likely to be married than men are.   

 Council members will be more likely to be married than officials at higher 

levels of government. 

 The differences between women and men in marital status will be small 

compared to the state and national levels. 

 

Analysis of Iowa Data 

 Respondents to the RDI survey were asked to give their current marital status (see 

Appendix C1 for complete question wording).  Table 4.5 displays a simple cross-

tabulation for whether a respondent said that they were married or unmarried 

(respondents could be divorced, widowed or have never married) (see Appendix C2 for 

full table).  

Table 4.5 Marital Status 

Marital Status  

  Men Women 

Marital 

Status*** 

Married 91.0% 

(201) 

75.0% 

(54) 

 Not Married 9.0% 

(20) 

25.0% 

(18) 

***Chi-square tests are statistically significant at the .01 level, two-tailed test.   

 

Council members have high rates of marriage and a gender gap similar to those 

found at higher levels of government.  Less than ten percent of men in the sample 

identified themselves as unmarried, while roughly twenty-five percent of women 

answered similarly (Table 4.5).  These numbers are almost identical to Thomas’ (1994) 

findings in her study of state legislators, but both men and women are more likely to be 
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married than the average adult in small town Iowa and legislators at higher levels of 

government in more recent research (Mariani 2008, Congressional Quarterly 2009).   

 

Group Memberships and Attendance 

In the 1960s and 1970s, many women gained political experience not via their 

occupations, but through volunteering in their communities and for political parties 

(Kirkpatrick 1974, Werner 1966).  For women who did not work, volunteering was the 

primary entrance into politics.  As Kirkpatrick (1974) states, “There are two main routes 

from homemaker to lawmaker—the community volunteer route and the party worker 

route” (61).  By working for political parties and groups like parent-teacher and charity 

organizations, women were able to gain leadership skills and social connections, which 

could lead to opportunities to run for office.  For many women, volunteer work also 

“reinforced interest in public problems” which led to interest in running for office 

(Kirkpatrick 1974, 69).  Scholars argue that as occupational opportunities for women 

opened up, women in office channeled their energy and networking skills away from 

volunteer organizations and into groups associated with their work (Dolan and Ford 

1997, 143).  However, women are still more likely than men are to stay at home with 

their families, so volunteer work may still be an important path to office, particularly in 

conservative areas like much of rural Iowa (Leonhardt 2014). 

The first research on gender, organizational membership and office holders found 

that women belong to more organizations than men (Johnson and Carroll 1978, Welch 

1978) and are more likely to have volunteer backgrounds (Kirkpatrick 1974, Werner 

1968).  Recent research has focused on the type of organizations that legislators belong to 

rather than the number of organizations.  Although studies vary widely on how they 
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measure types of organizations, which makes it impossible to directly compare legislators 

from different levels of government, the most recent research finds that men and women 

are equally likely to belong to service organizations (Sanbonmatsu, Carroll and Walsh 

2009, Carroll and Sanbonmatsu 2010).  Sanbonmatsu, Carroll and Walsh (2009) find that 

male state legislators are more likely to belong to business or professional organizations, 

but Carroll and Sanbonmatsu (2010) only find a small difference between and female and 

male mayors on the same measure.   

Given that current research indicates that gender differences have decreased since 

the 1970s, I hypothesize that men and women will belong to similar numbers and types of 

community organizations and spend equal time on those organizations.  I also 

hypothesize that men and women at the local level will be as likely as legislators at 

higher levels of government to belong to community organizations (measurement of the 

number of organizations is consistent between previous studies so it can be directly 

compared).  Council members in rural areas have little financial incentive to serve, so 

they are highly invested in their communities.  Rural areas may have fewer types of 

organizations to join than urban areas, but council members have many opportunities to 

belong to numerous community improvement groups and social organizations, which are 

popular in rural areas. 

 

Hypotheses for Group Membership:  

 Male and female town councilors will not differ in their group 

membership numbers or the types of organizations to which they belong.  

 Male and female town councilors will be as likely as legislators at higher 

levels of government to belong to community organizations. 
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 The differences between women and men in organization membership will 

be smaller than those at state and national levels. 

 

To test these hypotheses, I looked at responses to questions about the number and 

type of organizations to which council members belong.  For the number of group 

memberships, I ran a difference of means t-test and a chi-square test on a crosstab.  For 

the crosstab, I divided council members around the mean category into groups of people 

who are members in three or more organizations and those who belong to two or less (see 

Appendix C2 for a complete table). 

To test whether men and women belong to and attend similar types of groups, and 

how often they attend those groups, I looked at responses to a series of questions.  The 

survey asked council members: “How involved are you in local groups and organizations, 

that is, those that hold meetings and activities in your town?” and prompted them with 

five different types of groups:  Church or other religious groups, Job-related groups, 

Recreational groups, Service and fraternal organizations, Political and civic groups (See 

Appendix C1 for coding).  I then created two types of crosstabs.  One divided all 

respondents into groups that attended or did not attend a particular type of group.  The 

second looked only at group members to determine whether male and female group 

members attended more meetings (Table 4.6). 
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Table 4.6 Group Membership and Attendance 

Group Membership and Attendance 

  Men Women 

Number of Group 

Memberships 

0-2 30.3% 

(64) 

22.2% 

(16) 

 3+ 69.7% 

(147) 

77.8% 

(56) 

 Mean 3.38 3.79 

Group Attendance    

Church or 

Religious  

Belongs to a Group 77.4% 

(168) 

80.0% 

(56) 

 Median Involvement 

Level for Members 

Once a Month Once a Month 

Job-Related Belongs to a Group 44.0% 

(95) 

45.6% 

(31) 

 Median Involvement 

Level for Members 

1-5 Times a Year 1-5 Times a Year 

Recreational Belongs to a Group 53.0% 

(115) 

59.2% 

(42) 

 Median Involvement 

Level for Members 

Attend 6-11 

Times a Year 

Attend 6-11 

Times a Year 

Service and 

Fraternal 

Belongs to a Group 45.4% 

(99) 

38.0% 

(27) 

 Median Involvement 

Level for Members 

Once a Month Attend 6-11 

Times a Year 

Political and Civic Belongs to a Group** 77.4% 

(168) 

90.1% 

(64) 

 Median Involvement 

Level for Members 

Attend 6-11 

Times a Year 

Attend 6-11 

Times a Year 

**Chi-square test statistically significant at the .05 level, two-tailed test.   

 

I find that both men and women belong to the same number of groups and, for the 

most part, belong to the same kinds of local organizations.  The only exception is that 

women are more likely to belong to political and civic organizations (female members of 

these groups do not attend meetings more than male members).  I also find that men and 
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women have roughly similar levels of group membership as state legislators.  Welch 

(1978) finds that female state legislators belong to 4.2 groups and men 3.4.  Johnson and 

Carroll (1978) find that women belong to 3.6 groups and men 2.6 (a combined survey of 

state legislators and local elected officials). 

 

Party Identification 

Although the partisan composition of legislative bodies in the United States varies 

widely, research generally finds that women are more likely to be Democrats (Mariani 

2008).  Early research found that women in state legislatures were most commonly from 

the Republican Party and women in Congress were evenly divided between the two 

parties (Werner 1966, Werner 1968).  Since the 1980s, however, men in office are 

slightly more likely to identify as Republicans, while women are more likely to identify 

as Democrats (Mariani 2008).  Although scholars have found that a higher percentage of 

women in office are Democrats than men are, these differences are not always significant 

(see for example Thomas 1994).  In her work on local government, Beck (1991) finds 

that there are no differences between men and women in city councils. 

The overwhelming majority of members of Congress and state legislators identify 

as a member of one of the two major parties; however, in order to understand gender and 

partisanship in rural Iowa, we must also examine to what extent local officials identify as 

independents or non-major partisans and whether women and men do so at similar rates.  

There are two primary reasons why council members in small, rural communities may be 

more likely to be either independent or affiliated with a non-major party than elected 

officials at higher levels of government are.  First, at the local level, elections are usually 

nonpartisan.  Research on Nebraska’s nonpartisan unicameral suggests that only a 
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handful of council members are likely to not have a party affiliation (Schaffner, Streb and 

Wright 2007, Wright and Schaffner 2002, 376).  However, council members in small 

town Iowa, unlike Nebraska state senators, address few hot-button partisan issues in 

office.  Second, council members are more likely to have similar partisan identification as 

their constituents because the low prestige of local office decreases the likelihood that 

ambitious politicians will serve in those seats.  Most successful politicians in the United 

States identify with a major party.   

The community member RDI study did not ask respondents to give their party ID, 

however there is survey data from the Annenberg Public Policy Center at the University 

of Pennsylvania.  In 2004, in their state-by-state survey of registered voters they found 

that 37% of Iowa respondents identified as independents (Annenberg National Election 

Study 2005).
66

  Given the large percentage of Iowans identifying as independents, I 

would expect to find (relatively) high percentages of independents holding council seats.   

In addition, I would expect that men and women on councils would not identify as 

independents at the same rates.  Reflecting gaps amongst the population more generally 

(Norrander 1997), women will be less likely to identify as independents than men.  

Amongst those who identify as partisans, I also would expect a gender gap.  As with the 

general public, I expect that at the local level women are more likely than men to be 

Democrats.   
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 The survey as a whole interviewed 67,777 registered voters.  It also found that 30% of Iowa 

voters were Democrats and 28% were Republicans. 
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Hypotheses for Party ID:  

 Female town councilors will be more likely to identify as Democrats and 

less likely to identify as independents and Republicans than male 

councilors. 

 Male and female councilors will be more likely than state legislators or 

members of Congress to identify as independents. 

 The differences between women and men in belonging to one of the major 

parties will be similar to the state and national levels. 

 

Analysis of the Iowa Data 

The RDI survey asked council members, “When it comes to politics, do you 

consider yourself to be a Democrat, Republican or Independent?  A. Democrat, B. 

Republican, C. Independent, D.  Other.”  To reduce cells with low expected frequencies 

for the chi-square test, I dropped the respondents that identified as non-major party 

supporters. 

Table 4.7 Party ID 

Party ID
67

 

 Male Female 

Democrat 26.4% 

(56) 

30.4% 

(21) 

Republican 44.8% 

(95) 

34.8% 

(24) 

Independent 28.8% 

(61) 

34.8% 

(24) 

 

As predicted, a much larger percentage of council members identified as 

independents than legislators at higher levels of government.  Nearly a third of the 
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 Chi-square test not statistically significant at the p<.10 level, two-tailed test.   
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council members identify themselves as independents (Table 4.7).  In comparison, 

Reingold (2000) found only one California state legislator that ran as an independent and 

no independent Arizona legislators (270).  At the time of the survey, only .9% of women 

in state legislatures ran without the banner of a major party, including the members of the 

Nebraska unicameral
68

 (CAWP 2005).  Contrary to previous research, I did not find 

statistically significant gender differences on partisanship or independence. 

 

Discussion 

Male and female council members have similar backgrounds except for occupation 

and marital status.  Council members, however, are very different from state legislators 

and members of Congress.  To recap my findings: 

 Occupation (gender gap in population): Differences between men and women are 

present at the local level but not similar to those found at the state and national 

levels.  At the local level, legislators are less likely to have law backgrounds and 

more likely to hold (or have retired from) blue-collar jobs.   

 Income: Differences between men and women present at the local level are not 

statistically significant and not similar to those found at state and national level.   

 Education: There are no significant gender differences in education amongst 

council members.  Rural local legislators have less education than those at higher 

levels of government. 

 Age and Age First Ran: Council members have no gender differences in age and 

are slightly older than officials at higher levels of government.  Men and women 

also run for office for the first time at about the same age. 

 Marital Status: Female council members were less likely to be married than male 

council members are.  Reported marriage rates vary widely by study, but both the 

percentage of councilors married and the gender gap is similar to that of state 

legislators in Thomas (1994). 

                                                           
68 Most Nebraska legislators have a party affiliation, but they do not run under a party banner. 
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 Group Membership: Council members had only one significant gender difference 

in group membership: women were more likely to attend civil and political 

groups.  Men and women at the local level belonged to roughly the same number 

of groups (three and a half) as men and women in state legislatures.  Averages for 

women and men in state legislatures ranged from three to five groups (Johnson 

and Carroll 1978, Welch 1978). 

 Party Identification: The difference in Republican identification is not statistically 

significant for Iowa council members, with a 10% gap between men and women.  

As expected, a large number of council members do not identify with a particular 

party, but contrary to the gap among the public, women are as likely as men are to 

be independents.    

 

Council members reflect their populations to a significant degree in many aspects.  

They are of similar ages,
69

 if slightly younger than the adult population of their towns.  

They have similar levels of education as their constituents.  Their median income is 

greater than the average townsperson by ten to twenty thousand dollars, but this gap is 

not large in comparison to gaps of members Congress or even state legislators with their 

constituents.  There are minor differences between men and women serving in town 

councils and their constituents—council members more likely to be married and they 

belong to more groups on average.  The only major difference between the general 

population and their representatives in local government is gender.  Women make up 

over 50% of the population and only 22% of town council members. 

I draw four main conclusions from these results.  First, although councilwomen 

have much in common—all are white Iowans from small towns—they are also different 

in many important ways.  Scholars interested in women in state legislatures have recently 

begun to move away from what Cammisa and Reingold (2004) call, “the dualistic 
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 Dolan and Ford (1998) found that 72.4% of female state legislators were married, 6.5% single, 

11.5% divorced and 9.6% widowed. 
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‘female as other’ framework that has focused attention on sex differences in legislators’ 

personal characteristics, professional status, and behavior in office,” which they argue is 

limiting the research on women in state legislatures (182).  Dolan and Ford contend that 

the general reliance on male and female comparisons ignores the heterogeneity of women 

in government (Dolan and Ford, 1997, 139; 1998).  Women serving in these councils 

hold a variety of occupations, range in age from 24 to 77, belong to a wide array of 

community organizations and live in households with a range of income levels, to name a 

few.  This reinforces Dolan and Ford’s (1997) assertion that women in government are a 

heterogeneous group, even in an area where the population is largely homogeneous. 

Second, women are similar to men on many demographic attributes, including 

age, income, education, group membership and party ID.  For each of these attributes, 

any differences between men and women are not statistically significant.  This is not to 

imply that there are not some differences between men and women in local office.  In 

keeping with previous research, women are less likely to be married than men are, are 

less likely to work full-time outside the home and tend to have different career paths.  

With more women in office at the local level, there would be an increase in the diversity 

of professions represented in local government.   

Third, men and women at the local level are more different from members of 

Congress (and even state legislators) than they are from each other (see Appendix C3 for 

more complete information on previous research).  It seems that for the voters and 

candidates, occupation is not an important determinant of who wins a seat.  Women in 

small town local government do not come from the typical gateway professions of higher 

government, but neither do men in local government.  The two most common 
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occupations were government (which includes a variety of bureaucratic professions such 

as prison guard and postal worker) and retail, neither of which consists of more than 15% 

of council members.  Few of these jobs are particularly prestigious, high paying, or a 

common occupation for representatives at higher levels of government.  Some scholars 

have suggested that women’s occupations can hinder their ability to run for higher office 

if they do not come from so-called stepping stone occupations like law and business 

(Mariani 2008).  Although they hold elective office, few of these council members would 

be considered part of the “social eligibility pool” for higher office, as they have neither 

professional degrees nor professional occupations (Thomas 1994, Darcy, Welsh and 

Clark 1987).  Party identification is another significant difference between state 

legislators, members of Congress and council members.  The large number of 

independents highlights one of the fundamental differences between these offices and 

those at higher levels of government—truly nonpartisan elections and nonpartisan 

community issues.  The number of independents is a clear sign that these councils are a 

fundamentally different kind of political environment than higher levels of government. 

Finally, women serving on Iowa councils do not seem to be compensating for 

voter or party discrimination.  Instead, councils seem to take on aspects of Black and 

Erickson’s (2001) similarity and difference models.  In many respects, women and men 

have similar backgrounds and where they differ, women do not have higher qualifications 

and resources to run for office.  According to Black and Erickson’s classifications, 

women may be underrepresented on councils for several reasons.  The similarity model 

suggests that women, disadvantaged in educational and occupational opportunities, are 

less likely to be present in the local council candidate pool.  More likely, given the nature 
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of council seats, women may be less likely to run, possibly because of gender 

socialization (see Fox and Lawless 2005) or may have more problems running for some 

seats than for others.   
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CHAPTER 5: GENDER, PUBLIC SERVICE, AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN 

RURAL COMMUNITIES  

“Eleanor Roosevelt began her career as the foremost political woman of the twentieth 

century convinced that women and men enter politics for different reasons: Men enter 

politics to pursue their own careers; women are motivated by a desire to change society, 

to improve the daily conditions of life”  

-Blanche Wiesen Cook (1992) Eleanor Roosevelt: Volume 1 1884-1933 (338) 

“I wanted to do all I could to clean up and improve the political picture in our state.” 

-Female state legislator in the early 1960s (Werner 1968) 

“To help the town socially, economically, etc.” 

“I enjoy the challenge of it.” 

-Female council members on why they decided to run for office, 2005 

 

Suffragists wanting to make their movement as palatable to the public as possible faced a 

difficult challenge: how can one reconcile traditional ideas about women in American life 

(suited for the domestic sphere, submissive to their fathers and husbands) with their 

political goals (women in the public sphere, women asserting themselves as political 

actors independent of men)?  In order to soften the more radical implications of giving 

the right to vote to women, many suffragists diminished women’s desire for power and 

used domestic metaphors in their rhetoric.  These activists argued that it was necessary 

for women to enter politics because—as outsiders without the desire for power—only 

women could “clean house” in a corrupt system (Wilson 2007).   

In the decades after gaining suffrage, female politicians faced a similar 

dilemma—to convince voters that it was acceptable for them to step outside the domestic 

sphere and pursue political power.  Women pursuing office often dealt with the 
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expectation they did not belong in politics by denying that they had ambition.  There are 

many examples of prominent female politicians diminishing their own personal 

ambitions, even their qualifications, to garner votes.  In her biography of the first female 

mayor of Seattle (1926-1928), Sandra Haarsager (1994) describes Bertha Knight Landes 

as professing “surprise and reluctance” at her first nomination for city council.  

Congresswoman Ruth Hannah McCormick (R-Illinois, 1929-1931) denied her own 

political ambitions and qualifications to run for office at the very moment she made her 

political ambitions public (Miller 1992).
  
During her declaration that she was running for 

a seat in Congress, McCormick told a Washington Post reporter: 

I have written a great many statements for other candidates, and could 

think of many reasons why those candidates should run, but after chewing 

off the end of my pencil and pondering long and hard I could not think of 

any reason why I should run for office, or why anyone should vote for me 

(Miller 1992, 163).   

Even Margret Chase Smith, who won seats in both the US House and the US Senate, 

denied her own personal ambition.  In her biography of Smith, Janann Sherman (2000) 

describes Chase Smith’s rhetoric on her political career as emphasizing public service 

and luck.  She writes, “The authorization of [Chase Smith’s] career by chance and her 

commitment to public service were ways to simultaneously achieve and deny personal 

ambitions” (6).
70

  Female politicians used such rhetoric well into the latter half of the 20
th

 

century.  In interviews for the first major studies of female politicians in the 1970s, 

women said they sought office because they had a kind of public spirit or “moral calling” 
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 Sherman continues that Smith’s entire public persona was an effort, “to resolve the conflict 

between social expectations and her desire for autonomy and personal fulfillment” (6).   
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to fix politics (Kirkpatrick 1974, 73-74).  Many women maintained they entered into 

politics for the good of their communities, not their careers.  Indeed, this perception of 

women as ethical politicians persists.  Recent studies have found that voters perceive 

female candidates as more ethical (Barnes and Beaulieu 2014).
71

   

In the past 25 years, scholars have found that gender differences in motivation and 

ambition amongst office holders are not as pronounced as in the previous decades, and 

may have disappeared entirely.  However, as most of the studies involving office holders 

looked at state and national politicians, it is less clear whether the conclusions drawn in 

those contexts hold true for where most women serve—at the lowest level of political 

offices.  Further, ambition is a particularly important topic because research indicates that 

the low level of political ambition amongst female potential candidates is still an 

important factor in women’s political underrepresentation (e.g., Fox and Lawless 2010), 

despite the increased acceptance of women in politics.  Do men and women share the 

same reasons for running for office?  Do they run for the same reasons as men and 

women pursuing higher office?  Are there similar gender gaps?  Are female office 

holders in low-level local positions as ambitious as their male colleagues are?  Does 

running for local office eliminate gender differences in political ambition, as it does at 

higher levels of office?  This chapter addresses this gap in the literature by looking at 

women and men in small communities in Iowa and compares them to previous research 

on higher levels of government.   
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 For example, scholars have found that voters are less likely to suspect election fraud when 

female candidates are involved (Barnes and Beaulieu 2014). 
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The Local Context 

In order to understand the reasons why men and women run for office, it is 

important to understand the context in which people make this decision.  While there are 

a number of studies on gender and the motivation to run for office at all levels—and on 

women who have not run for office—the dearth of research on rural local offices 

constitutes a sizeable gap in the literature on women in office.   

There are many differences between small community offices and offices at 

higher levels of government (and large cities).  Several of these differences may have a 

profound effect on why men and women run for office and whether they will seek 

reelection or higher office.  First, small communities tend to be conservative, which may 

make it more difficult for women to run for higher levels of office because women are 

more likely to win in liberal districts (Darcy and Schramm 1977, Welch et al., 1985, 

Welch 1985).  Second, council members have personal relationships with many, if not 

most of their constituents.  This closeness may affect elected officials reasons for 

running.  Third, the candidate pool for local councils is relatively small, which may result 

in citizens running for office because they felt there were no good alternatives.  Fourth, 

citizens interested in pursuing a career in partisan politics may seek a different office 

because these councils are nonpartisan.  Fifth, council members do not have to devote the 

level of time and resources to win and hold local office as they would offices at higher 

levels of government.  Council members deal with a narrower scope of issues and do not 

have to run a large-scale campaign.  As a result, they may run for different reasons and be 

less prepared to pursue a higher office.  Finally, council members receive only small 

compensation for serving, affecting who can and will serve and why.     
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Gender Differences in the Motivations for Running for Office  

In her work on gender and the psychological study of ethics, Carol Gilligan 

(1982) argued that women and girls look at morality through different lens than men and 

boys.  She argues that women have a ‘“greater orientation toward relationships and 

interdependence” (1993, 22), while men have a greater orientation toward individuation.  

Due to these differences in worldview, women tend to have an ‘ethic of care’ that 

privileges relationships and responsibilities, while men have an ‘ethic of justice,’ which 

privileges rules and rights.
72

  Subsequent research on women and men’s moral reasoning 

has found that women often score higher on both measures of “justice based” reasoning, 

such as Kohlberg’s moral reasoning scale, and on measures of caring (see Einolf 2010 

and White 1999).
73

 

Gilligan’s work is frequently cited in studies of how women approach leadership 

roles (especially the work of Kathlene 1989, 1994, 1995, 1998) but also women’s 

motivations for running for office (Fox 1997).  In Fox’s (1997) study of Congressional 

candidates, he finds that women said they were motivated by specific issues, while men 

were motivated by political ambition and ‘abstract policy goals’ (26).  Even in studies 

that do not directly reference Gilligan, scholars have found that women ran for office 

because they were concerned for their communities and had specific public policy areas 

they wanted to improve (Carroll and Sanbonmatsu 2013, Carroll and Strimling 1983) and 

had a moral commitment to improve government (Werner 1968).  
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 Gilligan argued that psychological tests, which judged people on the ethic of justice, unfairly 

concluded that women were morally inferior to men.   
73

 The literature on whether women are more empathetic than men is more contentious (Oswald 

2000). 
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Scholars have also found that both recruitment and potential candidate responses 

to recruitment vary by gender.  Recruitment, whether by party officials or others is a 

major motivation for both men and women, but women are not recruited as frequently as 

men (Bers 1978, Fox and Lawless 2005, Fox and Lawless 2010, Fox, Lawless and Feeley 

2001).  Further, there is evidence to suggest that party leaders do not recruit women as 

much as they do men (Burt-Way and Kelly 1992, Merritt 1977, Sanbonmatsu 2002, 

2006a, 2006b, but see Sanbonmatsu, Carroll and Walsh 2009).
74

  Sanbonmatsu (2006a, 

2006b) has found that in many cases, party leaders doubt whether female candidates can 

be successful in certain types of districts, which may depress their recruitment by the 

major parties.  Many scholars find that while men are more likely to be asked to run for 

office, it is more important for women to have been asked as a form of motivation 

(Bledsoe and Herring 1990, Burt-Way and Kelly 1992, Carroll and Sanbonmatsu 2013).
75

   

 

Motives for Rural Councils: Gender Differences 

The few studies that address the motivation to run for local office either do not 

address gender (Sokolow 1989) or find gender differences but look at larger communities 

or a mix of community sizes (Bledsoe 1993, Carroll and Strimling 1983).
76

  Previous 

research finds differences between why men and women run for office at the local level.  
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 For example, Sanbonmatsu (2006a, 2006b) finds that party leaders have frequent doubts about 

how successful female candidates can be in particular districts, which may decrease women’s 

recruitment, although women are more likely to say they have been recruited by political parties 

(Sanbonmatsu, Carroll and Walsh 2009).  Strong party organizations may end up limiting the 

number of women who run for office because male dominated party structures exclude women 

from the social networks necessary to get enough support to run. 
75

 Further, Kanter’s (1977) work on corporations supports the findings of political science 

scholars who find that sponsors and mentors are both harder for women to find than men and 

more important to women’s careers/likelihood they run for office  (Bledsoe and Herring 1990, 

Burt-Way and Kelly 1992). 
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 Both Carroll and Strimling (1983) and Bledsoe (1993) used survey data from the 1980s. 
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Some of the results of this research are not consistent with the research looking at higher 

offices.  Bledsoe (1993) does not find that women at the local level were more likely to 

have run due to their interest in a particular public policy or policies as other research has 

found.  Within their study, Carroll and Strimling (1983) found inconsistent results.  They 

find that women are more likely to run because of their interest in issues at all levels, but 

that women are not more likely to cite issues as one of their most important reasons to 

run.  Carroll and Strimling (1983) also find that women at the local level were more 

likely to cite a general interest in politics, but these differences were either inconsistent or 

not present at all for women and men in offices above local government.     

Some of the research on local government is more consistent with, although not 

exactly the same as, research on higher levels of government.  Bledsoe (1993) finds that 

women in local politics are less interested in political ladder climbing and more likely 

than men are to run as a service to their political party (rather than their neighborhood).
77

  

Carroll and Strimling (1983) find that female council members were less likely to cite 

civic pride or responsibility as a reason for running.  This gender difference consistently 

appears at other levels of government (Carroll and Strimling 1983).   

 

Motives for Rural Councils: Rural Local Offices versus Previous Research 

Previous research suggests that the motivations for running for office vary by 

level of office (Carroll and Strimling 1983) and even size of community (Bledsoe 
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 Bledsoe (1993) writes, “Women, it seems, are more likely to involve themselves in local 

politics as a result of Partisan interests, but they are less likely than men to enter politics for the 

sake of politics and less likely to see the council position as a step toward some bigger prize” 

(80). 
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1993).
78

  Carroll and Strimling’s (1983) study on gender and motivations gives us the 

best evidence of this because they polled multiple levels of offices and compared them.  

Their research suggests that men and women at the local level run for different reasons 

than men and women in state legislatures.  Two particular measures were consistently 

different between local government officials and state legislators: civic pride or 

responsibility and party recruitment.  Civic pride or responsibility was more important to 

mayoral and city council members than state legislators and party recruitment was less 

important to local government officials than state government officials.  Other studies 

confirm the importance of civic pride and responsibility to the decision to run for local 

office.  Bledsoe’s (1993) study of local officials in large and medium sized towns found 

that service to their city was the number one motivation for local council members and 

that both men and women were equally likely to say it was important.  Sokolow’s (1989) 

study does not address gender, but it is one of the few articles on rural office holders.  He 

found that 40% of respondents cited service to the community (which he called volunteer 

motivations) as an important reason they ran for office.
79

  In rural councils, both women 

and men will be likely to run for motives historically favored by women at higher levels 

of government (community service, issues) and eschew career reasons for running.   

Given the nature of rural local offices—nonpartisan, low pay, relatively low time 

commitment, council members’ closeness to their constituents—rural office holders may 

even differ from other local office holders.  Office holders at the local level are 
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 Amongst council members in cities, Bledsoe (1993) finds that council members from lower 

prestige councils are less likely to be motivated by partisanship.   
79

 His sample consisted of council members on towns with less than 4,000 people and on county 

boards in counties with less than 21,000 (25).  The other reasons local politicians gave for 

running were ranked as follows: personal challenge, dissatisfaction with incumbents, desire to 

participate, interest in government, specific issues, and policy direction.  No one in his sample 

cited career or political ambition as reasons for running. 
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essentially volunteers (Baker 1994).
80

  The literature on motivations for volunteering 

finds that women and men cite different reasons for volunteering.
81

  Women are drawn to 

organizations that emphasize cooperation and community building and that allow 

opportunities to help others (Wymer 2011 and Norris and Inglehart 2006).  In contrast, 

men are more likely to be drawn to volunteer opportunities that allow them to take risks 

(Wymer 2011).
82

  However, many types of organizations tend to be dominated by women 

(ex. parent teacher associations) or, like local government, by men (ex. volunteer 

firefighters) (Davis et al. 1999, Einolf 2010, Norris and Inglehart 2006, Wymer 2011,
83

 

Wymer and Samu 2002).
84

  It is less clear if men and women volunteer for the same 

organizations for different reasons. 
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communities’ part in the “pipeline” to higher office.  Not all local governments contribute equally 

to the pipeline. 
81

 Einolf (2010) finds that women score higher than men “on measures of the psychological traits, 

motivations, and values that predict charitable giving and volunteering” (1103), but because they 

are disadvantaged in education, income and other characteristics the gap between women and 

men in volunteering hours is small.  Women are more likely to volunteer, but when men do 

volunteer, some studies have found, they work longer hours and for more organizations (Wymer 

and Samu 2002, Einolf 2010 but see also Wilson and Musick 1997 and Gomez and Gunderson 

2003 for opposing research).  Amongst all post-industrial nations, women are less likely to belong 

to civic organizations than men are (Norris and Inglehart 2006). 
82

 Citing psychological research, some scholars have argued that these differences are based in 

biological differences between men and women (Wymer 2011, Wymer and Samu 2002).  

However, other scholars have argued that volunteering patterns vary depending on the cultural 

context, which undermines the “biology” argument (Einolf 2010).   
83

 Wymer (2011) finds that women prefer to volunteer in “people oriented” organizations, which 

emphasize cooperation; they prefer organizations where they feel like they belong and can build a 

community.  Women are more likely to want to support organizations that help needy people and 

care for children (835).  Social support for volunteering is also more important for women than 

for men (Wymer 2012).  Men prefer to volunteer in organizations that allow them to take risks or 

experience danger, but he only found partial support for his hypothesis that men prefer to 

volunteer for groups that allow them to feel efficacious and dominant.  Most of Wymer’s other 

hypotheses regarding men’s volunteer preferences were not supported, in his data set men did not 

prefer organizations with a clear hierarchy or team competition or groups that are goal oriented 

and efficient.  In fact, it was women, and not men, who preferred “an efficient, goal-oriented 

organization” (841). 
84

 Wilson and Musick (1997) conclude, “Although [commitment to] formal volunteer work does 

not appear to be strongly gendered, the fact that women report helping others at a higher rate than 
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Nonpartisan elections also have an effect on council member recruitment.  

Without a partisan interest in recruiting candidates, gender differences in recruitment as a 

motivation to run are likely to be relatively small.  Carroll and Strimling (1983) find that 

local government officials were less likely to say party recruitment played a role in their 

decision to run.  Merritt (1977) argues that at the local level, formal recruitment by party 

leadership is less important to female winners than it is to male winners because women 

are more likely come from volunteer backgrounds.     

Based on the results from previous research and the nature of rural local 

government, I have derived two hypotheses: 

H1: In rural local government, male and female council members will have the 

same motivations for running for office. 

H2: Unlike legislators at higher levels of government, rural council members will 

say that a desire to serve their community is an important reason why they 

decided to run. 

 

Political Ambition 

Potential Candidates 

Political ambition is the most studied aspect of potential and elected female office 

holders’ motivations to run for office.  Amongst potential candidates who have never 

served in an elective office, women are less likely to see themselves as candidates, 

                                                                                                                                                                             
do men (net of the other factors in the model) provides strong support that nurturance and care for 

others is deeply embedded in sex-role definitions” (709).  Wymer (2011) argues that women and 

men prefer different types of volunteering experiences and cites numerous psychological studies 

to support his hypotheses (see also Wymer and Samu 2002).  Although he is careful to mention 

that not all men and women have typical brains for their gender, Wymer maintains that research 

on male and female physiology suggests women are more empathetic and security seeking.  

Women also have better verbal and social skills than men do.  Men on the other hand are more 

aggressive, dominant and independent.  Men have better skills for building and understanding 

systems.  All of these factors have an effect on which kinds of organizations women prefer, 

according to Wymer. 
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particularly for higher offices (Lawless and Fox 2005).  Women are less likely than men 

are to think they will win a race, less likely to be asked to run, and more likely to feel 

they need more support than they currently have to run (Bledsoe and Herring 1990, Burt-

Way and Kelly 1992, Duerst-Lahti 1998).
85

  Female potential candidates
86

 are less likely 

to feel themselves qualified to run for office than are men, even when they have the same 

qualifications (Fox and Lawless 2004).  Even female party activists exhibit less ambition 

than male party activists are on average (Fowlkes 1984, Fowlkes, Perkins and Rinehart 

1979, Van Assendelft and O’Connor 1994).
87

  Scholars argue that the long history of 

women’s exclusion from politics reduces women’s political ambition (Fox and Lawless 

2005).  Traditional family structures and sex role socialization (which encourages women 

to be passive and focus on the private sphere), deters women from seeking office even 

when their professions suggest they would be good candidates for office (Fox and 

Lawless 2003, 2004, 2005, Fox, Lawless and Feeley 2001).  Lawless and Fox (2005) 

summarize their findings thusly:  

The gender gap in political ambition is linked to three deeply embedded 

aspects of traditional gender socialization.  Traditional family role 

orientations, a masculinized ethos, and the gendered psyche overlap, 

interact, and simultaneously affect eligible candidates’ inclinations to 

pursue public office.  (147).  

                                                           
85

 See also Kanter 1977 for a discussion of mentoring. 
86

 Fox and Lawless (2004) drew their sample from the occupations of members of the House 

before they entered politics: law, business, education, legislative staff members, lobbyists and 

interest group leaders (24). 
87

 Looking at urban Georgia, Fowlkes (1984) and Fowlkes, Perkins and Rinehart (1979) also find 

that this varies by party.  Van Assendelft and O’Connor (1994) find that female party activists are 

almost as likely as male party activists to express interest in running for political office, serving 

on an advisory board and holding a party office but higher percentages of female activists ruled 

out running altogether.   
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In Lawless and Fox’s (2005) sample of eligible candidates, women were less 

likely to have discussed politics with their parents as children.  Women were also more 

responsible for childcare and other household tasks and received less encouragement to 

run for office both as children and as adults.  Both male and female candidates believed it 

was harder for women to succeed “in the electoral arena” (147).  Flammang (1985) 

argues that family commitments were not an obstacle to women’s party activities, but 

were for office seeking and holding (109) (see also Bledsoe and Herring 1990, Costantini 

1990, Mezey 1978).  Fox and Lawless (2005) do not find family commitments to be a 

factor.  Bledsoe and Herring (1990) identify additional underlying factors regarding 

gender differences on the decision to run for office, including gendered social/political 

networks which benefit men and men’s tendency to pursue goals “with a single 

mindedness absent in women” (221).  They argue that in essence, the competitive nature 

of running for elective office puts women at a disadvantage because women consider 

more factors before they run for a higher office than do men, a finding supported by Fox, 

Lawless and Feeley (2001).  Women may also be generally election averse (Kanthak and 

Woon 2015, Preece and Stoddard 2015).  Since women are less likely to see themselves 

as candidates and are cautious when thinking about running for election, fewer numbers 

of women run.   

 

Office Holders   

The research on office holders differs significantly from studies done on potential 

candidates.  Once women overcome the socialization barrier and serve in office, scholars 
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frequently find that gender differences in ambition disappear.
88

  When women do run, 

they win at similar or greater levels than men in most cases (Dolan 2014, Fox, Lawless 

and Feeley 2001, Lawless and Fox 2005, Fox and Lawless 2005 but see also 

Sanbonmatsu 2006b and Pearson and McGhee 2013 for evidence to the contrary).  In low 

information local elections, scholars have found that certain types of women (those with 

non-Hispanic last names) are more likely to be elected than men (Matson and Fine 2006).  

Even at the congressional level, women do not seem to be at a significant disadvantage in 

fundraising or support, although they may have to work harder to raise the same amount 

of money (Burrell 2005, Fox 1997, Jenkins 2007 but see also Lawless 2004).
89

   

Amongst office holders, research on gender and ambition has mixed conclusions.  

Taking their cues from Schlesinger (1966), scholars commonly differentiate between 

three types of ambition in their work: discrete, static and progressive (Palmer and Simon 

2003).  Office holders with discrete ambition desire to serve out their term of office, but 

not run for reelection.  Office holders with static ambition desire to be reelected to the 

office they already hold and office holders with progressive ambition wish to run for a 
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 Some scholars have found differences do remain, even though they do not affect whether 

women are actually more likely to run again.  Fulton et al. (2006) find that women in state 

legislatures are less likely to have the demographic and attitudinal attributes of ambitious 

candidates.  They also find that women with children are significantly less ambitious than men 

with children are.  However, they find that female state legislators are just as likely as men to run 

for Congress because “female SLs are much more responsive to the expected benefit of office 

than are males, and this sensitivity to the strategic environment offsets women's diminished 

ambition level” (239). 
88

 Carroll (1994), for example, argues that women are as likely as men are to run again for the 

same or a different office, however, they do not seem to be as ambitious in the sense that they 

want to “move up” the ladder to higher offices.   
89

 Lawless (2004) argues that the context of an election can make a difference.  She finds that 

women may struggle to be elected to Congress when national security is the most important issue 

of an election because voters believe they are less qualified on national security issues.  Jenkins 

(2007) argues that a dislike of fundraising might be a significant factor in the small number of 

female candidates because women are more concerned about fundraising and spend more time 

doing it than male candidates. 
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higher office.  Burt-Way and Kelly (1992) also distinguish between those who know they 

want to run for higher office, but do not know what office (uncertain progressives) and 

those who know they want to run for a particular office (certain progressives).  Most 

studies have found that women have the same level of static ambition and are just as 

interested as men are in running for a different office of about the same level of power 

(Carroll 1994, Diamond 1977).
90

   

Some research on women in the state legislatures and local office conclude that 

women are less likely to have progressive ambition (Burt-Way and Kelly 1992,
91

 Carroll 

1994, Maestas et al 2006).  However, other research finds that women in office are just as 

likely to have progressive ambition as their male colleagues (as well as discrete and static 

ambition) (Blair and Stanley 1991, Carey, Niemi and Powell 1998, Epstein, Niemi and 

Powell 2005, Johnson and Carroll 1978, Thomas 1994).
92

  In some cases, scholars have 

found that women in office were even more ambitious than men are (Jensen and Martinek 

2009).  Scholars find that women in office are just as likely as men are to say that their 

primary motivation for running is their political career (Dolan and Ford 1998) and 

whether a woman runs for a higher office depends largely on her ability to win rather 

than any personal factors (Palmer and Simon 2003).
93
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 Carroll (1994), for example, argues that women are as likely as men are to run again for the 

same or a different office, however, they do not seem to be as ambitious in the sense that they 

want to “move up” the ladder to higher offices. 
91

 Burt-Way and Kelly (1992) find that women in local office tend to “retain local office for 

numerous terms and still express progressive ambition, while men do not” (23).  They theorize 

that women have fewer opportunities to satisfy their ambitions in the business world, so they stay 

in politics where they have already had a measure of success, waiting for the right opportunity to 

move up. 
92

 See also Cammisa and Reingold 2004. 
93 One of the most interesting discoveries in this literature, which I cannot address with my data 

set, is that women and men with ambition do not run for office at the same rates (Bledsoe and 

Herring 1990, Fox, Lawless and Feeley 2001).  Bledsoe and Herring (1990) found that women in 

elective office who identify themselves as ambitious are less likely to run for higher office than 
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Local and Rural Office Holders 

As with other motivations for running for office, the level of office will affect 

gender differences in ambition.  Scholars have argued that professionalism and seat 

desirability affects descriptive representation (Diamond 1977, Squire 1992).  Diamond 

(1977) argues that men are more likely to be professional politicians while women are 

more likely to be amateurs, or “citizen legislators.”  These differences, she argues, are at 

the root of gender differences in ambition.  Citizen legislators have lower levels of both 

ambition and political experience than professional legislators.  Diamond divides offices 

into high, middle and low level.
94

  Local offices with small constituencies and relatively 

small responsibilities would qualify as the lowest level of office.  At this level, Diamond 

believed that most of the legislators serving would be “citizen legislators.”  Applying 

Diamond’s theory to the local level, we should expect that gender differences in attitude 

and behavior would be small because fewer male professional legislators will be trying to 

use the office as a means to obtain a political career.  Competition for council seats in 

many small communities is even lower than in the least professional state legislatures.  

Few women or men at the rural local level will be interested in turning their service on 

                                                                                                                                                                             
men in similar positions and are even less likely than women without ambition (217).  More 

recently, scholars have found that men and women have similar levels of political ambition, but 

that women consider more factors before running (Fox, Lawless and Feely 2001, Fulton et al. 

2006).  For example, Fulton et al. (2006) argue that women serving in state legislatures are more 

likely to be strategic than men when choosing to run.  They find that men express higher levels of 

Congressional ambition while women are more likely to see political costs and fewer benefits to 

running for Congress.  However, they also find that male and female state legislators are equally 
likely to run for Congress because women who are both ambitious and have an opportunity to run 

are more likely than are men with similar motivations and situations.       
94

 At the highest level of government, citizen legislators are unable to win office.  At the highest 

level of competition, few women will win office and those that do will have similar attitudes and 

behavior as men do because they are professional politicians.  In the midlevel legislatures, women 

and men will have the greatest differences in ambition because these legislatures have a 

combination of amateur women and professional men.  At the midlevel, amateur women are still 

able to win seats, but the seats are still attractive enough for professional politicians.   
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the council into a long-term career in politics.  Sarah Palin’s career notwithstanding, rural 

local government does not offer the same opportunities for building the experience, 

connections and confidence needed for a run at a statewide or national office that a state 

legislature seat fosters (Gimpel, Lee and Thorpe 2011 and Sokolow 1989).  Later work 

has challenged Diamond’s findings on the relationship between the type of office and 

gender differences among elected officials (Carey, Niemi and Powell 1998).
95

  However, 

the research generally supports the idea that once in office, women and men will have the 

same level of ambition and that rural council members will have lower ambition than 

those at higher levels of government.  As Johnson and Carroll (1978) write, “there is little 

reason to suspect that female and male officeholders would differ widely in office 

holding ambition” (51).
96

 

Kanter (1977) argues that the opportunity structure of a workplace has a 

considerable impact on workers ambition.  When women and men hold work positions in 

which—similar to positions rural local government—advancement is impossible or 

unlikely, their ambition is lower than when they hold positions with clear possibilities for 

advancement.  The early research on gender differences in local government in larger 

communities found that neither men nor women ran because they considered their current 

office as a stepping-stone (Bers 1978).  Carroll and Strimling (1983) found that about 8% 

                                                           
95 Carey, Niemi and Powell (1998) find that women serving in state legislatures are less 

amateurish than male state legislators are.  Johnson and Carroll (1978) find that even in the 

1970s, female office holders were as ambitious as male office holders (including at the local 

level).  They conclude, “Replication of our finding that women are at least as ambitious as men 

would suggest that the paucity of women serving in offices at the state and federal levels cannot 

be attributed to lack of political ambition as readily as it has been in the past” (53A).  Given the 

low numbers of women at the lowest level of office and differences between women in and out of 

office, their conclusions were not borne out by subsequent studies. 
96

 Amongst office holders, scholars find the nature of the office held may be a better indicator of 

ambition than gender.  An office holder’s ambition varies by district size, for example, with 

smaller districts having less ambitious representatives (Johnson and Carroll 1978, 47).   
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of female local council members and 7% of male council members said that their 

‘perception’ that their office was a stepping-stone to higher office was a very important 

reason to run, but that number is close to the percentage found of amongst state 

legislators (118).   

An alternate scenario could be that women might be more ambitious at the local 

level because they are more insecure about their qualifications to run for office.  If men in 

rural areas are politically ambitious, it seems likely that they would skip running for town 

councils and run for the state legislature instead.  Conversely, women, if they are 

ambitious, might choose to run for town council first, to gain experience and support.  

Therefore, you may see more ambitious women at this level because some ambitious 

women are interested in using the office for a stepping stone while most of the ambitious 

men move quickly on to higher levels of government or skip local government altogether.  

Women with high levels of ambition may stay in local government longer because they 

are less likely to have an alternative outlet for their ambition in the business world, so 

they are more likely to wait patiently for another opportunity in the political world.  

Based on previous research at the local level (and higher levels), however, it seems more 

likely that women serving at the local level will be equally ambitious as men.   

H3: Male and female council members have equal levels of ambition. 

 

Data and Methods 

 In order to test these hypotheses I analyzed data from the Rural Development 

Initiative’s (RDI) survey of Iowa council members.
97

  There are advantages and 

limitations to using these data.  The demographic composition of the RDI survey makes it 

impossible to study the intersection between race, ethnicity and gender.  There are no 

people of color in the sample and research indicates that there are differences in ambition 

between white women and women of color (Moore 2005).  Further, ideally, it would have 

been beneficial be able to compare men and women who are not already in office to 
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 See Chapter 3 for a complete description of the data set. 
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better gauge political ambition.  The surveys give us primarily “post-hoc rationalizations” 

for why council members run for office (Fulton et al. 2006, 237) and previous research 

indicates that winners of elections express different reasons for running than losers 

(Roscoe et al. 2006).  Still, even if council members’ answers are mixtures of why they 

first ran for office and why they continue to serve in office, we can still learn a great deal 

about their attitudes towards their positions.  Despite some limitations, the survey focuses 

on small towns, an area that women and politics scholars have consistently overlooked.  

The surveys are thorough in asking council members questions about their towns, their 

political and social behavior, and most demographic characteristics.   

 

Dependent Variables: Hypotheses and Measurement Issues 

Motivations for Running: Dependent Variables 

Scholars have attempted to measure why people run for office in many ways; they 

have coded open-answer questions and created numerous scales based on closed-answer 

questions (see for example, Fox 1997).  Of those studies, two scholars, Sokolow (1989) 

and Bledsoe (1993), have developed typologies specifically for local office holders.  A 

third, Costantini (1990), developed another typology for party volunteers, which is 

helpful for understanding what draws nonpaid/low paid office holders to public service 

(Table 5.1).   

Analyzing open-ended responses from office holders in rural areas, Sokolow 

(1989) categorized responses twice.  For each respondent, he determined the single most 

“emphasized” motivation for running and initially put the office holder into seven 

categories: “critical of incumbents,” “specific issues,” “policy direction,” “service to the 

community,” “desire to participate,” “personal challenge,” and “interest in government” 
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(25).  He then grouped those seven categories into three broader categories: volunteers 

who ran for community service, participants who ran because they enjoy the challenge of 

politics or have an interest in government and critics who ran because they were critical 

of incumbents, policy directions or community issues.
98

   

Bledsoe (1993) created a similar typology for city council members in larger 

communities.  He looked at closed-ended responses to seven reasons to run: “Because I 

was persuaded by a political party organization,” “To serve my neighborhood,” “As a 

stepping-stone to some other political office,” “To serve the city as a whole,” “To 

increase business contacts,” “Because I enjoy politics and I was looking for a worth-

while activity,” “Because of a strong concern I had about some specific issue” (65).  

Based on those seven questions, he finds four dimensions of motives: politico, self-

regarding, localism and issue directed.  The first dimension, politico combines the 

responses to the question on running “as a stepping-stone” with responses to running 

“because I enjoyed politics.”  Bledsoe labeled respondents scoring highly on this 

dimension as “politicos” (those who ran because they loved politics and wanted to run for 

higher offices) and those with low scores as “apolitical.”  The second dimension, self-

regarding, combines two measures on opposite ends of a scale.  On one end are 

respondents who said that “business contacts” were important (“self-regarding”) and on 

the other were those more likely to say they ran to “serve the city” (“community-

regarding”).  The third dimension, localism, also combines two opposing measures in the 

same scale.  On one end of the scale are those who ran to serve their neighborhood 

(“locals”) on the other are those who were influenced by political parties (“partisans”).  

                                                           
98

 He finds that the men and women running for office there were not reluctant candidates, but 

were happy to serve in local government.  Similarly, Lascher (1993) finds that men and women 

enjoy their work in serving in local office and they enjoy it at equal levels. 
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The fourth dimension, particularism, measured whether a person ran due to a “specific 

issue.”   

Costantini (1990) surveyed party leaders who wished to represent their state at the 

national convention.  He found five motivational dimensions in his factor matrix of 

responses: allegiance, purposive, political ambition, sociality and personalist.  

Respondents who fall into Costantini’s allegiance category pursued delegate status out of 

loyalty to their community or their political party.  Similar to Bledsoe’s particularism, 

those with purposive reasons for running wanted to tackle the issues of the day and shape 

party policy.  Respondents with political ambition expressed their desire to increase their 

own political power, prestige and business contacts via party politics.  Costantini defines 

those who ran for sociality, as having “An interest in the opportunities that politics offers 

for friendship, fun, and conviviality” (746).  Finally, respondents who ran for personalist 

reasons recognize “The importance of particular individuals-proximate (friends) or 

remote (candidates)-in inducing [their] political activity” (746). 

The difficulty of directly comparing the research of Bledsoe, Sokolow, Costantini 

and others is that their typologies are dependent on the ways in which respondents were 

asked to assess their motivations.  Sokolow, like many other researchers (e.g. Roscoe et 

al. 2006, Fox 1997), coded data from a single open-ended question, while the surveys that 

Bledsoe and Costantini utilized asked respondents to decide how important a series of 

given reasons were.  Bledsoe asked his respondents a small number of questions while 

Costantini asked his respondents a battery of twenty-two questions.  Another difficulty 

with these typologies is that they might not apply to all types of local government equally 
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well.  For example, Sokolow looked only at rural councils while Bledsoe’s data set 

included only large and medium sized cities.   

Table 5.1 Classifying Motivations 

Classifying Motivations 

Closest Motivation Category Closest Concept Study 

Volunteers (Service to 

community, civic duty to 

run) 

Volunteers (community 

service) 

Sokolow (1989) 

Allegiance (ran for community 

or party) 

Costantini (1990) 

Participant (business, enjoy 

politics, stepping-stone) 

Participant (stepping-stone, 

enjoy politics) 

Bledsoe (1993) 

Political ambition (power, 

prestige and business contacts) 

Costantini (1990) 

Sociality (friendship, fun) Costantini (1990) 

Participants (challenge of 

politics, interest in government, 

desire to participate) 

Sokolow (1989) 

Personalist (asked to run, no 

one else) 

Personalist (importance of 

friends or other contacts) 

Costantini (1990) 

Issue Driven (specific issue) Particularism (specific issue) Bledsoe (1993) 

Purposive (specific issue, shape 

party policy) 

Costantini (1990) 

Critics (critical of incumbents, 

by specifics issues, policy 

direction) 

Sokolow (1989) 

Other motives Self-regarding (business 

contacts versus serve the 

community) 

Bledsoe (1993) 

Localism (serve neighborhood 

versus political parties) 

Bledsoe (1993) 

 

Using questions similar to those in Bledsoe’s work, the Iowa survey asked council 

members to rate each of a series of reasons to run for office on a five-point scale.  The 

reasons are as follows: 
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 Nobody else wanted to run 

 I felt it was part of my civic duty 

 Running is a stepping-stone to another political office 

 Because I was asked to run 

 To increase business contacts 

 Because I enjoy politics 

 Because I have a strong concern for a specific issue 

 To serve the community as a whole 

 Other 

 

A handful of the answers to the “other” question are notable.  One woman, for 

example, said that she ran for office because there were no other women on the council.  

Similar to respondents in Sokolow’s study, several council members cite dissatisfaction 

with the way their local government ran as a reason for running (critics).  However, given 

that less than 10% of respondents filled out an answer for “other”—and few of those 

responses were similar—that question is left out of the statistical analysis.  

Table 5.2 Component Matrix- Why Council Members Ran for Office 

Component Matrix- Why Council Members Ran for Office 

 Participants Volunteers Personalist 

Stepping Stone .751 -.161 -.201 

Enjoy Politics .664 .208 -.220 

Business Contacts .617 -.380 -.005 

Community Service .204 .762 .249 

Civic Duty .370 .684 .217 

Asked to Run .173 -.211 .722 

No One Else .364 -.377 .529 

Concern for Issue .314 -.054 -.472 

 

The factor analysis (Table 5.2) groupings for the Iowa survey data do not 

perfectly line up with Costantini’s (1990) classifications of party activists, Sokolow’s 

classifications of local government officials or Bledsoe’s dimensions for local offices.  
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The Iowa questions fell into four categories, which I have labeled: volunteer, 

participants, personalist and issue driven.  Two questions in the Iowa survey grouped 

together under the volunteer category: whether they ran as a service to the community 

and whether they ran because they felt a civic duty to run (similar to Sokolow’s volunteer 

and Costantini’s allegiance).  Respondents that score highly on this measure say that they 

ran for the general good of the community.  The second group of motives, participant,
99

 

indicates that the person ran because they enjoy politics or have an interest in improving 

their careers through elective office—that they ran for business reasons, because they 

enjoy politics and/or because they see it as a stepping-stone for a political career.
100

  This 

collapses two of Costantini’s categories, political ambition and sociality and resembles 

Bledsoe’s politico and Sokolow’s participants categories.  The third group of motives 

most closely resembles Costantini’s personalist motivation.  Respondents who score 

highly on the personalist motivation said that it was important that they were asked to run 

and/or that they felt no one else was going to run for their seat.   

Beyond these three categories, concern for a single issue did not have a high load 

factor with any of the other variables in the data set, even though in Costantini’s study, a 

similar question grouped with his purposive category and Sokolow links issue concerns 

with policy direction and incumbents in his critics category.  Using the issue question on 

its own is in keeping with Bledsoe’s particularism category, which measures the extent to 
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 In previous drafts, this variable was called politico, since it most closely resembled the Bledsoe 

variable.  However, since politico is operationalized in a different way in the following chapter, 

the name was changed. 
100 To certain extent, my explanations are an oversimplification, because the respondents said that 

they had many reasons to run for office, but I hope to give the reader a general idea as to why we 

might not expect to see gender differences on motivation at the local level. 
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which respondents ran to pursue a single issue (see Table 5.1 for a comparison of the 

various classifications). 

Looking at the question responses before scaling, council members were most 

likely to say that volunteer reasons motivated them to run for office (Table 5.3).  The 

women and men in the sample were motivated equally by community service and civic 

duty.  Overall, a slightly higher percentage of men said that civic duty was important or 

very import in their decision to run (with 64% of women and 71% of men), but a chi-

square test is insignificant.  Women and men were also equally like to say that 

community service was an important or a very important reason why they first ran for 

office.
101

 

Table 5.3 Why Council Members Ran for Office 

Why Council Members Ran for Office (score of 4 or above out of 5) 

 Women Men 

Ran because I wanted to serve the community  85.7%  (60) 90.5% (199) 

Ran because it’s a civic duty 64.3% (45) 71.2% (155) 

Ran because I was asked to run* 68.6% (48) 55.3% (120) 

Ran because I am strongly concerned for a specific issue 

(Issue Driven)** 

22.1% (15) 36.1% (78) 

Ran because nobody else wanted to run* 30.9% (21) 20.0% (43) 

Ran because I enjoy politics 21.4% (15) 24.7% (53) 

Ran to increase my business contacts 7.1% (5) 4.2% (9) 

Ran because it’s a stepping stone to higher office 1.4% (1) 3.3% (7) 

Volunteers (community service and civic duty) 67.1% (47) 75.2% (164) 

Personalist (asked to run and nobody else wanted to run)* 30.9% (21) 19.5% (42) 

Participant (business, enjoy politics and stepping-stone) 0% (0) 0.9% (2) 

*Chi-square statistically significant at .10 level, ** Chi-square statistically significant at 

.05 level 
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 I found similar results looking at the variables in crosstabs using a tau statistic. 
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Next in importance were issue driven and personalist (asked to run, no one else 

running) motivations.  Women were significantly more likely to say they ran because no 

one else was running and they were asked to run, while men were more likely to say they 

ran for issue reasons.  A bivariate comparison shows that women are more likely to 

express personalist reasons for serving in office, but this reluctance to run might be a 

consequence of where women are more likely to serve.   

Not surprisingly, given the nature of local office, the least important reasons to 

run fell under the participant category (business, enjoys politics, stepping stone for 

higher office).  Although there were small gender differences on these measures, I found 

no significant gender differences on any of the other variables (business contacts, enjoy 

politics, stepping stone for higher office).
102

   

Council members’ most important motivations differ greatly from those at higher 

levels of government.  For example, at the state legislative level, Roscoe et al. (2006) 

found seven commonly cited reasons for running amongst candidates: issues (44.6% of 

candidates), opportunity (31.2%), party (28.3%), duty (24.7%), ideology (18.4%), 

representation (6.3%) and term limits (5.4%) (8).
103

  At the Congressional level, Fox 

(1997) found three primary motivations amongst challengers for Congressional seats:  

“commitment to public service” (16% women, 43% men), political ambition (20% 

women, 37% men), specific issue or ideological concern (52% women, 17% men). 
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 There were gender differences on business contacts (with women more likely to say that 

increasing business contacts was a reason they ran) in the full cross-tabs. 
103

 Their primary interest was trying to determine what types of candidates had the best chances of 

winning.  They found that candidates who ran for reasons of duty and issues were the most 

successful and those who ran for their party and ideology were the least successful (opportunity 

was about average and representation and term limits were excluded from the statistical analysis).   
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Ambition: Dependent Variables 

I measured the ambition of council members using three questions.  The Iowa 

RDI survey asked respondents whether they had plans to run for re-election, another 

position or not at all.  A follow up question asked why they were not running again, if 

they were not running (see Appendix D1 for exact question wording).
104

  There was no 

significant difference between men and women in static ambition.  Both groups were 

equally like to have plans to run for the same office again.  The comparisons in Table 5.4 

indicate that there are no statistically significant differences between women and men in 

(immediate) progressive ambition as well.
105

  Few respondents admitted to having plans 

to run for a different position in the near future.     

Table 5.4 Political Ambition 

Political Ambition 

 Women Men 

Not running for reelection  31.3% 

(21)  

39.0%  

(82) 

Staying in same office 67.2% 

(45)  

57.1%  

(120) 

Running for a different office 1.5% 

(1)  

3.8% 

(8)  

Total 100% 

(67) 

100% 

(210) 

Running regardless of other candidates* 52.9%  

(37) 

65.3% 

(143)  

Would not have run if another good 

candidate 

47.1% 

(33) 

34.7% 

(76) 

Total 100% 

(70) 

100% 

(219) 

*Kendall’s Tau-b statistically significant at the .10 level, two-tailed test 
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 I use Kendall’s tau to test the null hypothesis that men and women respond with the same 

frequency that they are going to run for office again.  For cross-tabulations with dichotomous and 

ordinal measures, a tau statistic is suitable (Lewis-Beck 1995, 29).   
105

 I do not have a measure of progressive ambition far in the future. 
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The reasons men and women decided not to run for office again are also similar 

(see Table 5.5).  About one-third of the respondents who plan to retire from public office 

say that they are short on time and under too much stress to continue service.
106

  Another 

third said that they fulfilled either their service time or that it was someone else’s turn to 

run, supporting the argument that women and men feel their work in local government is 

more along the lines of community service, rather than a career. 

Table 5.5 Reasons for Retirement 

Reasons for Retirement
107

 

 Women Men 

Not running because of age and health 5.6%  

(1) 

15.5%  

(9) 

Not running because of time and stress 33.3%  

(6) 

29.3%  

(17) 

Not running because of too much conflict 11.1%  

(2) 

12.1%  

(7) 

Fulfilled service/should let someone else run 27.8%  

(5) 

32.8%  

(19) 

Not running for other reasons and undecided 22.3%  

(4) 

10.3%  

(6) 

 

Another question asked respondents whether the council member would have run 

if someone else, “they had confidence in,” were going to run.  While not measuring 

political ambition directly, the answers to this question can help us better understand the 

extent to which council members were eager to pursue office.  A large portion of rural 

Iowa council members would have stepped aside for the right candidate—over 37% of 

respondents said they would not have run.  This finding undermines Sokolow’s (1989) 
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 Stress is a particularly popular response for women, with more men stating that old age and 

health reasons are why they are stepping down (although again, the differences are not 

statistically significant).   
107

 There are no significant gender differences on any measure. 
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conclusion that small town officials are publicly reluctant to run, while privately they are 

happy to serve and to be recruited for office.  He argues, “rural officials seized the 

opportunity to enter local government with eagerness and positive view” (29).  It is 

possible that the answers to the motivation questions in the RDI survey suffer from a 

social desirability bias.  Council members do score highly on the survey’s measure of job 

satisfaction (an average of four out of five), indicating that they have embraced local 

government.
108

  However, 22% of council members said, “Nobody else wanted to run,” 

was an important or very important to their decision to run for council (a four or five on a 

five-point scale).
109

  The responses for the “Nobody else wanted to run” and “Running 

regardless of other candidates” questions are also highly correlated.  On average, those 

who say they would not have run if there had been a good alternative candidate scored 

over half a point higher on the scale, which measures running because there was “nobody 

else.”  If council members are expressing genuine reluctance, these data highlight a major 

difference between office holders at higher levels of government and local, rural office 

holders—the desirability of the office.  While many people may run for a state legislative 

or congressional seat because there is no one else for their party who wants the 

nomination, they are called sacrificial lambs because they cannot win, not because they 

would not want to serve.   

Regardless of the potential social desirability problem, it is important to note that 

female council members were more likely to identify as reluctant politicians.  Compared 

to women, men were more likely to say that they would have run regardless of the 
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 There is a statistically significant difference between the job satisfaction measures and the 

personalist scale.  Those who are highly satisfied with their work are less likely to score highly 

on the personalist measure (Kendalls’s tau, p<.05). 
109

 That number jumps 20 points if you include threes, which also indicate a lack of good 

alternative candidates was a reason that the respondent ran for office. 
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field.
110

  More than 47% percent of women said that they would not have run if there had 

been a good alternative candidate, while less than 35% of men said the same.  Women are 

also more likely to say that they ran because “Nobody else wanted to run.”  Over 30% of 

women answered that “Nobody else wanted to run” was important or very important (a 

four or five on a five point scale)
111

 to their decision to run for council.  Only 20% of men 

answered similarly.
112

 

 

Modeling Attitudes towards Service: Motivations for Running 

While bivariate tests indicate male and female council members rate some reasons 

they ran for office differently, these differences may disappear when controlling for other 

more important variables.  To test the relationships between gender and the dependent 

variables further, I created several OLS and logistic regression models (Tables 6 and 7).  

Based on the factor analysis of the question, “indicate how important it was in your 

decision to run for <<Title>> the FIRST time you were elected,” I created scales to test 

for gender differences for three of the four categories—volunteer, participant and 

personalist.  For volunteer, I averaged the scores of community service and civic duty.  

For participant, I averaged the scores for enjoyment of politics, business contacts and 

stepping-stone.  For personalist, I averaged the scores for "nobody else wanted to run" 

and "because I was asked to run" (see Appendix D1 for coding and Appendix D3 for 

further information about the variables).  I then used the scales as dependent variables in 

ordinary least squares (OLS) models, which are discussed below (Table 5.6).  As these 
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 This was tested using Kendall’s tau statistics. 
111

 That number jumps 20 points if you include threes, which also indicate a lack of good 

alternative candidates was a reason that the respondent ran for office. 
112

 The difference is even greater when you include those who scored a three on the measure.  

More than 38% of men scored a three or above but over 57% of women score similarly. 
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scales have a limited number of categories, I also ran ordinal logistic regression models 

with limited success.  The ordinal logistic regression models created using these scales 

suffered from high standard errors due to zero cell counts (Menard 2002).  I found that 

gender was not a significant variable in any of those models.   
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Table 5.6 Motivations for Running-OLS 

Motivations for Running-OLS 

 Volunteers  

(Standard Errors) 

Participant (Ln) 

(Standard Errors) 

Personalist  

(Standard Errors) 

Woman .015 

(.115) 

.074 

(.060) 

.308** 

(.169) 

Age  .009 

(.004) 

-.008*** 

(.002) 

-.002 

(.006) 

Income .052 

(.029) 

-.015 

(.015) 

-.012 

(.042)                                          

Education .045 

(.156) 

.032 

(.024) 

.061 

(.067) 

Married 

 

-.021 

(.156) 

-.015 

(.081) 

-.185 

(.225) 

Group 

Membership 

.046* 

(.026) 

.005 

(.014) 

.010 

(.038) 

Democrat .174 

(.123) 

.092 

(.064) 

-.311* 

(.177) 

Republican .188 

(.113) 

.034 

(.059) 

-.033 

(.164) 

Service Rating  .013 

(.261) 

-.202 

(.135) 

-.499 

(.377) 

Partisan Behind 

Scenes 

.067 

(.082) 

.102** 

(.043) 

-.269** 

(.118) 

Job Satisfaction  .300*** 

(.055) 

.107*** 

(.029) 

-.101 

(.080) 

Population .000 

(.000) 

.000 

(.000) 

-.001*** 

(.000) 

Ward Election 

 

.007 

(.147) 

.122 

(.076) 

.172 

(.211) 

Electoral 

Margin  

-.033 

(.043) 

-.013 

(.022) 

-.007 

(.062) 

Constant 1.670** 

(.807) 

.628 

(.422) 

4.774*** 

(1.166) 

N 246 242 242 

R
2
 .201 .167 .130 

***Significant at .01 level, **significant at p<.05 level, *p<.10, two-tailed test 
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The models for the personalist and volunteer variables passed common tests for 

regression assumptions (specification error, collinearity and well-behaved error terms, 

etc.).  However, the participant model had moderately skewed error distributions (the 

skewness statistic was .728 with a standard error of skewness .152), likely due to the 

distribution of the dependent variable.  After transforming the dependent variable in a 

number of ways,
113

 I found that natural log reduced the skew of the errors of the 

participant model.  There are only minor differences between the transformed and 

untransformed models of participant (see Appendix D2 for the complete model).  Also 

modeled is the fourth category, issue driven.  As with the scale models, the ordinal model 

for that question suffered from high standard errors due to zero cell counts (see Menard 

2002).
114

  To alleviate this problem, I reduced the five-category model down to two 

categories: those who felt issues influenced them the most (fours and fives) and everyone 

else (threes through ones).   

In addition to gender, I included a number of control variables that might affect 

attitudes toward running for office (see Appendices 5.1 and 5.3 for coding information) 

in the motivation models.  Included are several community and institutional factors that 

indicate how high pressure their council seat might be: town size (Bledsoe 1993, 

Hallowell 1987)
115

, partisanship behind the scenes (Bledsoe 1993) and the council 
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 I tested them in the order of Tukey’s Ladder (Tukey 1977, STATA 2015). 
114

 Before scaling, I ran ordinal logistic regression models for each of the motivations for running 

individually.  Although I found gender differences using chi-square tests for three measures issue 

driven, “Nobody else wanted to run” and “Because I have a strong concern for a specific issue” 

(Table 5.3), when controlling for other factors such as town size, gender was only a significant 

variable in the issue driven model.  All of the individual question ordinal models suffered from 

high standard errors due to zero cell counts (see Menard 2002). 
115

 Looking at local rural governments using data from 1921 to 1941 Hallowell (1987) finds that 

larger towns had smaller numbers of female participation (defines participation broadly to a 

variety of elected local positions).  She looks at towns under 2,500 and finds that community 
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member’s rating of the quality of government services in his or her town.  I also included 

a number of variables related to the council members’ elections: whether they were 

elected in a ward or to an at-large seat and the margin by which they won their most 

recent election.  The models have additional indicator variables for one of the major 

political parties (Costantini 1990) (variables indicating the respondents belonged to a 

third party or consider themselves independent were omitted), involvement in the 

community (measured by the number of groups to which the person belongs) (Costantini 

1990), and job satisfaction working for the council.  I include job satisfaction, despite the 

fact that it logically could not have been a factor in the decision to run for the first time.  

It is intended as a rough proxy for political interest and efficacy, which scholars have 

found to affect ambition (Fox and Lawless 2010) and could affect other motivations.  

Models without job satisfaction had similar results, albeit with poorer goodness of fit 

statistics.  I also included several demographic characteristics that might play a role in 

motivations to run: marital status, education, income and age (Bledsoe 1993).  The 

models generally perform poorly on the goodness of fit statistics.  All but the volunteer 

model scored less than .2 on the R
2
 statistic.    

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             
culture does not seem to have an effect on the number of women elected and that women were 

most often elected to ‘service’ positions rather than policy making positions (the big exception 

was of course school director to which women were elected even before suffrage).  Hallowell 

(1987) argues that Vermont’s tradition of women serving at higher levels of office has its roots in 

women serving at lower levels of government out of necessity. 
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Table 5.7 Motivation Binomial Logistic Regressions 

Motivation Binomial Logistic Regressions 

 Issue Driven 

(Standard 

Errors) 

Staying in 

Politics 

(Standard 

Errors) 

Inclined to Run 

Regardless of 

Opponent (Standard 

Errors) 

Woman -.957** 

(.389) 

-.157 

(.358)      

-.378 

(.339) 

Age  -.008 

(.013) 

-.015 

(.013) 

.001 

(.012) 

Income -.620* 

(.334) 

-.042 

(.093) 

-.102 

(.091) 

Education -.096 

(.461) 

.154 

(.142) 

.200 

(.137) 

Married 

 

.206 

(.460) 

.020 

(.497) 

-.079 

(.485) 

Group Membership .063 

(.081) 

.134    

(.084)    

-.054 

(.080) 

Democrat .113 

(.360) 

.261   

(.390) 

-.320 

(.377) 

Republican -.774** 

(.354) 

-.118 

(.349) 

-.426 

(.339) 

Rating of Government 

Services  

.973 

(.797) 

.493 

(.807) 

1.271 

(.797) 

Partisan Behind Scenes .522** 

(.242) 

.535** 

(.271) 

.475* 

(.263) 

Job Satisfaction -.031 

(.169) 

1.008*** 

(.192) 

.572*** 

(.166) 

Population .000 

(.001) 

-.001 

(.001) 

.000 

(.001) 

Ward Election 

 

-.534 

(.476) 

-.475 

(.434) 

-.426 

(.431) 

Electoral Margin 

 

.061 

(.129) 

-.058 

(.137) 

-.127 

(.135) 

Constant -3.468 

(2.029) 

-4.803* 

(2.509) 

-4.231* 

(2.435) 

N 243 249 248 

Cox and Snell R
2
 .100 .178 .103 

-2 Log likelihood  286.386 282.312 298.002 

***Significant at .01 level, **significant at p<.05 level, *p<.10, two-tailed test 
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Modeling Attitudes towards Service: Political Ambition  

The models for political ambition are similar to those for motivation.  In order to 

measure whether respondents were staying in politics, I combined the answers of 

respondents who said that they were running for another office with those who said that 

they were running for reelection.  For the model measuring whether the respondent was 

inclined to run regardless of opponent, no variable recoding was necessary (see Appendix 

D1).  Both of the ambition variables are dichotomous, so logistic regression is 

appropriate for both models.  Included in the models for staying in politics and inclined to 

run regardless of opponent are the same community and institutional factors in the 

motivation models.  The variables are: gender, town size, partisanship level behind the 

scenes, ward elections (Trounstine and Valdini 2008), electoral margin (Fulton et al. 

2006) and the council member’s rating of the quality of government services in his or her 

town, marital status,
116

 education,
 117

 income and age (Burt-Way and Kelly 1992, Fulton 

et al. 2006), party (Costantini 1990), involvement in the community (Costantini 1990) 

and job satisfaction (see Table 5.7).  Job satisfaction is a particularly important variable 

for these models.  As Fulton et al. (2006) argue, “Progressive ambition is rooted in the 

kinds of satisfaction politicians obtain from their involvement” (242).  As with the 

motivation models, the ambition models do not have high goodness of fit statistics. 
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 In other models, I included a measure for married woman, but it was not significant and did 

not affect the results of the model.  Unfortunately, the survey did not ask how many children the 

council member had in the home, which might be a better indicator of family concerns. 
117

 I attempted other ways to measure education.  For example, I included a variable that indicated 

whether the respondent graduated from high school or had a bachelor’s degree.  None of these 

alternatives reached significance 
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Discussion  

In some ways, the responses of both men and women at the local level resemble 

those given by women in early studies of women in elective office when asked about 

their motivations and ambitions.  As predicted, for both men and women, volunteer 

reasons for running were the most important.  Gender is not a significant factor in most of 

the multivariate models.  In keeping with research at all levels of government, women 

and men in local offices have similar levels of ambition.  However, it is unlikely more 

than a few of these council members will be running for an office higher than mayor.  I 

also do not find significant gender differences in the desire to run for any office again, 

nor do I find that women are less likely to be inclined to run (regardless of the opponent) 

when controlling for other factors.  My findings are summarized below: 

H1: Male and female council members have the same motivations for running for 

office, with two exceptions.  Women are less likely to say they ran because they 

cared about an issue and they are more likely to say they ran for personalist 

reasons. 

H2: Council members are more likely than legislators at higher levels of 

government to rank civic duty and service to the community high on the list of 

reasons to run for office. 

H3: Male and female council members have equal levels of ambition, but women 

are more likely to say they were reluctant to run. 

 

There are two important exceptions to the conclusion that men and women in 

local office have the same motivations and ambitions.  First, women were less likely to 

say that they ran for issue driven reasons.  Although Fox (1997) and others (ex. Carroll 

and Strimling 1983) find that women were more likely to run for higher levels of office 

because of their issue interests, this is not the case for these rural seats.  Issues ranked 
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surprisingly low amongst the reasons to run for office for both men and women (but it 

was still more important than enjoying politics, business contacts and local office as a 

stepping-stone).  Second, I find that women were more likely to rate personalist reasons 

highly.  Contrary to my expectations that a lack of party recruitment would decrease 

gender differences on that measure, in keeping with previous research, even without 

partisan races, it was more important to women to be asked to run.  This suggests a 

reason why more women are not serving in these local positions—they need more of a 

push before they will run for office.  Women were also more likely to take the candidate 

field in to account.   

In the United States, women and girls are expected to prize cooperation and to 

prefer private over public concerns.  Men are taught to be competitive
118

 and take an 

interest in politics (Bledsoe and Herring 1990).  In Costantini’s words, women and men 

in the United States believe that “the pursuit of political power is an inappropriate 

endeavor for women” (747).  America’s masculine political culture leads women to 

discount their qualifications for office (Duerst-Lahti 1998) and to believe that they are 

discriminated against in politics (Burt-Way and Kelly 1992, Fowlkes 1984, Johnson and 

Carroll 1978).  Even for the least competitive offices, women seem more reluctant than 

men to run, even though they express the same level of ambition once in office. 

These results suggest new areas of research, particularly in local politics.  

Although women in rural local office have won an election, their behavior and attitudes 

towards the office they hold is more along the line of volunteers rather than competitive 

political elites (Baker 1994).  Community characteristics, such as partisan politics behind 
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 Bers (1978) argues that men are more likely to be self-starters when it comes to running for 

office, while women are more likely to run only when asked.   
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the scenes, affects ambition, so further research needs to look at the election of women in 

rural communities.  What are the characteristics of the towns that no one wants to run in?  

Why do women tend to serve in these particular types of towns?  The literature would 

also benefit from similar studies in multiple parts of the country.  By addressing other 

states, particularly those states with sizable minority populations, we can address the 

impact of political culture and dig deeper into the intersection between race and gender. 
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CHAPTER 6: GENDER AND APPROACHES TO GOVERNING  

“I felt very drawn to and connected to the people,” Boyack said. “That reaction wasn’t 

quite the same with the other council members.  It was just a different perspective.” 

-Former city councilor Merrilee Boyack of Poway California (quoted in Quach 

2015) 

 

Amongst the headlines declaring Barack Obama’s reelection victory were a number of 

stories about women’s electoral gains at the national level.  In the Los Angeles Times, the 

headline read, “Senate, House display growing electoral power of women and minorities” 

(Geiger 2012).  In the following months after the election, both the Washington Post and 

Time asked variations on the question “Will more women in the Senate mean less 

gridlock?” (Heil 2012, Warner 2013).  Both articles suggested that women might be more 

likely to facilitate compromise and bipartisanship.  In the Washington Post story, Senator 

Barbara Mikulski is quoted as saying, “We women set the tone for civility and respect on 

Capitol Hill.”  She continues, “We want to carry that tone of civility with us in an 

otherwise prickly institution.”   

 In 2009, far away from Washington, city councilors in a small Iowa town heard 

testimony from a woman who wanted the home next door improved or destroyed.  The 

neighbor told the council that she suffers from a serious illness and the insects from the 

building next door have invaded her home.  Following the neighbor’s testimony, the 

council questioned the property owner directly regarding the upkeep of the home, as well 

as many other homes that he owns and rents out in town.  The men on the council asked 

factual and legal questions of the property owner: how many homes does he own?  Is it 

true that most of these homes are unoccupied and in disrepair?  What have you done to 

address the concerns of the city regarding the condition of your properties?  After the 
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male council members had finished, a woman on the council asked the man to think 

about his behavior in a different way.  Returning to the testimony of the sick neighbor, 

she asked, “If you lived next door to a house like this, what would you want the neighbor 

to do?”   

Theses anecdotes and much of the literature on women in political office suggest 

that women in office take a different approach to solving political problems—an 

approach marked, amongst other things, by empathy and the willingness to listen to 

others (Gilligan 1993, Holman 2014, Kathlene 1994).
119

  Certainly the women of the US 

Senate would argue that they are more “collaborative and collegial” than their male 

colleagues (Heil 2012), but the writers of the articles on gridlock were not sanguine on 

women’s prospects for changing the increasingly hostile atmosphere of Congress.  The 

journalists questioned whether congresswomen were different enough from congressmen 

to make a dramatic impact, and whether there were sufficient numbers of women to 

create change if they were different.  In the Time story, the author wondered: if gender 

parity in Congress existed, would larger numbers of women simply find more areas on 

which to disagree?  Gender parity might actually weaken any gender-based connection, 

she suggested.   

The perception that women have a different way of looking at politics and policy 

is widespread.  In 2009, the state of Iowa enacted a law that required that all boards, 
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 Bers (1978) argues, “The stereotypic notion that women are nurturant, supportive, and 

dependent is not upheld by these data; indeed, men are more likely than women to claim as a 

contribution the maintenance of harmonious relationships among board members and other 

groups within the educational system. While women are more cognizant of the community, their 

devotion to representing what the community wants may be interpreted as growing out of a 

greater willingness to seek advice and to admit they do not command all relevant information for 

decision-making. It is not necessarily a result of dependence and lack of confidence, as traditional 

notions would imply” (390). 
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committees and commissions appointed by local government officials to “be gender 

balanced” (Iowa Commission on the Status of Women (ICSW) 2012, 2).  The law was 

crafted after a similar piece of legislation, passed in 1987, which required similar gender 

parity for boards and commissions at the state level (ICSW 2012).
120

  Proponents of the 

law argued that women’s underrepresentation on most boards and commissions (and 

men’s underrepresentation on boards related to education and libraries) hindered the 

function of those boards.  In its literature encouraging implementation of the law, the 

ICSW asserts, “Diversity of experiences is critical in developing representative and 

balanced local practices and policies” (2012, 2).  No such requirement exists for locally 

elected positions (and there would be considerable obstacles to passing such legislation in 

the United States), but they too make policy.  Can we assume that women will change the 

political culture of local politics?  Do men and women have differing approaches to 

serving in rural local government?  Does the gender balance on town councils have an 

effect on how councils conduct their business? 

Scholars have found women ‘make a difference’ in government in two ways.  In 

many contexts, although not all, scholars found women have different positions on issues 

than men and their behavior in office reflect these differences (e.g. Boles 2001, Bers 

1978, Bourke and Luloff 1997 at the local level).
121

  Second, in some cases, research 

indicates that women alter the way government institutions are run, because their 
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 The law contains no enforcement mechanism and research indicates that change at the local 

level is slow, particularly at the county level.  However, many local governments have achieved 

gender balances on their boards and commissions (49.9% of all city boards) (The Carrie 

Chapman Catt Center for Women and Politics 2014).   
121

 The literature on this topic is extensive, particularly regarding state legislators (e.g. Bratton 

2002, Bratton 2005, Carroll 2001, Crowley 2004, Kathlene 1995, Little, Dunn and Deen 2001, 

Osborn 2012, Saint-Germain 1989, Thomas 1991, Tolbert and Steuernagel (2001) and many 

more). 
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approaches to work and leadership are different from those of men (e.g. Kathlene 1994, 

Van Assendelft 2014).  In the following chapter, I address the latter.  I discuss three 

aspects of elective office which previous research indicates there may be gender 

differences: representational roles, time commitment to the office, and conflict and 

cooperation on council business.  For each, I compare the results of responses to surveys 

by rural Iowa town council members to previous research, primarily at higher levels of 

government but also in larger communities.  This comparison improves our 

understanding of when and why women and men differ on approaches to governing. 

 

Gender, Context and Approaches to Local Government 

 Rural local officials do not get much attention from political scientists in general 

and scholars of in women in elective office in particular.  While rural and suburban 

populations were included in some of the studies of women in local office done in the 

1980s and early 1990s, recently only Van Assendelft (2014) and Van Assendelft and 

Stottlemyer (2009) have addressed the attitudes and behavior of women in office in small 

communities.   

There are four main differences between rural local government and higher levels 

of government that may have an effect on women and men in office—not only the extent 

to which men and women are different from each other but also the extent to which rural 

council members approach their office differently from officials at higher levels of 

government.  First, rural council members have personal relationships with a high 

percentage of their constituents.  This relationship puts them in a better position of 

knowing how their constituents feel about council business and making it potentially 
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more personally awkward to vote against their neighbors.  Second, rural town councils 

are generally very small in size (four to seven members).  Any kind of serious conflict on 

councils, even if it is just between two members, has the potential to make the council 

less efficient (Grissom 2010, Heidbreder et al. 2011, Johnson and Ihrke 2004).  Third, 

service on small town local councils is less time demanding than offices that serve large 

constituencies (medium and large cities and most higher levels of government) and those 

that tackle a wider variety of issues (state legislatures, Congress).  Fourth, councils in 

small communities have low pay and feature limited career opportunities in politics.  The 

nature of these kinds of offices may limit the time council members are willing to spend 

on council business and affect the council members’ approach to the job more generally. 

Research indicates that women in elective office sometimes have different 

political attitudes and behavior from men, depending on the context (Reingold 2000).  

Given that context matters, we cannot assume that theories about women in elective 

office developed for higher levels of government apply to rural offices.  In the following 

section, I discuss where and when scholars have found gender differences in 

representational roles, time spent on the job and whether more women in government 

leads to less conflict.   

 

Theories of Gender Differences: Approaches to Political Power 

 At the root of most theories as to how (and when) women’s behavior differs are 

two influential books, Carol Gillian’s In a Different Voice and Rosabeth Kanter’s The 

Men and Women of the Corporation.  Scholars applied Kanter’s theories about women 

and minorities working in corporations dominated by white men to women in political 

institutions.  Kanter (1977) finds that women in skewed (85:15) or even tilted (65:35) 
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groups are treated like tokens.  Tokens face pressure from the dominate group via 

increased visibility and stereotyping.  The theory among scholars of women in American 

politics scholars is that if women passed a threshold (usually either 15% or 30%); they 

would feel less pressure to conform to masculine institutional norms, be able to form 

coalitions and would be able to make real change to government institutions (Thomas 

1994, Childs and Krook 2008).   

While Kanter argues that women’s attitudes and behavior in the workforce is 

largely a result of their power within the workplace, Gilligan (1982) argues that men and 

women tend to see moral problems differently.  From the work of Gilligan and other 

feminist theorists such as Nancy Chodorow and Sara Ruddick, scholars have derived a 

number of theories about how women approach using the power of their offices (Carey, 

Niemi and Powell 1998, Dodson and Carroll 1991, Holman 2014, Kathlene 1998, 

Reingold 1996, Rosenthal 1998b, Tolleson-Rinehart 2001).  Reingold (1996) argues that 

theories from “difference” feminist theorists like Gilligan, in addition to “traditional 

gender stereotypes” support the idea that men and women tend to approach power in 

different ways.  For “difference” feminist theorists, masculine power is hierarchical and 

competitive.  Reingold defines a masculine approach to power as “power over” others in 

a zero-sum game and leads to a “command-and-control” leadership style (465).  In the 

masculine conception of power, resources are scarce and used to control others.  In 

contrast, a feminine approach to power is more collaborative and leads to a “more 

egalitarian and empowering type of leadership” (465).  In the feminine approach to 

power, leaders give people the “power to” succeed and many people can share resources 
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and authority.  The terminology changes from study to study,
122

 but at the root of most of 

these schema is Gilligan’s idea that women value connectedness and relationships (the 

‘ethic of care’) while men value individuality and rules (the ‘ethic of justice’) (Carey, 

Niemi and Powell 1998, Flammang 1985, Kathlene 1998, Reingold 2000, Rosenthal 

1998a and 1998b, Thomas 1992, Thomas 1994, Whicker and Jewell 1998).  Subsequent 

psychological studies found that women in leadership positions are more likely to have a 

‘democratic’ style of leadership and pay more attention to interpersonal relationships 

(Eagly and Johnson 1990, Holman 2014).
123

 

Dodson and Carroll (1991) write that all of these theories “identify varying 

aspects of women’s and men’s psycho-social development as the source of gender 

differences” (3) and that they clearly indicate women “see their political interests as 

distinct from those of men” (4).
124

  These theories generally attribute gender differences 

in leadership style to the sex role socialization that women and men experience as 

children (Kathlene 1998) but some scholars emphasize women’s experiences as adults 

more than sex role socialization as children.  Rosenthal (1998b), taking her cue from 

Gilligan, argues that women lead in an “integrative style” that “emphasizes collaboration 

and consensus and sees politics as something more than satisfying particular interests” 

(4).  She argues this style primarily comes from the life experiences of women in office 

(see also Flammang 1985, Johnson and Carroll 1978).  She writes, “For many women, 
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 Whicker and Jewell (1998), for example divided leadership styles into command (masculine), 

consensus (feminine) and consensus (neutral) and goals into power (masculine), process 

(feminine) and policy (neutral).   
123

 Goss (1996) also finds that, though the differences are slight, women (elected officials, 

bureaucrats and the general public) are more likely to value a democratic approach to governing.  

Perry (1997) finds that women are slightly less likely to have a public service motivation on 

measures of civic duty and self-sacrifice. 
124

 However, Dodson and Carroll (1991) find few gender differences regarding leadership styles 

(84). 
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though not all, leadership style is shaped by the world of volunteerism, PTAs, community 

activism, family commitments, and church suppers” (1998b, 5).  Antonlini (1984) 

similarly writes, “that some of the major behavioral distinctions between women and men 

at the local level of office are not directly attributable to gender, but to differences in 

employment status (which reflect deeper socioeconomic gender differences)” (28, see 

also Johnson and Carroll 1978).
125

  Published before In a Different Voice, Hulse 

Thompson (1980) gives a number of reasons that women see their role as members of 

Congress differently than men including socialization, discrimination within Congress, 

self-selection and electoral selection.   

 Regardless of the origins of these gender differences, scholars argue that 

legislators who take a feminine approach to power will spend more time building 

coalitions (Carey, Niemi and Powell 1998 but see Blair and Stanley 1991 for evidence to 

the contrary) and will be more inclusive and less disruptive in meetings (Flammang 1985, 

Kathlene 1994).  Legislators who take a feminine approach to power will privilege time 

listening to constituents and doing constituent casework (Antonlini 1984, Beck 2001, 

Carey, Niemi and Powell 1998, Flammang 1985, Thomas 1992).  Fox and Schuhmann 

(1996), explaining why men and women expressed different reasons for becoming public 
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 Antonlini is specifically referring to the fact that women in the United States are less likely to 

be employed full-time.  Johnson and Carroll (1978) find that women in elective office work more 

hours than men, but explain that this due to the fact that women who work primarily inside the 

home work considerably longer hours on official activities than both men and women with 

outside employment and unemployed men (29).  The women they interviewed often said that they 

were able to give more time to office because they had “flexible schedules” and more 

commitment (41).  Researchers have shown that employment levels affect the amount men and 

women volunteer (Mueller 1975, Norris and Inglehart 2006) and take part in political activism 

(Wilson 1990).  People are also more likely to help using skills they learned from their jobs, 

which are often gender segregated (Eagly and Crowley 1986).  In addition, perceptions of 

volunteer work are affected by an interaction between work history and gender, as are the types 

of volunteer work that women and men are assigned within organizations (Fischer, Raphin and 

Rappaport 1991).   
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administrators write, “this difference is supported by the constructs of masculine and 

feminine attitudes that Gilligan (1982) lays out—with women focusing on community 

and context and men focusing on individual accomplishment” (235).  Studies on women 

in office written before Gilligan’s seminal book make similar claims (Bers 1978, Johnson 

and Carroll 1978).  While many scholars have found that women and men conceive of 

and use their power differently, as I will discuss below, the findings are by no means 

universal (see Cammisa and Reingold 2004) as institutional norms at the local level shape 

differences and similarities between the attitudes and behaviors of men and women. 

In her studies of state legislators in Arizona and California, Reingold found that 

both women and men believed in and used a power style closer to the feminine model 

than the masculine “power over” model (see also Whicker and Jewell 1998).  She 

maintains that any gender differences that might exist outside the context of the 

legislature fall away when legislative norms give “incentives for legislators to at least 

appear to be collegial, courteous and cooperative” (Reingold 1996, 483).  Reingold 

ultimately argues that the primary reason why scholars have gotten such conflicting 

results is the wide variety of contexts in which women and men serve.  Indeed, the 

literature on gender and political office should caution us against assuming there will be 

some sort of straightforward gender binary when looking at how men and women utilize 

and conceptualize power (see for example, Tolleson-Rinehart 2001).   

Sociologists and psychologists have found similar results in the working world.  

Eagly and Johnson (1990) summarize this literature thusly: 

Thus, when women were quite rare in leadership roles and therefore 

tended to have the status of token in organizations or groups, they 
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abandoned stereotypically feminine styles characterized by concern for the 

morale and welfare of people in the work setting and consideration of 

these people's views when making decisions.  These findings suggest that 

women may tend to lose authority if they adopt distinctively feminine 

styles of leadership in extremely male-dominated roles.  Women who 

survive in such roles probably have to adopt the styles typical of male role 

occupants (248).      

Because gendered behaviors vary by social context, institutions play an important role in 

“mark[ing] the distinction between gender and sex” (Keiser et al. 2002, 555).  Institutions 

provide the context in which “sex accrues social meaning.”  Institutions shape whether 

sex differences lead to gender differences and how those differences manifest (Keiser et 

al. 2002, 555). 

At the local level, previous literature suggests that women in local office will have 

a different approach to the process of policy making than women at higher levels of 

government.  In Antonlini’s (1984) review essay, for example, she argues that women in 

local offices were far more likely to describe themselves as public servants rather than 

politicians, a reflection of the history of women’s political activism as moral reformers.  

If women do take this kind of approach to office, it will be in keeping with Progressive 

era reforms of local government (Antonlini 1984, 24), but as with Reingold’s findings on 

state legislatures, these norms of local office may apply to men as well as women.   
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Hypotheses, Data and Methods 

 Based on previous literature, I derive hypotheses for here three ways men and 

women may approach office differently: representational roles, time spent on office 

business and perceptions of conflict.  In order to test these hypotheses I analyzed survey 

data from the Rural Development Initiative (RDI).  I include three different types of 

dependent variables: trustee indicator variables, hours spent on office business and 

perceptions of conflict.  I look at each category in turn, starting with representational 

roles. 

 

Representational Roles: The Delegate-Trustee Dilemma 

The delegate-trustee dilemma is one of the most widely studied aspects of 

political representation.
126

  Pitkin (1967) describes this classic political conundrum as the 

“mandate-independence controversy” (1969).
127

  The “mandate-independence 

controversy” presents a dichotomous choice: “Should (must) a representative do what his 

constituents want, or what he thinks best?” (1969, 17).  Although this question is posed as 

an either/or proposition, Pitkin believed that this dilemma is essentially paradoxical.  She 

writes: 
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 There is some debate about whether this is an appropriate way to think of legislator’s approach 

to office as most legislators have very little conflict with their constituents (Reingold 2000).  
127

 The terms delegate and trustee are in more common usage than Pitkin’s terminology and she 

does use the terms delegate and trustee in her 1967 book.  The term trustee is usually credited to 

Edmund Burke—“[The king, lords and judges] all are trustees for the people, as well as the 

commons; because no power is given for the sole sake of the holder; and although government 

certainly is an institution of divine authority, yet its forms, and the persons who administer it, all 

originate from the people” (quoted in Pitkin 1969, 164).  Eulau et al. (1959) popularized the term 

politico (to mean an official who sometimes follows constituent opinion and sometimes he or her 

own opinion) in the field of political science. 
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The man is not a representative if his actions bear no relationship to 

anything about his constituents, and he is no representative if he does not 

act at all.  Of course, in either case he may still be formally the 

representative of a certain group, but the substance is missing (1969, 19).   

For Pitkin, acceptable definitions of political representation lie between the poles of 

delegates and trustees.  A center category, often called politico, offers a more pragmatic 

approach to the dilemma.  Politicos are flexible and “less dogmatic” (Eulau et al. 

1959).
128

  However, the poles constitute a common starting point when describing the 

dilemma legislators face when they disagree with their constituents.
129

    

Although they might not necessarily use the terminology of delegates and 

trustees, if, how, and when to include citizen input is a major decision for local councils.  

For example, before the meeting town council in rural Iowa, I observed two male 

councilors discussing the extent to which the council should allow the public to speak at 

the meeting.  One of the councilors suggested that public comments should not be 

allowed at all, and indicated that they were a waste of time.  The other council member 

thought that it was important for citizens with concerns to be heard by the council and 

other citizens.  During the meeting, the councilor who did not want to take questions 
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 They describes the politico role as follows: “In general, then, the Politico as a representational 

role type differs from both the Trustee and the Delegate in that he is more sensitive to conflicting 

alternatives in role assumption, more flexible in the way he resolves the conflict of alternatives, 

and less dogmatic in his representational style as it is relevant to his decision-making behavior” 

(Eulau et al. 1959, 750). 
129

 Pitkin writes, “Confronted by two such arguments [delegate versus trustee], one wants to say 

that both are somehow right.  […] But how can two seemingly incompatible positions both be 

right?  We have said that the central core meaning of ‘representation’ is a making present in some 

sense of what is nevertheless not literally present.  I believe that this paradoxical requirement—

that a thing be simultaneously present and not present—is what reappears in the conflicting 

mandate-independence positions” (1969, 19). 
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interrupted and argued with speakers, limiting the public input into the council meeting’s 

proceedings.   

Representing rural and small town voters is different from representing 

congressional and state legislative seats (and even large city governments) in many ways.  

These differences may have an impact on the ways legislators approach the use of their 

power.  In small towns where everyone knows almost everyone, a council member’s 

relationship with their constituents is much closer than at higher levels of government.  In 

a personal interview, an Iowa state legislator—who also served at the local level—said 

that at the local level, legislators have more of a day-to-day relationship with their 

constituents/neighbors because of the nature of local issues.  Living and working in the 

small communities they represent, local council members have the opportunity to contact 

and be contacted by a large percentage of the people they represent.   

However, council members may not necessarily want to base their decisions on 

what their constituents want any more than state legislators or members of Congress do.  

Although they are in a unique position to understand the desires of their constituents, on 

the occasions where constituents and representatives disagree, council members may still 

prefer to follow their own conscience.  Interviews with state legislators suggests that the 

essence of working in state and local government is the same—shaping legislation, 

forming budgets, etc.  In personal interviews, state legislators argued that local 

government officials are focused more on the everyday safety of their constituents (fire, 

police and other vital city services), but the way they make decisions on those issues is 

not any different from the way state legislators make them.
130

  If—as these state 
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 In local government, legislators also have a closer relationship with government service 

providers.   
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legislators suggest—the fundamental role of representing people is unchanged by level of 

office, do the other differences between levels of office alter how office holders do their 

jobs?  Do the differences between state and local government affect men and women 

differently? 

Scholars have found that female elected officials are more responsive towards 

their constituents, particularly female constituents (Dodson 2006, Reingold 1992).  

Kathlene (2005) finds that women in state legislatures received their information from 

more nontraditional sources than men did.  At the local level, Beck (1991) found that 

both women and men believed women paid more attention to constituent concerns.  Beck 

cites Carol Gillian’s (1982) In a Different Voice, in which Gilligan argues that women 

tend to value connectedness and relationships (the ‘ethic of care’) while men value 

individuality and rules (the ‘ethic of justice’).  She argues that men’s attention to 

established council practices—“the rules”—above constituent concerns, which female 

council members emphasized, was evidence that men and women tend to approach 

council problems in different ways.
131

  Thomas (1992) similarly found that African 

American men and women and white women on city councils are more concerned with 

constituency service than white men are.  Scholars have found that women in local office 

differ in how much they solicit constituent input (see for example Flammang 1985) and 

find contact with constituents enjoyable rather than tiresome.  Van Assendelft and 

Stottlemyer (2009) find that over 70% of female local office holders said that they felt 

positively towards campaigning door-to-door. 
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 Beck found that the differences in leadership styles caused tension on the councils, especially 

for those men who thought that female council members’ attention to constituents made women 

poor councilors.  For many male councilors, paying too much attention to constituents meant 

women were too reliant on emotion rather than facts (Beck 1991, 107). 
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Although there is evidence that delegates spend more time with their constituents 

(Cooper and Richardson 2006), giving more time and attention to constituents and 

constituency service does not necessarily mean that female legislators think of 

themselves as delegates.  Looking primarily at state legislatures, scholars have found 

mixed evidence at best that female legislators tend to be delegates (Cammisa and 

Reingold 2004).  State legislators in general tend to lean towards the trustee side of the 

delegate-trustee continuum (Cammisa and Reingold 2004, Cooper and Richardson 2006).  

Most studies find less than 30% of state legislators identify as delegates (Carey, Niemi, 

and Powell 1998, Cooper and Richardson 2006, Reingold 2000).  Diamond (1977) and 

others argue that female state legislators actually tend to identify as trustees, rejecting the 

delegate role as too passive (see also Githens 1977, Reingold 2000).  Carey, Niemi, and 

Powell (1998) similarly find that women tended to be more likely to “follow their 

conscience” rather than vote for what people in the district wanted.  In their study, only 

20% of women follow district preferences while 29% of men follow district preferences 

when in conflict with their own beliefs (Carey, Niemi and Powell 1998, 92).  Reingold 

(2000) found similar results in Arizona (17% of women identified as delegates, 31% of 

men).  However, not every study has found similar gender differences.  Cooper and 

Richardson (2006) found that women in state legislatures are more likely to think of 

themselves as delegates and Reingold (2000) found no gender differences—21% of 

women, 18% of men think of themselves as delegates—in California.   

The evidence at the local level is more consistent.  Using open-ended questions, 

researchers at the local level have concluded that women are more likely to be delegates 
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rather than trustees (Antonlini 1984, Beck 1991, Van Assendelft 2014).
132

  In her study of 

women in local government in Virginia, Van Assendelft (2014) finds that “Women are 

more likely to emphasize constituency service, and their philosophy of representation is 

more oriented toward the delegate than the trustee” (214).  Scholars studying local 

government tended not to report the percentages of women and men that fell into the 

delegate and trustee models.  Due to this tendency and the mixed results of the research 

on state legislatures, it is not possible to make a good comparison to the numbers of local 

legislators directly with higher levels of government.  However, the preponderance of 

evidence at the local level suggests that there will be gender differences on this measure, 

and that women are less likely than men to be trustees. 

H1:  Female office holders are less likely to say they favor a trustee approach to 

representation. 

 

The gender balance of city councils might also affect how council members 

approach their relationship with constituents, but the evidence for this is not supported 

well by the literature.  Despite extensive research in the area, the evidence regarding 

whether a certain percentage of women,
133

 a “critical mass,” changes policy outcomes is 

mixed at best (Childs and Krook 2008).
134

  However, most of the evidence regarding 

critical mass focuses on state and national legislatures, institutions much larger than town 

councils.  These studies also focus on policy outputs (bills introduced, laws implemented) 

rather than the approach to the delegate-trustee dilemma.  In their experimental study of 
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 These studies used open-ended question and/or only looked at women in local government. 
133

 This number is usually set as 15 or 30 percent.  The 15% comes directly from Kanter (1977), 

but the 30% comes from Dahlerup (1988).  
134

 The evidence for whether women benefit from having female colleagues in other ways is also 

mixed (Kathlene 1994).   
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decision-making, Hannagan and Larimer (2010) argue that the gender composition of a 

group has an effect on how decisions are made within small groups.  They argue, “A 

clear implication [of their research] is that increasing gender equity within decision 

making bodies is likely to result in more democratic decision making processes and 

produce outcomes closer to universal median preferences” (62).
135

  Kanter’s work also 

suggests that women’s leadership styles are affected by the number of women in an 

organization, at least partly because the gender balance affects women’s power within the 

group.  Tokenism also potentially puts more pressure on women to conform to male 

norms (Thomas 1994).  With more women on a council, women may feel more 

comfortable not only asserting their approach to government, but also encouraging the 

council as a whole to follow their constituents’ wishes.  Based primarily on the Hannagan 

and Larimer (2010) study and Kanter (1977), I hypothesize that council members serving 

on councils with more women will be more open to following constituent concerns. 

H2:  Council members serving on councils with greater numbers of women will 

be less likely to say they favor a trustee approach to representation. 

 

Representational Roles: Dependent Variables 

The RDI surveys included seven questions that addressed the delegate-trustee 

dilemma.  The first asks what approach they prefer on most issues:  

Mayors and council members sometimes find that the majority of citizens 

feel differently than they do about issues facing the city.  Which statement 
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 Hannagan and Larimer (2010) argue, “The results provide indications that individual 

preferences vary systematically according to the gender composition of decision making groups, 

as well as evidence that female-dominant groups are more likely to make decisions that reflect the 

mean preferences not just of the group itself, but also of the larger population from which it is 

drawn—thus, producing more democratic outcomes” (52). 
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below best describes how you generally respond to these situations?  A.  I 

tend to vote for what I think is best for the city even if most of the citizens 

disagree, B.  I tend to vote for what the citizens want, even if I am not 

convinced it is best for the city and C.  It depends, sometimes I vote for 

what I think is best and sometimes I vote for what the citizens want. 

This variable is coded on a scale from one to three with one indicating they vote for what 

they think is best (trustees), a two indicating that they sometimes vote in accordance with 

their constituents and sometimes with their best judgment (politico) and a three indicating 

they vote for what their constituents think is best (delegate).  The other questions ask how 

council members approach disagreements with constituents in six policy areas: 

infrastructure, community services, economic development, community development, 

city personnel and zoning.  The survey asks, “In each of the areas below, suppose that 

you felt differently than the majority of the citizens on a particular issue.  Generally 

speaking, do you think you would vote for what you thought was best or what the 

majority of the citizens wanted?”  These are coded on a scale from one to five, with one 

indicating they vote for what they want (trustees), a three indicating that they sometimes 

vote in accordance with their constituents and sometimes with their best judgment 

(politico) and a five indicating they vote for what their constituents want (delegate) (see 

Appendix E1 for complete coding and Appendix E3 for further information on the 

variables).                  
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Table 6.1 Delegate-Trustee Continuum 

Delegate-Trustee Continuum** 

  Women Men 

General Measure Trustee 

(1) 

22.9% 

(16) 

39.5% 

(87) 

 Politico 

(2) 

72.9% 

(51) 

56.4% 

(124) 

 Delegate 

(3) 

4.3% 

(3) 

4.1% 

(9) 

 Total 100% 

(70) 

100% 

(220) 

**Significant p<.05, two-tailed test (Kendall’s tau-crosstab) 

 

        Looking at cross tabulations using Kendall’s tau, I find that there are significant 

differences between men and women on some but not all of the delegate-trustee 

variables.  On the general measure, women are significantly more likely to respond as a 

politico (see Table 6.1) and significantly less likely to respond as a trustee.  Although 

women prefer it more strongly, politico was also the most common answer for men.  

Women and men were equally likely to indicate that they approached their job as 

delegates.  Most of the gender differences on the individual issue questions are not 

statistically significant.  The cross tabulations for the four questions with the greatest 

gender differences are shown in Table 6.2.  On the single-issue questions, women are 

significantly more likely to fall on the delegate side of the delegate-trustee dilemma, but 

these differences are only statistically significant on the question of economic 

development. 
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Table 6.2 Delegate-Trustee Continuum Issues 

Delegate-Trustee Continuum Issues Part I 

  Women Men 

Economic 

Development**

* 

 

 

Trustee 

(1) 

7.1% 

(5) 

13.7% 

(29) 

2 12.8% 

(9) 

26.1% 

(55) 

Politico 

(3) 

47.1% 

(33) 

36.5% 

(77) 

4 21.4% 

(15) 

18.0% 

(38) 

Delegate 

(5) 

11.4% 

(8) 

5.7% 

(12) 

Total 100% 

(70) 

100% 

(211) 

Community 

Development 

Trustee 

(1) 

8.6% 

(6) 

9.0% 

(19) 

2 14.3% 

(10) 

21.3% 

(45) 

Politico 

(3) 

32.9% 

(23) 

31.8% 

(67) 

4 21.4% 

(15) 

25.1% 

(53) 

Delegate 

(5) 

22.9% 

(16) 

12.8% 

(27) 

Total 100% 

(70) 

100% 

(211) 

***Significant p<.01, two-tailed test (Kendall’s tau-crosstab) 
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Delegate-Trustee Continuum Issues Part II
136

 

  Women Men 

City Personnel Trustee 

(1) 

16% 

(11) 

20% 

(41) 

2 21% 

(15) 

29% 

(62) 

Politico 

(3) 

45% 

(32) 

38% 

(80) 

4 9% 

(6) 

9% 

(20) 

Delegate 

(5) 

9% 

(6) 

4% 

(8) 

Total 100% 

(70) 

100% 

(211) 

Infrastructure Trustee 

(1) 

12.9% 

(9) 

7.6% 

(16) 

2 19.7% 

(14) 

30.5% 

(64) 

Politico 

(3) 

46.5% 

(33) 

44.3% 

(93) 

4 12.7% 

(9) 

11.0% 

(23) 

Delegate 

(5) 

8.5% 

(6) 

6.6% 

(14) 

Total 100% 

(71) 

100% 

(210) 

 

For the delegate-trustee dilemma variables, I ran logistic regression models on 

dichotomous versions all of the dependent variables.  Although the original variables are 

ordinal, they all suffered from high standard errors due to zero cell counts (see Menard 

2002).  While reducing variables is never ideal, it is clear from looking at the crosstabs 

that the primary positions council members take on these questions are either that of a 

trustee or a politico.  On the general delegate-trustee question, less than 5% of 

respondents said that they tended to vote for what the citizens want when they disagree.  

Despite having personal access to a large percentage of the constituents (or maybe 
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 The differences are not significant at p<.10, two-tailed test (Kendall’s tau-crosstab). 
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because of that access), council members do not appear to be more likely to be delegates 

than state legislators (Carey, Niemi, and Powell 1998, Cooper and Richardson 2006, 

Reingold 2000).  The responses for the individual issue questions vary a bit more and a 

higher percentage of council members respond as delegates.  For most of these questions, 

less than 30% of respondents scored on the delegate side of the delegate-trustee scale (a 

four or five on the five-point scale) including zoning (26.6%), economic development 

(26.6%), personnel issues (14.2%), and infrastructure (19.0%).  Of the two exceptions, 

community development (39.2%) and community services (35.9%), both relate directly 

to constituent concerns.
137

  For each ordinal variable, I created an indicator variable for 

whether or not the respondent took a trustee position on the question (a 1 for the general 

question and a 1 or 2 for the individual issue questions).   

 

Representational Roles: Independent Variables 

The models contain a number of variables that may have an effect on a local 

legislator’s feelings towards the delegate-trustee dilemma.  In addition to gender, each 

model has a measure of the number of women on the council.  Most of the research on 

whether having more women in office “makes a difference” regarding both policy 

outputs and legislator behavior use the percentage of women in office, not the number of 

women (see for example Thomas 1994).  For my analysis, I used both the percentage of 

women in office and another measure that simply counted the number of women on a 

council.  There was essentially no difference in any of the statistical models or tests 
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 Less than 10% scored the most “delegate” on the delegate-trustee scale (a five on the five-

point scale) for most of the questions including zoning (9.4%), economic development (7.3%), 

personnel issues (5.2%), and infrastructure (7.6%).  Again, the two exceptions, community 

development (15.3%), community services (12.8%), both relate directly to constituent concerns. 
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between the two measures.  In the tables below, I report my findings using the count 

variable primarily because it is more descriptive than using a percentage in the reported 

tables.  The vast majority of councils had five council members and two or fewer women 

serving.
138

  A five-person council that is twenty percent women only has one woman.  If 

the only woman, a female council member would not have opportunities to form alliances 

with other women as she would in a larger legislative body. 

To create this variable, I created a tally of women for each town, starting with the 

council members who responded to the RDI survey.  For council members who did not 

complete the survey, I looked at the complete list of council members contacted by the 

RDI researchers and indicated a gender as determined by whether their first name was 

masculine or feminine.  Several council members had gender-neutral names such as Pat 

and Jan.  For those names, I searched for the council member’s name and location online 

to try to determine gender.
139

  Any additional missing information was filled in by 

contacting the town’s city government.
140

  Each council member was then assigned the 

final tally for his or her entire council.  While it would be preferable to have more 

complete information from the survey data, this method attempted to reduce human error 

as much as possible.   

In addition to gender and the number of women on the council, the models 

include a number of variables that might have an effect on a local legislator’s stance: 

income, education, age, major party affiliation, town population, town age, median town 
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 Over 90% of councils have five members and most town councils had either one woman or no 

women at all. 
139

I searched for eleven names. 
140

 I contacted seven cities. 
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income, ward election, electoral margin, and constituent disapproval of city services.
141

  

Several variables measure demographic information about the council member.  The 

models include variables that indicate the council member has high socioeconomic status 

and experience, which might increase the likelihood they will identify as trustees:  

income, education, age.
142

  The models include two variables that indicate whether the 

respondent belongs to one of the major parties (see Appendix E1 for full coding).  Major 

party members may be more fixed in their policy positions and therefore more likely to 

be trustees.  Cooper and Richardson (2006) similarly measure whether a state legislator is 

an ideological extremist, theorizing that extremists would be less likely to listen to the 

constituents because they were so sure about their policy positions.
143

   

Additional variables measure aspects of the community that elected the councilor 

and how he or she was elected.  The models include variables that measure important 

town attributes, which may affect how council members see their community and 

constituents: town prosperity (as measured by median household income), aging 

populations (as measured by average citizen age) and constituent disapproval of local 

government (as measured by an aggregate of constituent feelings about city services from 

the 2004 RDI community surveys) (see Appendix E1 for complete coding).  Council 

members from larger communities might be more likely to be trustees as well, since they 
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 At the local level, information about the delegate-trustee preferences of officials have come 

from either qualitative interviews (Beck 1991, Flammang 1985) or analysis of responses to open-

ended survey questions (Van Assendelft 2014) so these articles are of little help with trying to 

find appropriate control variables.   
142

 In keeping with Cooper and Richardson (2006), I also included variables that measured 

council experience levels in various ways, but these variables were not significant in any of the 

models nor did they affect the variables of interest and so they are not included in reported 

models. 
143

 They did not find that variable to be significant factor, but still included it in their model.  

Nearly all state legislators have a major party affiliation, so this measure of party membership 

would not work in state legislator models. 
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have more constituents concerns to disagree with; the models include a measure of town 

population size.  In addition, the models also contain a measure of competition for their 

seat (as measured by electoral margin), as council members in safe seats might be more 

inclined to trust their judgment on most issues and take a trustee stance.   

Research suggests that the manner in which legislators are elected—in addition to 

personal attributes—affects whether the legislator takes a delegate or trustee stance 

(Cooper and Richardson 2006).  Cooper and Richardson find that multimember districts 

encourage legislators to take on the trustee role, because they can concentrate on 

ideologically similar supporters rather than be concerned with the median voter within a 

single-member district.  In keeping with Cooper and Richardson, these models include 

variables measuring whether the person was elected in ward election or at-large.   

 

Representational Roles: Discussion  

The results of the trustee models are in generally in keeping with other work on 

women serving in the local level.  Although women are more likely to consider 

themselves politicos rather than delegates, in contrast to some studies on local 

government (Van Assendelft (2014) and Beck (1991)), women are less likely than men to 

be trustees on several measures.  This is in contrast with research at higher levels of 

government which find either no gender differences or that women are more likely to be 

trustees (Cammisa and Reingold 2004, Diamond 1977, Githens 1977, Reingold 2000).  

While gender is not significant in four out of the six issue models, in the general trustee 

model, women are significantly less likely to identify as trustees (Table 6.3).  Women 
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and men did differ in the economic development and city personnel issue models.  In 

addition to gender, the population size and age of the council member’s communities 

were the most consistent predictors of whether the respondent identified as a trustee.  

Council members who represent large communities and those with older communities are 

more likely to respond as trustees. 
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Table 6.3 Trustees Binomial Logistic Regressions 

Trustees Binomial Logistic Regressions 

 General 

(SD Error) 

Econ. Dev. 

(SD Error) 

Com. Dev. 

(SD Error) 

City Per. 

(SD Error) 

Infrast. 

(SD Error) 

Woman -1.131*** 

(.418) 

-1.173*** 

(.429) 

-.511 

(.422) 

-.908** 

(.386) 

-.312 

(.377) 

Age -.001 

(.012) 

-.015 

(.013) 

-.005 

(.013) 

-.023* 

(.012) 

-.018 

(.012) 

Income  .160* 

(.089) 

.050 

(.090) 

.039 

(.094) 

-.017 

(.085) 

-.011 

(.084) 

Education  .210 

(.137) 

.226 

(.140) 

.315** 

(.145) 

-.176 

(.133) 

-.023 

(.130) 

Democrat .592 

(.377) 

.846** 

(.393) 

.354 

(.402) 

.150 

(.364) 

.186 

(.359) 

Republican .491 

(.342) 

.847** 

(.356) 

.295 

(.367) 

.795** 

(.325) 

.107 

(.328) 

Med. Household 

Income 

.000 

(.000) 

.000 

(.000) 

.000 

(.000) 

.000** 

(.000) 

.000 

(.000) 

Med. Citizen 

Age 

.104*** 

(.035) 

.136*** 

(.038) 

.110*** 

(.038) 

.034 

(.031) 

.072** 

(.034) 

Service Rating 

(Town) 

-.117 

(.794) 

.722 

(.823) 

.574 

(.851) 

-1.562* 

(.802) 

-.355 

(.763) 

Population .001 

(.001) 

.002*** 

(.001) 

.004*** 

(.001) 

.001 

(.001) 

.002*** 

(.001) 

Ward Election -.513 

(.439) 

.025 

(.424) 

-.645 

(.472) 

.131 

(.410) 

-.988** 

(.464) 

Electoral Margin  -.057 

(.126) 

-.152 

(.128) 

-.294** 

(.472) 

-.133 

(.122) 

-.059 

(.112) 

Num. of Women 

on Council 

.370** 

(.185) 

.364* 

(.187) 

.284 

(.193) 

.535*** 

(.185) 

.361** 

(.183) 

Constant -6.555** 

(3.291) 

-9.116*** 

(3.465) 

-8.577** 

(3.516) 

5.355* 

(3.171) 

-3.269 

(3.103) 

N 258 258 258 258 258 

Log pseudolike. 303.421 293.153 274.808 317.677 319.125 

Cox and Snell R
2
  .123 .150 .125 .133 .080 

*Significant p<.10, ** p<.05, ***p<.01, two-tailed test
144

 
145

 

                                                           
144 Women on council for economic development and general loses significance if gender is 

dropped although women on council is significant for economic development when looking at 

only men. 
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Surprisingly, given that women are less likely to be trustees, council members that 

serve on councils with more women are more likely to be trustees in the general, 

economic, personnel and infrastructure models.  Are women, men or both genders 

responding differently depending on the gendered context of their council?  Looking at 

cross-tabs for men and women separately, I find that women seem to be driving these 

results.  Men on councils with more women were not significantly different from men on 

councils with fewer women (Table 6.4).  On the general measure as well as the 

infrastructure and personnel measures, women on councils with more women are 

significantly more likely to identify as trustees (Table 6.5).  It may be that when there are 

multiple women on a council, women feel more supported or less isolated and so they 

feel less pressure to give in to constituent opinion. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                                             
145

 Gender in the City Personnel model loses significance if number of women in the council is 

dropped. 
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Table 6.4 Delegate-Trustee Dilemma: Men 

Delegate-Trustee Dilemma
146

 

Men Only  No women One woman Two or more 

women 

 General Trustee    

 Politico/Delegate 64.1% (59) 62.2% (56) 48.7% (19) 

 Trustee 35.9% (33) 37.8% (34) 51.3% (20) 

 Total 100% (92) 100% (90) 100%  (39) 

 Infrastructure Trustee    

 Politico/Delegate 67.4% (62) 60.0% (54) 64.1% (25) 

 Trustee 32.6% (30) 40.0% (36) 39.5% (14) 

 Total 100% (92) 100%  (90) 100%  (39) 

 Community Service Trustee    

 Politico/Delegate 72.8% (67) 67.8% (61) 71.8% (28) 

 Trustee 27.3% (25) 32.2% (29) 28.2% (11) 

 Total 100% (92) 100% (90) 100%  (39) 

 City Personnel Trustee    

 Politico/Delegate 57.6% (53) 53.3% (48) 43.6% (17) 

 Trustee 42.4% (39) 46.7% (42) 56.4% (22) 

 Total 100% (92) 100% (90) 100%  (39) 

 Community Development    

 Politico/Delegate 72.8% (67) 70.0% (63) 69.2% (27) 

 Trustee 27.3% (25) 30.0% (27) 30.8% (12) 

 Total 100% (92) 100%  (90) 100%  (39) 

 Economic Development    

 Politico/Delegate 68.5% (63) 56.7% (51) 60.0% (23) 

 Trustee 31.5% (29) 43.3% (39) 40.0% (16) 

 Total 100% (92) 100%  (90) 100%  (39) 

 Zoning Trustee    

 Politico/Delegate 80.4% (74) 75.6% (68) 71.8% (28) 

 Trustee 19.6% (18) 24.4% (22) 28.2% (11) 

 Total 100% (92) 100%  (90) 100%  (39) 
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 No relationships were statistically significant using the tau measure at p<.10 significance level, 

two-tailed test. 
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Table 6.5 Delegate-Trustee Dilemma: Women 

Delegate-Trustee Dilemma 

Women 

Only 

 One woman Two or more 

women 

 General Trustee*   

 Politico/Delegate 88.5% (23) 71.7% (33) 

 Trustee 11.5% (3) 28.3% (13) 

 Total 100% (26) 100% (46) 

 Infrastructure Trustee*   

 Politico/Delegate 80.8% (21) 60.9% (28) 

 Trustee 19.2% (5) 39.3% (18) 

 Total 100% (26) 100% (46) 

 Community Services Trustee   

 Politico/Delegate 76.9% (20) 69.6% (32) 

 Trustee 23.1% (6) 30.4% (14) 

 Total 100% (26) 100% (46) 

 City Personnel Trustee**   

 Politico/Delegate 80.8% (21) 54.3% (25) 

 Trustee 19.2% (5) 45.7% (21) 

 Total 100% (26) 100% (46) 

 Community Development Trustee   

 Politico/Delegate 84.6% (22) 73.9% (34) 

 Trustee 15.1% (4) 26.1% (12) 

 Total 100% (26) 100% (46) 

 Economic Development Trustee   

 Politico/Delegate 84.6% (22) 78.3% (36) 

 Trustee 15.1% (4) 21.7% (10) 

 N 100% (26) 100% (46) 

 Zoning Trustee   

 Politico/Delegate 80.8% (21) 89.1% (41) 

 Trustee 19.2% (5) 10.9% (5) 

 N 100% (26) 100% (46) 

*Tau statistically significant p<.10 level, two-tailed test, **tau test statistically significant 

p<.05 level, two-tailed test. 

 

Time Spent on Office Business 

In general, the duties of council members in small communities are smaller than 

those at higher levels of government.  This means that they have fewer areas in which 
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there can be major conflicts on policy and likely work fewer hours on official business.  

It is difficult to compare the time local office holders spend on office business to state 

legislators and members of Congress directly.  Small town city councils tend to conduct 

small amounts of business weekly or monthly, while Congress and state legislators 

conduct a large amount of business in sessions, with breaks in between (the length of the 

break depends on the legislature) (Squire and Hamm 2005).  The National Conference of 

State Legislatures (2014) estimates that part-time legislators work approximate 54% of a 

full-time job on legislative work, while full-time legislators average 82% of a full-time 

job.   

Most research suggests that men and women devote the same amount of time to 

office work and get the same amount of work done (Cammisa and Reingold, Merritt 

1980, Welch and Thomas 1991, but see also Diamond 1977) or that women devote more 

time (Kurtz et al. 2006).  Reingold (2000) found that how much men and women worked 

depended on the legislature.  In Arizona, female state legislators reported working 53 

hours a week and male members 56 hours a week.  In California, female members 

worked 70 hours a week while male state legislators reported working an average of 66 

hours a week (Reingold 2000, 299).
147

  

Studies of women and men in local office find that officials work roughly 50% of 

a full-time job (more or less depending on the size of communities studied) and find that 

women tend to report more hours spent than men do.  Looking at communities with 

populations above 50,000, Thomas (1992) found that men reported working on council 
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 Studies at both the state and local levels have found female legislators believe they receive 

more requests for and spend more time on constituent casework (Carey, Niemi, and Powell 1998, 

Johnson and Carroll 1978, Richardson and Freeman 1995, Thomas 1992).  However, Cooper and 

Richardson (2006) found that women in state legislatures were less likely to keep office hours for 

their constituents (see also Reingold 2000). 
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business an average of 20 hours a week while women reported working 25 hours a week.  

Among the studies looking at this topic, Merritt’s (1980) work on suburban Chicago 

office holders has the most similar population to the RDI survey.  She finds the average 

local government official spends less than 20 hours a week on office business.  Women 

said they that they spent 17 hours a week while men said they spent 14 hours a week.  

Scholars attribute these differences to a number of factors: 1) women feel more pressure 

to do constituent casework (Carey, Niemi, and Powell 1998, Johnson and Carroll 1978, 

Richardson and Freeman 1995, Thomas 1992), 2) women want to be better prepared than 

their male colleagues (Beck 1991) and 3) because women are less likely to have full-time 

jobs (Merritt 1980). 

Based on previous research, I hypothesize that women will spend more time on 

council business than men will, but less than those serving at higher levels of office. 

H3:  Female council members spend more hours on office business. 

 

H4: Council members will spend less than 50% of a full-time job (roughly 20 

hours a week) on council business. 

 

Time Spent on Office Business: Dependent Variables 

The survey contained two questions that asked council members to report how 

much time council business takes up in their week.  The first question asked how much 

they work on council business and the second asked how much they talk about 

community business in informal settings (see Appendix E1 for complete coding).  Others 

studies have used similar self-reporting measures (Merritt 1980, Reingold 2000, Thomas 

1992).  Not surprisingly, most local council members only spend a few hours a week on 

council business, far fewer hours than state legislators spend when the legislature is in 
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session or city council members spend in large communities.  What is surprising, given 

previous research, is that on average men say they spend an hour more on both formal 

and informal council business than women do, for a total of two hours more a week 

(Table 6.6). 

Table 6.6 Council Time Commitment 

Council Time Commitment 

 Women Men 

Mean time spent formal discussion 

In hours per week (N)** 

2.90 (71) 3.93 (218) 

Mean time spent informal discussion  

In hours per week (N)* 

3.51 (69) 4.77 (218) 

**t-test statistically significant at .05 level, two-tailed test, *.10 level, two-tailed 

 

  Using OLS, I test whether these differences persist with control variables.  Tests 

of the distribution of residuals indicate that the prediction errors are not normally 

distributed (Lewis-Beck 1980), a violation of regression assumptions (Berry 1993).  Both 

the formal and informal measures of time spent on council business have a large number 

of responses clustered around two to five hours, but the range of answers includes up to 

thirty hours.  After transforming the dependent variables in a number of ways,
148

 I found 

that natural log best reduced the skew of the errors of both models.  As I will discuss 

further, however, the transformed versions of the variables did reduce the significance 

levels of several variables, including the gender variable (see Appendix E2 for the 

untransformed models). 
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 I tested them in the order of Tukey’s Ladder (Tukey 1977, STATA 2015). 
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Time Spent on Office Business: Independent Variables 

There is a dearth of research on local officials and the time spent on office 

business.  However, for state legislators, Kurtz et al. (2006) created a model for time on 

the job.
149

  They include the following variables that might apply to the local level: 

district population, gender, party, employment.
150

  Surprisingly, considering the findings 

of Merritt (1980) and Kurtz et al. (2006) neither full time employment nor women’s full 

time employment were statistically significant in any of the time models (and they had no 

effect on the significance levels of other independent variables), so they were excluded 

from the final models.  Measures for major party membership were also excluded from 

the final models for the same reasons.   

In addition to gender, these models contain several demographic measures that 

might affect the time they have to spend working on council business, or their inclination 

to do so.  These variables are as follows: marriage, education, income and their 

community involvement (as measured by group memberships).  The models also contain 

variables that measure factors related to the council member’s election (ward election, 

electoral margin) and the council itself (divisions on council, the number of women on 

the council, the size of the town), that may affect how much time a council member 

spends on council business (see Appendix E1 for complete coding). 
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 Their dependent variable is different from mine.  They asked state legislators, “’Averaged over 

an entire year and taking into account session time, interim work, constituent service and 

campaigning, what proportion of a full-time job is your legislative work?’  Respondents were 

given five response categories (90 percent or more; 70-90 percent; 50-70 percent; 30-50 percent; 

less than 30 percent)” (326). 
150

 They also included variables measuring compensation, staff size, days in session, the relative 

sizes of the chambers of the legislature, leadership, committee chairs and vice-chairs, race and 

plans to run again. 
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Time Spent on Office Business: Discussion 

The results of the models of hours spent working and discussing council business 

are surprising.  When simply looking at the difference of means tests, it appeared that 

women were less likely to spend time on office business and discussion than men are.  

However, the differences on the time variables appear to be driven primarily by male 

outliers.  When the variables are transformed to conform to regression assumptions (by 

taking their natural log), gender is no longer significant (see Appendix E2 for the 

untransformed models).  Gender is a significant variable in the number of hours spent on 

office business model, when controlling for many factors such as town size and the 

perceived quality of government services, but it loses statistical significance when 

controlling for the number of women on the council (Table 6.7).   
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Table 6.7 OLS Models for Time on Council and Informal Discussion of Council 

OLS Models for Time on Council and Informal Discussion of Council 

 Time on 

Council 

Business (LN) 

(Standard 

Errors) 

Time on 

Council 

Business (LN) 

(Standard 

Errors) 

Informal 

Discussion of 

Council 

Business (LN) 

(Standard 

Errors) 

Informal 

Discussion of 

Council Business 

(LN) (Standard 

Errors) 

Woman -.189 

(.127) 

-.211* 

(.111) 

-.139 

(.165) 

-.203 

(.146) 

Income -.026 

(.028) 

-.028 

(.028) 

-.071* 

(.038) 

-.077 

(.033) 

Education -.087** 

(.042) 

-.088** 

(.042) 

-.064 

(.055) 

-.066 

(.055) 

Married -.219 

(.149) 

-.215 

(.148) 

-.232 

(.196) 

-.218 

(.195) 

Group 

Membership 

.058** 

(.025) 

.058** 

(.025) 

.017 

(.033) 

.018 

(.033) 

Divisions on 

Council 

.209** 

(.094) 

.208** 

(.094) 

.076 

(.123) 

.071 

(.123) 

Population .001*** 

(.000) 

.001*** 

(.000) 

.000 

(.000) 

.000 

(.000) 

Ward Election -.102 

(.141) 

-.103 

(.141) 

-.222 

(.185) 

-.228 

(.185) 

Electoral 

Margin 

.014 

(.041) 

.013 

(.041) 

.015 

(.053) 

.014 

(.053) 

Num. of women 

on council  

-.021 

(.060) 

--- -.066 

(.079) 

--- 

Constant 1.280*** 

(.351) 

1.275*** 

(.350) 

2.058*** 

(.457) 

2.038*** 

(.456) 

N 245 245 245 245 

R
2
 .201 .201 .058 .055 

*** Significant at p<.01 level, **p<.05 level, *p<.10, two-tailed test 

 

For the time on council business models several variables were significant: town 

population, education level, the number of group memberships and council conflict.  

Council members with lower levels of education and higher levels of community 
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involvement spend more time on council business.  Council members in larger 

communities and on councils with more conflict spend more time on council business.  

Even by the standards of survey data, the models for hours spent in informal discussion 

have poor fits, with R-squares less than .06.  Only income is significant in either version 

of the discussion models.
151

 

 

Perceptions of Conflict 

 The literature on gender and conflict in legislatures can be divided into two 

categories: research on gender and leadership styles, which mainly addresses state 

legislatures, and research on the causes of conflict in local government.  Although these 

literatures both touch on the relationship between gender and conflict in government, 

they are completely distinct literatures with divergent hypotheses.  The first category of 

research focuses on how women in office approach power.  As with the research on the 

delegate-trustee dilemma, much of the theorizing about women’s approach to conflict and 

cooperation in government owes much to Gilligan (1982) (see Reingold 2000).  Many 

studies have found that women in elective office have leadership styles that emphasize 

cooperation over hierarchical or confrontational styles (Broussine and Fox 2002, 

Rosenthal 2000, Tolleson-Rinehart 2001, Thomas 1994).  Rosenthal (1998), for example, 

argues that women have a more communal leadership style.  She finds that women in 

state legislative leadership positions are issue driven, but also focus on listening, 

consensus, coalitions and empowerment (161).  Some scholars even argue that a 
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 The untransformed versions of the discussion models have only very slightly higher R-squares.  

However, marriage and gender are significant in those models in addition to income.  
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distinctly feminine political discourse exists in which cooperation takes center stage 

(Sullivan 1993). 

However, examining whether women have more cooperative or confrontational 

leadership styles than their male colleagues, scholars have also found that gender 

differences are contingent on the institutional context (Reingold 1996, 465-466).  Many 

studies have concluded, “certain institutional norms have the ability to overrule or negate 

gender-specific assumptions, expectations, or inclinations regarding leadership and 

power” (Reingold 1996, 468, see also Blair and Stanley 1991, Dodson and Carroll 1991, 

Reingold 2000 and Rosenthal 2000).  In some cases, both male and female state 

legislators tend to emphasize cooperation and consensus (Whicker and Jewell 1998)
152

 

but in others, women were more likely to engage in confrontational tactics (Reingold 

1996, 482).  Most of this research focuses on state legislatures (Blair and Stanley 1991, 

Dodson and Carroll 1991, Kathlene 1994, Reingold 1996, 2000, Rosenthal 2000), but 

some studies address policy makers at the local level (Tolleson-Rinehart 2001, Flammang 

1985,
153

 Johnson and Carroll 1978).  The local level studies largely found that both 

women and men in office believed there were differences in leadership styles between the 

genders, with women emphasizing cooperation and compromise more than men did. 

 In contrast, the second category of this literature—research on the causes of 

conflict in government—focuses entirely on the local level but does not emphasize 

gender.  Several recent studies on conflict in local policymaking center on the causes of 
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 Jewell and Whicker (1994) finds that women tend to be consensus builders and that both 

women and men most frequently take feminine styles, 
153

 “[Women] share a common understanding of power, not as force and domination, but as 

cooperation based on consensus and mutual respect, features of their homemaking and 

childrearing experiences which challenge the practices of male politics as usual. Whether such an 

understanding is proffered by female majorities in local governments elsewhere around the nation 

is a subject worthy of future inquiry” (Flammang 1985, 114). 
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friction in the week-to-week operation of city councils and school boards.  The goal of 

these studies is to determine the roots of policy conflict in order to understand how to 

manage conflict on councils and boards.  The concern of the authors is that too much 

conflict could have potentially negative consequences for governmental effectiveness and 

efficiency (Heidbreder et al. 2011, Johnson and Ihrke 2004).  Although gender is not the 

primary variable of interest in most of these studies, it is nearly always included as a 

control variable (Grissom 2010, Heidbreder et al. 2011, Johnson and Ihrke 2004).  

Springing from the public administration and sociology literature on group decision-

making and conflict, the authors of these studies predict that gender and racial diversity 

on city councils and school boards will increase the level of conflict within the group 

(Grissom 2010, Heidbreder et al. 2011, Ihrke and Niederjohn 2005).  They argue that 

diverse councils have more potential sources of conflict because it increases the 

likelihood that council members will differ on policy issues.  They maintain that women 

and people of color in local government are more likely to push for redistributive policies 

that may conflict with white and male members of the council.   

The evidence supporting these theories is not particularly strong.  Heidbreder et 

al.’s (2011) study of cities in Michigan found that women were more likely to perceive 

conflicts on their city councils when their cities had large female populations.  Other 

studies find that both gender and race have no impact on the perception of conflict 

amongst local officials (Ihrke and Niederjohn 2005, Johnson and Ihrke 2004) or find that 

council member race is correlated with lower levels of perceived conflict (Grissom 

2010).  If having more women on a council leads to more conflict, however, there is 

another way to measure this concept beyond respondent gender.  A potentially better 
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measure of this phenomenon might be the number of women on the council, which are 

included in my statistical models.  As the RDI study asked council members whether 

there is conflict on the council, and not how council members view conflict management 

as part of their leadership styles, my hypotheses are drawn from the local government 

conflict literature.  I hypothesize that there will be no gender differences on conflict 

perception.  I also hypothesize that the more women on the council, the more conflict 

council members will report. 

H5:  Female and male council members are equally likely to report conflict on 

their councils. 

 

H6:  The greater the number of women on their council, the more likely a council 

member will report council conflict. 

 

Perception of Conflict 

In order to measure conflict on city councils, I looked at several variables similar 

to those used by Heidbreder et al. (2011).
154

  Respondents were asked a series of 

questions regarding conflict on their council.  First, they were asked: “In general, would 

you say there are blocks or factions on the council that persist in voting on a number of 

issues?”  Respondents then selected one of three responses: “No, there are no serious 

divisions on the council” (coded as 0) “Yes, there are some divisions but they are not 

very strong” (coded as a 1) and “Yes, there are sharp divisions within the council” (coded 
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 They describe their dependent variables as follows: “The policy conflict measures, which 

compose the dependent variables, are comprised of responses from the following statement: 

‘’please rate each policy area in terms of the level of conflict it generates on the city council.’’  

Respondents ranked twelve different policies on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 indicating 

the policy is very unimportant in generating conflict to 5 indicating the policy is very important in 

generating conflict. The 12 policies addressed by the survey included affordable housing, social 

welfare, economic development, taxation, land use/zoning, transportation, public works, 

employee relations, government administration, collective bargaining, intergovernmental 

relations, and education” (37). 
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as a 1).  The variable used in the data analysis is an indicator of any perceived divisions 

on the council.  Second, council members were asked to identify, “what percentage of the 

council decisions that you consider important are made unanimously?”  Options for 

response included: “Over 75 percent,” “50 to 74 percent,” “25 to 49 percent,” and “Fewer 

than 25 percent.”  The distribution of this variable skews heavily towards the top two 

categories so the variable used in the data analysis is an indicator of agreement over 75 

percent.  Third, respondents were asked to evaluate a list of potential sources of conflict 

within the council and “indicate the extent to which each conflict exists and is important 

among the elected members of city government,” on a scale from one to five.  I ran 

models for these variables using their original ordinal coding (which suffered from high 

levels of zero cell counts) and a binomial coding indicating those who say there is council 

conflict on the issue (a four or a five on the five point scale).  The list of issues is as 

follows: 

 “Tax cutters vs. opponents of tax cuts:   

 “One geographic area in town vs. another area”    

 “Better off residents vs. less well of residents”       

 “The “old guard” vs. new residents”      

 “Members of one religion vs. members of another”      

 “Younger people vs. older people”    

 “Development interests vs. others”  

 “Democrats vs. Republicans”   

Despite the concern of the literature regarding conflict in local government, small 

towns in Iowa seem to run quite smoothly.  A majority of council members reported low 

levels of conflict and a high percentage of unanimous votes on important issues.  Council 

members reported most conflicts were over economic policy—taxes and development.  

The average level of conflict reported on even the most important local issues falls 

towards the middle of the five-point scale. 
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Table 6.8 Council Conflict 

Council Conflict 

 Women Men 

Council divisions 57.1% (40) 57.1% (125) 

Unanimous votes, 75 percent or more 72.9% (51) 73.5% (161) 

Division on development (top categories) 43.5% (30) 41.1% (88) 

Division on taxes (top categories)*** 31.9% (22) 17.1% (37) 

Division over new residents (top categories) 26.1% (18) 19.0% (41) 

Division on age (top categories) 21.7% (15) 16.1% (35) 

Division on income (top categories) 15.9% (11) 16.2% (35) 

Division on geography (top categories) 16.2% (11) 9.7% (21) 

Division on party lines (top categories) 10.1% (7) 4.6% (10) 

Division on religion (top categories) 5.8% (4) 4.6% (10) 

***Kendall’s tau test statistically significant p<.01 level, two-tailed test 

 

In simple cross tabulations, I found few significant gender differences on any of 

the conflict related variables (Table 6.8).  Women were more likely to say they felt there 

were council conflicts on issues of taxes, but there were no significant differences on 

either of the general questions about conflict and most of the individual issues.  Further, 

with controls for other variables, gender is only significant in the tax issue model.  I 

present four of the models: council divisions or factions, the percentage of unanimous 

votes, conflict over development and the only model in which gender is significant—

conflict over taxes. 

 

Perception of Conflict: Independent Variables 

To ascertain if gender differences on council divisions and unanimous votes are 

significant with control variables, I included three community and institutional factors 

included in previous literature: town population, ward elections, and the council 

member’s rating of the quality of government services in his or her town (Heidbreder et 
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al. 2011, Johnson and Ihrke 2004, Ihrke and Niederjohn 2005).
155

  The models contain 

further measures of community engagement and trust.  As with the council member’s 

rating of government services, these variables measure potential points of stress for a 

community that may cause conflict on the council.  Councils in communities with 

untrusting and unsupportive populations will face more challenges trying to govern them.  

The question used for the variable Town Indifference asked council members to rate how 

indifferent their towns were on a scale from one (supportive) to seven (indifferent).  For 

Trust in Community, council members were similarly asked to rate their community on a 

scale from one (Trusting) to seven (Not trusting) (see Appendix E1).  Also included are 

measures of partisanship behind the scenes, since potential policy conflict caused by 

diversity also can apply to partisan differences.  Finally, these models contain additional 

demographic variables (education, income, major party affiliation) that may affect how 

the respondent sees council conflict.    

 

Perception of Conflict: Discussion 

While results of difference of means tests indicate that men and women do differ 

on some measures of conflict within the council, with control variables the only 

significant gender difference is on conflict over taxes (Table 6.9).  Why might taxes be 

the only issue women are more likely to perceive as conflictual?  Perhaps conflict on 

Iowa councils is so rare that for the most part, there is no room within the norms of these 

councils for gender divides to create conflict other than taxes.  The most commonly 
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 I also included a variable that interacted women and town size and a model measuring average 

town income, but they were not significant in any model and did not have an effect on the results 

when removed.  There was not enough variation in the percentage of women in these small towns 

to include the variable. 
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identified council conflicts were over development and taxes.  Taxes was the only issue 

with gender differences in the difference of means tests.   
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Table 6.9 Council Divisions Binomial Logistic Regressions 

Council Divisions Binomial Logistic Regressions 

 Council 

Divisions 

(Standard 

Errors) 

Unanimous 

Votes    

(Standard 

Errors) 

Council 

Divisions on 

Taxes 

(Standard 

Errors) 

Council 

Divisions on 

Development 

(Standard 

Errors) 

Woman -.122 

(.375)      

-.009 

(.448) 

1.269*** 

(.458) 

.240 

(.358) 

Income -.140 

(.086) 

.043 

(.095) 

-.225** 

(.099) 

.057 

(.082) 

Education -.125   

(.125)    

.375** 

(.152) 

.108 

(.160) 

.221* 

(.124) 

Democrat .093 

(.356) 

-.603 

(.401) 

.510 

(.421) 

-.347 

(.344) 

Republican .699** 

(.331) 

-.265 

(.388) 

-.135 

(.425) 

-.383 

(.316) 

Town Indifference .257** 

(.129) 

-.329** 

(.146) 

-.171 

(.160) 

.047 

(.118) 

Trust in Community -.026 

(.121) 

.407*** 

(.151) 

.147 

(.147) 

-.065 

(.116) 

Service Rating 

(Town) 

.597**  

(.283) 

-1.031*** 

(.316) 

.609* 

(.330) 

-.261 

(.261) 

Partisan Behind 

Scenes 

.341 

(.252) 

-.669*** 

(.252) 

.657** 

(.273) 

.584** 

(.234) 

Population .000 

(.001) 

.001 

(.001) 

.000 

(.001) 

.001 

(.001) 

Ward Election 

 

.807* 

(.448) 

.043 

(.506) 

.011 

(.538) 

-.126 

(.396) 

Num. of women on 

Council  

.100 

(.179) 

.199 

(.219) 

-.394 

(.252) 

-.063 

(.175) 

Constant -1.079 

(.991) 

2.001* 

(1.082) 

-2.656** 

(1.217) 

-2.764*** 

(.972) 

N 254 254 257 257 

Cox and Snell R
2
 .115 .153 .118 .063 

-2 Log likelihood  313.342 250.783 220.890 330.905 

***Significant at .01 level, **p<.05 level, *p<.10, two-tailed test 
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The best predictors of council conflict were based on community and council 

information, and not personal demographic characteristics.  Partisanship behind the 

scenes and ratings of community government services by the council member explained 

the most variance in the models.  Councilors are more likely to say there is conflict on 

their councils when they serve on partisan councils and for towns with poor government 

services. 

 

Conclusions  

 Overall, I find only few differences between the attitudes and behaviors of women 

and men in local government.  To summarize the results of my hypotheses: 

 H1:  Female office holders are less likely to say they favor a trustee approach 

to representation in general and on economic development and city personnel 

issues specifically.  Women and men are not significantly different in 

approach on issues of community development, infrastructure, zoning, and 

city services. 

 H2:  Council members serving on councils with greater numbers of women 

are more likely to say they favor a trustee approach to representation.  This is 

true for the general measure and some of the individual issue measures: 

economic development, city personnel and infrastructure. 

 H3:  Male and female council members spend equal amounts of time on office 

business. 

 H4: Council members spend on average less than 10 hours a week on formal 

and informal council business, a full 10 hours a week fewer than local offices 

in larger cities. 

 H5:  Female and male council members are equally likely to report conflict on 

their councils, except on the issue of taxes.  Women are more likely to 

perceive council conflict on taxes. 

 H6:  The number of women on a council does not significantly affect whether 

a council member will report council conflict. 
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It is difficult to compare results from this study to other scholarship directly 

because of differences in measurement and inconsistent results.  The responses from 

council members in the RDI look more like the results of other studies done on local 

government than studies done on state legislatures except for the hours spent on council 

work and informal discussions.  On the delegate-trustee dilemma, researchers found 

mixed results for women in state legislatures.  In some cases, women were more likely to 

be delegates, in some cases, they were more likely to be trustees and in others, there were 

no gender differences at all.  At the local level, scholars consistently found that women 

were more likely than men to be delegates than trustees.  Along similar lines, among the 

RDI respondents, women are more likely to be politicos rather than trustees.  The 

literature on gender and approach to conflict is similarly mixed at the state legislative 

level.  Most research finds that women are more likely to emphasize cooperation over 

confrontation, but there are several studies that find no differences or they find that 

women are more confrontational.  At the local level, scholars find that women tend to 

emphasize cooperation over conflict in their leadership styles, but for the most part, 

women and men are equally likely to perceive conflict on their councils like the RDI 

respondents on all issues but taxes.  With a few exceptions of studies that find no gender 

differences, the research on both state legislators and local officials find that women tend 

to spend more time on office business.  Difference of means test indicate that women 

spend less time on office business than men, but these differences disappear in the OLS 

models as the differences seem to be driven by a few male outliers. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS: GENDER AND RURAL GOVERNMENT   

Primarily using survey data gathered on council members in small Iowa towns, this 

dissertation examined whether men and women in rural local government differ on a 

number of demographic and attitudinal variables.  In the context of rural local 

government, male and female council members closely resemble each other, with some 

important exceptions.  Women and men in local government are different on many 

demographic characteristics, in their approach to the delegate-trustee dilemma and 

regarding the initial motivation to run for office.   

This dissertation also compared the behavior of town council members with the 

men and women who serve at higher levels of government.  Council members are very 

different from legislators at higher levels of government.  Council members serving in 

rural areas come from small candidate pools, small districts and serve in small 

legislatures.  Their constituents are more likely to be conservative.  Council members 

need to spend less time and resources to win, keep and serve in office.  The compensation 

and prestige of serving in these offices is low, as are the opportunities for political 

advancement.  When in office, council members primarily work on issues related to 

development, taxes and budgeting.  Local elections in many areas, including Iowa, are 

also nonpartisan.  With this long list of differences between rural local government and 

most of the literature on women in elective office, it is not surprising that many of the 

theories developed using data from Congress and state legislators do not apply.  The 

following chapter reviews and discusses the implications of the findings of previous 

chapters and suggests further avenues for research.  I conclude by discussing the broader 

implications of my research for the women in elective office literature. 
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Demographics, Difference and Context 

Scholars argue that the primary reason men and women in elective office have 

different backgrounds is the influence of traditional gender roles.  Evidence suggests men 

and women serving in local government similarly reflect the presence of traditional 

gender roles within their communities.  Among background characteristics, scholars 

consistently find occupational differences between men and women.  Scholars attribute 

these differences to gender inequality in employment and “sex-typing” of occupations 

(Carroll and Strimling 1983, Jennings and Farah 1981, Thomas 1994).  The differences 

between men’s occupations and women’s occupations at the state and national levels 

reflect gender differences in the general population.  Female legislators are more likely to 

work in education or be homemakers and less likely to work in professions like law.  In 

the context of rural local government, gender differences are also a reflection of “sex-

typing” of occupations.  Female council members are more likely to be homemakers and 

less likely to work in agriculture and blue collar jobs like construction and 

manufacturing.   

Where council members in this study differ from state legislators and members of 

Congress, is with respect to high socioeconomic status professions.  Women and men at 

higher levels of government are more likely to have law backgrounds and list public 

service as their occupation.  In this respect, local government officials more closely 

resemble the population at large than representatives from Congress and state 

legislatures.  People with middle and working class backgrounds have a better chance of 

winning council seats because running for (and serving in) local government takes far 

fewer resources than seats in Congress and most state legislatures and the candidate pool 
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at the local level is small.  If local councils are (relatively) easier to serve on and be 

elected to, why are there so few women serving on city councils?  

Black and Erickson’s (2001) difference model best explains the demographic 

differences among male and female council members and how it relates to women’s 

underrepresentation.  In the difference model, men and women have different background 

characteristics because of the gender differences in the background characteristics of the 

general population.  For example, male and female councilors have different kinds of 

jobs, but they have roughly the same amount of education, just as their constituents do.  

Women in office in small towns do not have higher status or qualifications than their 

male colleagues because these attributes were not necessary to win their seat.  Black and 

Erickson (2001) argue that in cases where the difference model
156

 best explains 

demographic characteristics, there are two potential explanations for women’s 

underrepresentation.  They argue that female candidates might only be successful in 

certain districts or women may simply be less likely to want to run (or some combination 

of both of these explanations).   

 

Ambition, Gender Differences and Context 

I find evidence to support Black and Erickson’s (2001) second explanation 

regarding women’s underrepresentation.  Women in the RDI study were more likely than 

men to say that they ran for office because there was no one else to run.  It is clear from 

Fox and Lawless’s work (Fox and Lawless 2003, 2004, 2005, 2010 and Lawless and Fox 
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 This is not the model they find support for in their study of Canadian elected officials.  Instead, 

they find women in most parties fit into the compensation model, in which women have higher 

socioeconomic status than men in order to compensate for discrimination or potential 

discrimination (Black and Erickson 2001, 5). 
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2005), that gender differences in ambition contribute to women’s underrepresentation.  

However, several studies indicate that these differences are not present among the men 

and women who have already won office (Carey, Niemi and Powell 1998, Carroll and 

Strimling 1983, Epstein, Niemi and Powell 2005, Johnson and Carroll 1978).  I find that 

both men and women serving in rural seats have low levels of political ambition, but 

women serving on these councils are more likely to run for personalist reasons—

someone asked them to run and they felt there were no good alternative candidates.
157

  

The persistence of women’s reluctance to run for office, even among those who have 

successfully won an office, is a testament to the pervasiveness of sex role socialization, 

which subtly (and sometimes not so subtly) steers women away from politics (Bledsoe 

and Herring 1990, Costantini 1990, Duerst-Lahti 1998, Fox, Lawless and Feeley 2001, 

Lawless and Fox 2005).  Several studies suggest that women have an aversion to running 

in competitive elections in general (Kanthak and Woon 2015, Preece and Stoddard 2015), 

a finding supported by the RDI data set. 

 

Motivations for Running for Office, Gender Differences and Context 

The nature of the office largely determines why women and men run for office.  

Office holders and candidates for higher levels of government cite issues and opportunity 

(Roscoe et al. 2006) or public service commitment and political ambition (Fox 1997) as 

important to their decision to run.  The two most important reasons why council members 

said that they ran were community service and civic duty.  Further, the gender differences 
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 The opportunity structure of small town local government offers few opportunities for 

advancement, which depresses ambition levels (Kanter 1977). Contrary to Kanter’s theory, 

however, a lack of opportunities for advancement does not seem to depress council member’s job 

satisfaction, which is quite high.  Over 75% of council members were satisfied or very satisfied 

with the jobs. 
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I find amongst council members are not the same as those found in other studies.  Fox 

(1997) finds women were more likely to say concerns about particular issues were the 

driving force behind their decision to run for office, while men emphasized their political 

ambitions and were vague in their reasons for running.  Fox argues that sex role 

socialization influences the reasons people run for office.  In the context of local 

government in small communities, I find that men, not women, are more likely to say that 

issues motivated them to run.  Why this difference exists may have to do with the nature 

of local issues as the most important issues to local governing (budget, development, jobs 

and infrastructure).  Taxes and budgeting are traditionally gendered “male” issues 

(Schaffner 2005).  Perhaps, since 31% of women said that they ran for office because no 

one else would run,
158

 issues became less of a motivating factor with women.  Question 

wording may also be a factor, since the Fox (1997) study used open-ended questions, 

which allowed women to cite a specific issue, rather than the RDI closed ended question.  

Without more work on the subject, it is difficult to come to any solid conclusions. 

 

Theories of Gender Differences: Approaches to the Office  

Theories derived from Gilligan (1982) suggest that women are more likely to take 

a delegate approach to wielding political power, but the evidence supporting these 

theories is inconclusive at the state level.  Research on state legislatures found that 

women were sometimes more likely than men to be trustees (Carey, Niemi, and Powell 

1998) and sometimes they were more likely to be delegates (Cooper and Richardson 

2006).  At the local level, scholars consistently find that women are less likely than men 

to be trustees (Antonlini 1984, Beck 1991, Van Assendelft 2014), and I find this to be the 
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 Scores of four or five out of five are counted in this measure. 
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case amongst the Iowa council members.  Women in local offices were more likely to 

describe themselves as politicos rather than trustees.  Female office holders are less likely 

to say they favor a trustee approach to representation in general and on two specific 

issues—economic development and city personnel.   

I also found evidence to suggest, however, that more women might identify as 

trustees, provided they served on councils with multiple women.  Council members, 

particularly female council members, serving on councils with greater numbers of women 

are more likely to say they favor a trustee approach to representation.  One possible 

explanation for this finding is that women on councils with two or more women are more 

comfortable with expressing their personal beliefs when they disagree with their 

constituents.  Applying the work of Kanter (1977) to legislatures, scholars argue that 

when there are few women in a political institution, they face pressures that their male 

colleagues do not, including performance pressures and the policing of dominant culture 

boundaries.  Token women may feel additional pressure to conform to institutional norms 

(Thomas 1994) and they may have to work harder to gain respect (Beck 2001, Antonlini 

1984).  I find that the number of women on a council does not affect the likelihood a 

council member will perceive conflict or the amount of time council members spend on 

council business.  In general, male and female council members spend equal amounts of 

time on office business and are equally likely to report conflict on their councils, except 

on the issue of taxes.   
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Future Research 

I hope to take several directions with this research.  One avenue to pursue is to 

replicate the RDI council member survey in other states.  Using the same methods and 

survey questions, I have already gathered data from Texas council members.  The more 

states studied, the better we can understand how generalizable the conclusions drawn 

from Iowa are.  A host of potential factors (race, political institutions, etc.) that cannot be 

addressed using the RDI data set, could affect gender roles in local government.   

There is more work to be done on local governments in Iowa as well.  Using US 

Census data and the RDI community survey, I can further investigate women’s 

underrepresentation in Iowa.  To what extent can town characteristics explain the number 

of women on a council?  Previous research indicates that factors such as political culture 

(Diamond 1977, Hill 1983, Nechemias 1985, 1987, Norrander and Wilcox 1998, Rule 

1981, 1990) and partisanship can affect the percentage of women in office (Hogan 2001, 

Nechemias 1987, Norrander and Wilcox, Rule 1990, Welch and Studlar 1996).  Do these 

have an impact at the local level?  Preliminary results suggest that communities that make 

an effort to include disadvantaged people in community events have a higher percentage 

of women on their town councils. 

The RDI council member survey can be applied to other topics as well.  One 

potential avenue for research is to use the RDI data to study gender differences in issue 

priorities at the local level.  Scholars have found that women and women leaders are 

more likely to work on bills that aim to help women at the state level (Carroll 2001, 

Thomas and Welch 1991, Little, Dunn, Deen 2001, Saint-Germain 1989), but gender 

differences amongst state legislators on women’s issues are sometimes quite small 
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(Thomas and Welch 1991).  Women in Congress introduce and vote more for bills related 

to women’s interests than male members of Congress, but the findings on other issues are 

not consistent (Dodson 1998, 2001, Dolan 1997, Gerrity, Osborn and Morehouse Mendez 

2007, Swers 1998).  Gender gaps on issues also depend upon on party identification and 

strength within the legislature (Barnello 1999, Bratton 2002, Hill 1983, Lilie, Handberg 

and Lowrey 1982, Osborn 2012, Poggione 2004, Reingold 2000, Thomas 1989), the race 

of the woman (Carroll 2001), state political culture (Lilie, Handberg and Lowrey 1982), 

and issue salience (Reingold 1992).  

At the local level, the research on whether there are gender differences regarding 

issue priorities is very divided.  Several studies find few to no differences between men 

and women on support for women’s or feminist issues (Antonlini 1984, Donahue 1997, 

Mezey 1978a, 1978b, Tolleson-Rinehart 2001).  On the other hand, several studies have 

found that women working in various positions in local government more strongly 

support affirmative action (especially if they had been victims of sexual harassment) 

(Beck and Stohr-Gillmore 1991) and increase employment opportunities for women in 

municipal government (Saltzstein 1986).  Studies have found that women and men 

serving in various capacities in local government have different issue priories (Boles 

2001, Bers 1978) but that local government was more responsive to men’s perspectives 

(Schumaker and Burns 1988).  Preliminary research done in this area suggests that 

women and men at the local level prioritize similar issues.  
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Women in Rural Local Government, Women Serving in Government 

 When the literature on women in American politics started to grow in the late 

1960s and 1970s, scholars were primarily interested in whether the women who won 

office would be different from men (because of sex role socialization, life experience or 

biology) or whether they would have similar backgrounds and interests as the men 

already serving.  Women were complete political outsiders and scholars documented their 

slow and uneven integration into state legislatures, Congress and, particularly early on, 

local government.  

 When the percentage of women in office hovered in the single digits in most 

states, many feminists argued that with more women in office, women could 

fundamentally change American political institutions.  Men, it was theorized, made 

government institutions fiercely competitive and hostile to women’s concerns as citizens 

(Thomas 1994).  Women, when they began to serve in greater numbers, would increase 

cooperation and listen to voices outside the political elite.  The data analysis for offices in 

small communities suggests that they were partially correct for rural local offices.  

Women and men in local office not only come from different backgrounds, they have 

different motivations for running office and are more willing to consider their 

constituents opinions when making decisions on which representative and constituents 

disagree.  However, there is little evidence that local offices are dominated by 

competition.  Most council members, both male and female, report that their councils 

have low levels of conflict and high levels of agreement on issues.  Having more women 

on a council does not lead to any discernable differences in the level of conflict, either.  

Further, my research indicates that when there are more women on a council, they are 
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more likely to act as trustees not less.  While women in local office are different from 

men, it seems unlikely that they are going to transform local government anytime soon, 

not least because women serving in office indicated that they were reluctant to run for 

office suggesting that women’s current underrepresentation in these positions is likely to 

remain. 
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APPENDIX A1: SURVEY QUESTION WORDING AND CODING (CHAPTER 2) 

Issues: What do you feel is the most important issue facing your community today? 

What do you feel is the second most important issue facing your community? 
Budget:  Any answer that mentioned financing, unfunded mandates, money, taxes or the 

city budget (coded as 1, any other answer 0)  

Jobs: Any answer that mentioned jobs, pay, population decline and retention due to job 

loss (coded as 1, any other answer 0) 

Infrastructure: Any answer that mentioned water, waste removal, new government 

buildings, parks and pools, streets and bridges, public utilities, sidewalks and 

infrastructure (coded as 1) 

Economic Development: Any answer which mentioned business growth, zoning and 

economic development (coded as 1, any other answer 0) 

Additional issues coded but not included in top four: Law and Order (any mention of 

law, corruption, public safety, drugs, police), City Pride (any mention of getting 

people involved in community, negativity, interesting young people in 

community), Housing (any mention of housing) and City Beautification (any 

mention of cleaning, beautification, private property ugliness, nuisance 

abatement), Children (any mention of schools, childcare, youth recreation and 

youth delinquency), Other (any issues that do not fall under the nine listed). 
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APPENDIX B1: COMMUNITIES IN THE RDI STUDY (CHAPTER 3) 

Communities in the Rural Development Initiative Study: Part I 

 Population 

(2000) 

Mayor-council 

Charter 

District Type Council Size 

Afton 943 Yes Mixed 5 

Agency 622 Yes At-large 5 

Ainsworth 524 Yes At-large 5 

Albert City 709 Yes At-large 5 

Albia 3706 Yes Mixed 6 

Albion 592 Yes At-large 5 

Allerton 559 Yes At-large 5 

Altoona 10345 Yes At-large 5 

Anita 1049 Yes Mixed 5 

Atkins 977 Yes At-large 5 

Audubon 2382 Yes At-large 5 

Bancroft 808 Yes Mixed 5 

Batavia 500 Yes At-large 5 

Battle Creek 743 Yes At-large 5 

Bayard 536 Yes At-large 5 

Bedford 1620 Yes Mixed 5 

Bloomfield 2601 Yes Mixed 5 

Buffalo Center 963 Yes At-large 5 

Calmar 1058 Yes At-large 5 

Center Point 2007 Yes At-large 5 

Cherokee 5369 Yes Mixed 5 

Clarence 1008 Yes At-large 5 

Clarinda 5690 Yes Mixed 5 

Colo 868 Yes At-large 5 

Columbus Junction 1900 Yes At-large 5 

Corning 1783 Yes Mixed 5 

Correctionville 851 Yes At-large 5 

Denison 7339 Yes Mixed 5 

Donnellson 963 Yes At-large 5 

Dumont 676 Yes At-large 5 

Eagle Grove 3712 Yes Mixed 6 
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Appendix B1- Continued 

Communities in the Rural Development Initiative 

 Population 

(2000) 

Mayor-

council 

Charter 

District Type Council 

Size 

Elgin 676 Yes At-large 5 

Elk Horn 649 Yes At-large 5 

Elma 598 Yes At-large 6 

Epworth 1428 Yes At-large 5 

Estherville 6656 Yes Mixed 7 

Everly 647 Yes At-large 5 

Farmington 756 Yes At-large 5 

Fontanelle 692 Yes At-large 5 

Fruitland 703 Yes At-large 5 

Garnavillo 754 Yes At-large 5 

George 1051 Yes At-large 5 

Gilbertville 767 Yes At-large 5 

Glidden 1253 Yes At-large 5 

Gowrie 1038 Yes At-large 5 

Graettinger 900 Yes At-large 5 

Grand Mound 676 Yes At-large 5 

Hamburg 1240 Yes Wards (now At-large) 5 

Hartford 759 Yes At-large 5 

Hartley 1733 Yes Mixed 5 

Hills 679 Yes Mixed 5 

Hopkinton 681 Yes At-large 5 

Hospers 672 Yes Mixed 5 

Humboldt 4452 Yes Mixed 5 

Jefferson 4626 Yes Mixed 5 

Kanawha 739 Yes At-large 5 

Lake Park 1023 Yes At-large 5 

Lamoni 2444 Yes At-large 5 

LeClaire 2847 Yes At-large 5 

LeMars 9237 Yes At-large 5 

Madrid 2264 Yes Mixed 5 

Mapleton 1416 Yes At-large 5 

Mediapolis 1644 Yes At-large 5 

Missouri Valley 2992 Yes Mixed 5 

Monroe 1808 Yes At-large 5 
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Appendix B1- Continued 

Communities in the Rural Development Initiative Study 

 Population 

(2000) 

Mayor-council 

Charter 

District Type Council Size 

Montezuma 1440 Yes At-large 5 

Moulton 658 Yes At-large 5 

Mount Ayr 1822 Yes At-large 5 

Murray 766 Yes At-large 5 

Nashua 1618 Yes At-large 5 

Neola 845 Yes At-large 5 

Nora Springs 1532 Yes At-large 5 

Northwood 2050 Yes At-large 5 

Oakland 1487 Yes At-large 5 

Olin 716 Yes At-large 5 

Pacific Junction 507 Yes At-large 4 

Pleasantville 1539 Yes At-large 5 

Pocahontas 1970 Yes At-large 5 

Pomeroy 710 Yes At-large 5 

Quasqueton 574 Yes Mixed 5 

Radcliffe 607 Yes At-large 5 

Sabula 670 Yes At-large 5 

Sac City 2368 Yes At-large 5 

Sheffield 930 Yes At-large 5 

Sibley 2796 Yes Mixed 5 

St Ansgar 1031 Yes At-large 5 

St Charles 619 Yes At-large 5 

Traer 1594 Yes At-large 5 

University Park 536 Yes At-large 5 

Ventura 670 Yes At-large 5 

Villisca 1344 Yes At-large 5 

Waukon 4131 Yes Mixed 5 

Waverly 8968 Yes Mixed 7 

Webster City 8176 No At-large 5 

Wellsburg 716 Yes At-large 5 

What Cheer 678 Yes At-large 4 

Williamsburg 2622 Yes At-large 5 

Winfield 1131 Yes At-large 5 

Woodward 1200 Yes At-large 5 
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APPENDIX B2: COMMUNITY CLOSENESS (CHAPTER 3) 
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APPENDIX C1: SURVEY QUESTION WORDING AND CODING (CHAPTER 4) 

Sex: Your sex?  a. Male b. Female  

Age: Your age (as of last birthday)? __________years 

Age First Ran: Answer to the question “Age” minus the answer to the question “How 

many years have you served in an elected position in your town’s government?”  

Marital Status: What is your current marital status? a. Married b. Divorced/separated c. 

Never married d.  Widowed 

Income: What was your approximate gross (before taxes) household income from all 

sources in 2004?  a.  $9,999 or less b. $10,000-$19,999 c. $20,000-$29,000 d. $30,000-

$39,999 e. $40,000-$49,999 f. $50,000-$64,999 g. $65,000-$74,999 h. $75,000 or more  

Education: Your highest level of formal education attained? a. Less than 9
th

 grade b. 9
th

 

to 12
th

 grade, no high school diploma c. High school graduate (includes equivalency) d. 

Some college (no degree) e. Associate degree f. Bachelor’s degree g. Graduate or 

professional degree  

Occupation/Former Occupation: The question “Your personal employment status? a. 

Employed or self-employed full-time b. Employed or self-employed part-time c. Retired 

d. Full-time home-maker e. Student f. Unemployed” contained blank spaces after the first 

three options for respondents to fill out their occupation.  Each response was grouped  

into one of nine categories: Agriculture, Education, Retail and sales , Financial services 

and real estate, Health care, Construction, Trucking, Government, Manufacturing.  The 

tenth category contained  people who answered “Full-time home-maker.” 

Employment Status: Your personal employment status? a. Employed or self-employed 

full-time b. Employed or self-employed part-time c. Retired d. Full-time home-maker e. 

Student f. Unemployed 

Number of Group Memberships: Considering all types of groups and organizations 

listed above, about how many local groups in total do you belong to? 

Group Attendance: How involved are you in local groups and organizations, that is, 

those that hold meetings and activities in your town?  Please circle “1” if you are not 

involved with a particular type of group.  If you do belong to any of the organizations in a 

category, please circle the number that indicates your level of attendance. a. Do Not 

Belong (coded as a 1) b. Never (coded as a 2) c. 1-5 times a year (coded as a 3) d. 6-11 

times a year (coded as a 4) e. Once a Month (coded as a 5) f.  Weekly or more (coded as a 

6) 

Church or Religious: Church or other religious groups (Bible study groups,  

committees, etc.) 

Job-Related: Job-related groups (labor unions, professional associations) 

Recreational: Recreational groups (softball, bowling, card clubs) 

Service and Fraternal: Service and fraternal organizations (such as Lions, 

Kiwanis, Easter star)        

Political and Civic: Political and civic groups (PTA PEO, historical groups, local 

development organizations) 
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Party ID: When it comes to politics, do you consider yourself to be a Democrat, 

Republican or Independent? A. Democrat, B. Republican, C. Independent, D. Other 

(included a space to write a party identification. 
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APPENDIX C2: FULL DEMOGRAPHIC TABLE (CHAPTER 4) 

Part I: All Occupations 

Occupation/Former 

Occupation*** 

 Men Women 

Education 
8.0% 

(15) 

10.8% 

(7) 

 
Retail/Sales 

 

11.2% 

(21) 

9.2% 

(6) 

 
Other Service (not 

retail) 

7.4% 

(14) 

13.8% 

(9) 

 
Financial Services 

and Real Estate 

7.5% 

(14) 

18.5% 

(12) 

 Health Care 
1.1% 

(2) 

13.8% 

(9) 

 Construction 
12.2% 

(23) 

0% 

(0) 

 
Government 

Bureaucrat 

13.3% 

(25) 

7.7% 

(5) 

 Manufacturing 
9.0% 

(17) 

3.1% 

(2) 

 Homemaker 
0% 

(0) 

6.2% 

(4) 

 Agriculture 
6.9% 

(13) 

0% 

(0) 

 Trucking 
4.3% 

(8) 

0% 

(0) 

***Chi-square test significant at the p<.01 level 
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Appendix C2- Continued 

Part II: Income
159

  

  Men Women 

Income $29,999 or less 
10.7% 

(22) 

19.7% 

(13) 

 $30,000-39,999 
13.6% 

(28) 

6.1% 

(4) 

 $40,000-49,999 
17.5% 

(36) 

22.7% 

(15) 

 $50,000-64,999 
23.8% 

(49) 

22.7% 

(15) 

 $65,000-74,999 
13.1% 

(27) 

10.6% 

(7) 

 $75,000 or more 
21.4% 

(44) 

18.2% 

(12) 

 

 

Part III: Age First Ran
160

 

  Men Women 

Age First 

Ran 

22-30 7.4% 

(16) 

7.0% 

(5) 

 31-40 29.8% 

(64) 

21.1% 

(15) 

 41-50 24.2% 

(52) 

35.2% 

(25) 

 51-60 21.9% 

(47) 

26.8% 

(19) 

 61+ 16.7% 

(36) 

9.9% 

(7) 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
159

 Gender differences not significant at p<.10 level, two-tailed test (Chi-square). 
160

 Gender differences not significant at p<.10 level, two-tailed test (Chi-square). 
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Appendix C2- Continued 

Part IV: Marital Status  

  Men Women 

Marital 

Status*** 

Married 91.4% 

(201) 

75.0% 

(54) 

 Divorced/Separated 3.2% 

(7) 

8.3% 

(6) 

 Never Married 2.3% 

(5) 

8.3% 

(6) 

 Widowed 3.2% 

(7) 

8.3% 

(6) 

Employment 

Status*** 

Full-Time 70.1% 

(150) 

58.2% 

(42) 

 
Part-Time 2.8% 

(6) 

16.7% 

(12) 

 
Retired 26.6% 

(57) 

18.1% 

(13) 

 
Homemaker 0% 

(0) 

5.6% 

(4) 

***Significant at p<.01 level, two-tailed test (Chi-square) 
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Part V: Group Membership and Attendance
161

 

  Men Women 

Number of Group 

Memberships 

0 7.6% 

(16) 

2.8% 

(2) 

 1 7.1% 

(15) 

2.8% 

(2) 

 2 15.6% 

(33) 

22.2% 

(16) 

 3 27.0% 

(57) 

30.6% 

(22) 

 4 16.6% 

(35) 

30.6% 

(22) 

 5 14.2% 

(30) 

13.9% 

(10) 

 6+ 11.8% 

(25) 

16.7% 

(12) 

 Mean 3.38 3.79 

 

Appendix C2- Continued 

Part VI: Party ID* 

 Male Female 

Democrat 25.8% 

(56) 

30.0% 

(21) 

Republican 43.8% 

(95) 

34.3% 

(24) 

Independent 28.1% 

(61) 

34.3% 

(24) 

Other/Refused 

to Answer  

2.3% 

(5) 

1.4% 

(1) 

*Significant at p<.10 level, two-tailed test (Chi-square) 

 

 

 

                                                           
161

 Gender differences not significant at p<.10 level, two-tailed test (Chi-square). 
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APPENDIX C3: PREVIOUS RESEARCH TABLE (CHAPTER 4) 

Demographics 

Part I 

Author, Year Published Office, Years, 

Measurement 

Women Men 

Occupation 

(education) 

Werner 1966 Congress 1917-1964  34.3% N/A 

Dolan and Ford 1997 State legislature 1972 25% N/A 

Githens 1977 State legislature 

1972-1973  

12.5%  8.2% 

Stoper 1977 State legislature 1973 7.6% 7.5% 

Johnson and Carroll 

1978 

Local councils 1977 19% N/A 

Johnson and Carroll 

1978 

State house 1977 19% N/A 

Johnson and Carroll 

1978 

US House 1977 10% N/A 

Johnson and Carroll 

1978 

State legislatures and 

lower 1977 

19% 6% 

Dolan and Ford 1997 State legislature 1982 22% N/A 

Thomas 1994 State legislature 1988  30% 12% 

Freeman and Lyons 

1992 

State legislatures 

1992 

15% 11% 

Dolan and Ford 1997 State legislatures 

1992  

19% N/A 

Sanbonmatsu, Carroll 

and Walsh 2009 

State legislatures 

2008 

(excludes post-

secondary) 

18% 11% 

Carroll and 

Sanbonmatsu 2010 

Mayors (over 30,000) 

2008 

(excludes post-

secondary) 

21.1% 6.4% 
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Appendix C3- Continued 

Demographics 

Part II 

Author, Year 

Published 

Office, Years, 

Measurement 

Women Men 

Occupation 

(homemaker) 

Dolan and Ford 

1997 

State legislature 1972 25% 0% 

Githens 1977 State legislature 1972-1973  25%  0% 

Stoper 1977 State legislature 1973 31.9% 1.1% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

State senate 1981 (no 

occupation outside home) 

23.6% 3.0% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

State house 1981 (no 

occupation outside home) 

17.7% 5.1% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

County Commission 1981 

(no occupation outside 

home) 

4.1% 1.1% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

Mayor 1981 (no 

occupation outside home) 

3.1% 0% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

Local Council 1981 (no 

occupation outside home) 

3.5% 0% 

Dolan and Ford 

1997 

State legislature 1982 20% 0% 

Thomas 1994 State legislature 1988  9% 0% 

Freeman and 

Lyons 1992 

State legislatures 1992 26% 0% 

Dolan and Ford 

1997 

State legislatures 1992  8% 0% 

Sanbonmatsu, 

Carroll and 

Walsh 2009 

State legislatures 2008 

 

4% 0% 
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Appendix C3- Continued 

Demographics 

Part III 

Author, Year 

Published 

Office, Years, Measurement Women Men 

Occupation 

(business/ 

professional/ 

law)  

(Part I) 

Gertzog 1995 Congress 1917-1940 (law) 17% N/A 

Werner 1966 Congress 1917-1964 (law) 10% N/A 

Gertzog 1995 Congress 1941-1964 (law) 21% N/A 

Gertzog 1995 Congress 1965-1982 (law) 33% N/A 

Dolan and 

Ford 1997 

State legislature 1972 

(business/professional) 

 

21% 33% 

Prestage 1977 State legislatures (African 

American women only) 1971-

1973 (law/business owner) 

28.1% N/A 

Merritt 1977 Local government candidates 

1973 (professional) 

23% 78% 

Githens 1977 State legislatures 1972-1973 

(law/business/professional) 

50% 79.7% 

Welch 1978 State legislatures 1972 

(lawyer/white 

collar/professional) 

45.4%  66.6% 

Stoper 1977 State legislature 1973 

(law/business) 

25.2% 76.3% 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

Local councils 1977 

(professional/technical) 

37% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

State house 1977 

(professional/technical) 

48% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

US House 1977 

(professional/technical) 

90% N/A 
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Appendix C3- Continued 

Demographics 

Part IV 

Author, Year 

Published 

Office, Years, 

Measurement 

Women Men 

Occupation 

(business/ 

professional/ 

law)  

(Part II) 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

Local councils 1977 (law) 1% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

State house 1977 (law) 3% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

US House 1977 (law) 60% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

State legislatures and 

lower 1977 (prof./tech.) 

43% 33% 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

State legislatures and 

lower 1977 (law) 

2% 4% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

State senate 1981 

(professional/technical) 

50.0% 49.3% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

State house 1981 

(professional/technical) 

45.3% 35.2% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

County Commission 1981 

(professional/technical) 

33.7% 16.8% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

Mayor 1981 

(professional/technical) 

31.6% 19.2% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

Local Council 1981 

(professional/technical) 

34.3% 21.9% 

Dolan and Ford 

1997 

State legislature 1982 

(business/professional) 

27% 26% 

Gertzog 1995 Congress 1983-1993 (law) 5% N/A 

Thomas 1994 State legislature 1988 

(business/professional) 

40%  56% 

Dolan and Ford 

1997 

State legislature 1992 

(business/professional) 

35% 30% 

Freeman and 

Lyons 1992 

State legislatures 1992 

(business/profess./law) 

46% 61% 

Mariani 2008 State legislatures 1993-

2002 (business/law) 

33% 57% 

Sanbonmatsu, 

Carroll and Walsh 

2009 

State legislatures 2008 

(law) 

9% 14% 

Carroll and 

Sanbonmatsu 2010 

Mayors (over 30,000) 

2008 (law) 

7.4% 12.8% 
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Appendix C3- Continued 

Demographics 

Part V 

Author, Year 

Published 

Office, Years, 

Measurement 

Women Men 

Occupation 

(agriculture) 

Werner 1966 Congress 1917-1964  10% N/A 

Githens 1977 State legislature 1972-

1973  

0%  2.2% 

Welch 1978 State legislatures 1972  0% 2.9% 

Johnson and Carroll 

1978 

Local councils 1977  1% N/A 

Johnson and Carroll 

1978 

State house 1977  1% N/A 

Johnson and Carroll 

1978 

US House 1977  0% N/A 

Johnson and Carroll 

1978 

State legislatures and 

lower 1977  

1% 10% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

State senate 1981  1.4% 7.5% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

State house 1981  1.6% 10.7% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

County Commission 

1981  

3.1% 20.0% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

 

Mayor 1981  1.0% 8.1% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

Local Council 1981  1.4% 7.5% 

Freeman and Lyons 

1992 

State legislatures 1992 5% 11% 

Sanbonmatsu, 

Carroll and Walsh 

2009 

State legislatures 2008 3% 6% 
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Appendix C3- Continued 

Demographics 

Part VI 

Author, Year 

Published 

Office, Years, 

Measurement 

Women Men 

Occupation 

(blue collar) 

Githens 1977 State legislature 

1972-1973 

0% 2.2% 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

Local councils 1977 

(operatives/laborers) 

3% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

State house 1977 

(operatives/laborers) 

1% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

US House 1977 

(operatives/laborers) 

0% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

State legislatures and 

lower 1977 

(operatives/laborers) 

2% 4% 

Freeman and 

Lyons 1992 

State legislature 1992 3% 14% 
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Appendix C3- Continued 

Demographics 

Part VII 

Author, Year 

Published 

Office, Years, Measurement Women Men 

Income Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

Local office 1977 less than 

$30,000 (married only) 

72% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

State house 1977 less than 

$30,000 (married) 

41% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

Local office 1977 less than 

$30,000 (unmarried only) 

91% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

State house 1977 less than 

$30,000 (unmarried) 

83% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

Local office 1977 more than 

$30,000 (married) 

28% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

State house 1977 more than 

$30,000 (married) 

59% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

Local office 1977 more than 

$30,000 (unmarried) 

8% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

State house 1977 more than 

$30,000 (unmarried) 

17% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

State legislature and lower 

1977 $30,000+ (married) 

41% 30% 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

State legislature and lower 

1977 <$15,000 (unmarried) 

60% 38% 

Merritt 1977 Local government candidates 

1973 under $9,999 

9% 5% 

Merritt 1977 Local government candidates 

1973 $10,000-$14,999 

17% 18% 

Merritt 1977 Local government candidates 

1973 $15,000-19,999 

38% 40% 

Merritt 1977 Local government candidates 

1973 $20,000+ 

36% 37% 

Thomas 1994 State legislature 1988 (top 

1/3) 

18% 12% 

Thomas 1994 State legislature 1988 

(bottom 1/3) 

7% 3% 

Freeman and 

Lyons 1992 

State legislatures 1992, less 

than $25,000 

37%  16% 

Freeman and 

Lyons 1992 

State legislatures 1992 

$25,000-34,000 

25% 18% 

Freeman and 

Lyons 1992 

State legislatures 1992 

$35,000-44,000 

27% 34% 

Freeman and 

Lyons 1992 

State legislatures 1992 

$45,000-54,000 

3% 18%  

Freeman and 

Lyons 1992 

State legislatures 1992 

+$55,000 

8% 14% 
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Appendix C3- Continued 

Demographics 

Part VIII 

Author, Year 

Published 

Office, Years, 

Measurement 

Women Men 

Education  

(Part I) 

Werner 1966 Congress 1917-1964 (post 

college) 

20% N/A 

Merritt 1977 Local Government 

candidates, 1973  (college 

or more) 

32% 52% 

Prestage 

1977 

State legislatures (African 

American women only) 

1971-1973 (college or 

more) 

52.9% N/A 

Prestage 

1977 

State legislatures (African 

American women only) 

1971-1973 (post college) 

21.7% N/A 

Welch 1978 State legislatures 1972 

(mean years education) 

15.4  16.0 

Dolan and 

Ford 1997 

State legislatures 1972 

(post college) 

7% 10% 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

Local councils 1977 (post 

college) 

15% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

State house 1977 (post 

college) 

33% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

US House 1977 (post 

college) 

64% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

Local councils 1977 

(college or more) 

39% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

State house 1977 (college 

or more) 

70% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

US House 1977 (college 

or more) 

100% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

State legislature and lower 

(post college) 

20% 42% 
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Appendix C3- Continued 

Demographics 

Part IX 

Author, Year 

Published 

Office, Years, 

Measurement 

Women Men 

Education 

(Part II) 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

State senate 1981 (post 

college) 

30.6% 43.3% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

State house 1981 (post 

college) 

25.1% 31.5% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

County Commission 1981 

(post college) 

13.9% 12.9% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

Mayor 1981 (post college) 12% 16% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

Local Council 1981 (post 

college) 

12.6% 11.9% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

State senate 1981 (college 

or more) 

69.5% 70.2% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

State house 1981 (college 

or more) 

62.2% 60.5% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

County Commission 1981 

(college or more) 

35.7% 38.6% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

Mayor 1981 (college or 

more) 

28.0% 38.0% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

Local Council 1981 

(college or more) 

37.1% 35.1% 

Dolan and 

Ford 1997 

State legislatures 1982 

(post college) 

13% 11% 

Thomas 1994 State legislature 1988 

(college or more) 

43% 29% 

Thomas 1994 State legislature 1988 (post  

college) 

31%  N/A 

Freeman and 

Lyons 1992 

State legislatures 1992 

(college) 

42%  25%  

Freeman and 

Lyons 1992 

State legislatures 1992 

(post college) 

28% 37% 

Dolan and 

Ford 1997 

State legislatures 1992 

(post college) 

17% 17% 

Dolan and 

Ford 1998 

State legislatures 1992 

(college or more) 

76.0% N/A 

Dolan and 

Ford 1998 

State legislature 1992 

(college) 

54.8% N/A 

Vanderleeuw, 

Sandovici and 

Jarmon (2011) 

Local government and 

local leadership 2005 and 

2006 (college) 

26.7% 44% 

Vanderleeuw, 

Sandovici and 

Jarmon (2011) 

Local government and 

local leadership 2005 and 

2006 (post college) 

30% 38.8% 
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Appendix C3- Continued 

Demographics 

Part XI 

Author, Year 

Published 

Office, Years, 

Measurement 

Women Men 

Age 

(Part I) 

Gertzog 1995 Congress (non-widows 

only) 1917-1940 

49 years N/A 

Gertzog 1995 Congress (non-widows 

only) 1941-1964 

46 years N/A 

Gertzog 1995 Congress (non-widows 

only) 1965-1982 

43 years N/A 

Prestage 1977 State legislatures 1971-

1973 (African American 

women only, percentage 

under 40) 

31.2% N/A 

Burrell 1992 US House, Open seat 

primary candidates 

(largest gender 

difference: 1968-1972) 

47 years 44 

years 

Mezey 1978 City councils 1976-1977 47.3 

years 

45.3 

years 

Dodson 1997 State legislatures 1977 

(percentage under 35 by 

year cohort) 

18%  N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

Local councils 1977 47 years N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

State house 1977 47 years N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

US House 1977 47 years N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

State legislature and 

lower 1977 

48 years 46 

years 

Merritt 1997 Local government 

candidates, 1973 

43 years 44 

years 

Stoper 1977 State legislature 1973 

(percentage under 40) 

17.9% 14.3% 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

State senate 1981 51 years 50 

years 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

State house 1981 49 years 49 

years 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

County commission 1981 51 years 54 

years 

 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

Mayor 1981 51 years 53 

years 

Carroll and 

Strimling 1983 

Local council 1981 49 years 47 

years 
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Appendix C3- Continued 

Demographics 

Part XII 

Author, Year 

Published 

Office, Years, Measurement Women Men 

Age  Dodson 1997 

 

State legislatures 1981 

(percentage under 35 by 

year cohort) 

10%  N/A 

Burrell 1992 US House, Open seat 

primary candidates (smallest 

gender difference: 1986-

1990) 

46 

years 

46 

years 

Gertzog 1995 Congress (non-widows 

only), 1983-1993 

49 

years 

N/A 

Thomas 1994 State legislature 1988 

(percentage over age 48) 

32% 41% 

Dodson 1997 State legislatures 1988 

(percentage under 35 by 

year cohort) 

5% 12%  

Reingold 2000 State legislature (Arizona) 

1990 

49 

years 

51 

years 

Reingold 2000 State legislature (California) 

1990 

53 

years 

52 

years 

Mariani 2008 State legislatures 1993-2002  54.6 

years 

51.1 

years 

Vanderleeuw, 

Sandovici and 

Jarmon (2011) 

Local Government and 

leadership 2005-2005 

51.4 55.7 
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Appendix C3- Continued 

Demographics 

Part XIII 

Author, Year 

Published 

Office, Years, 

Measurement 

Women Men 

Age First 

Elected 

Werner 1966 Congress 1917-

1964 (percentage 

under 45) 

37. 1% N/A 

Stoper 1977 State legislature 

1973 

(percentage under 

45) 

78.9% 55.0% 

Dolan and 

Ford 1997 

State legislatures 

1972 

49 

years 

42 

years 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1977 

State legislatures 

and lower 1977 

44 

years 

39 

years 

Dolan and 

Ford 1997 

State legislatures 

1982 

44 

years 

43 

years 

Freeman and 

Lyons 1992 

Nonprofessional 

State legislatures 

1992 (percentage 45 

and under) 

44% 59%   

Dolan and 

Ford 1997 

State legislatures 

1992  

46 

years 

43 

years 

Reingold 

2000 

State legislature 

(Arizona) 1990 

42 

years  

43 

years 

Reingold 

2000 

State legislature 

(California) 1990 

45 

years  

42 

years 

Mariani 2008 State legislatures 

1993-2002  

46.8 

years 

41.2 

years 

Sanbonmatsu, 

Carroll and 

Walsh 2009 

State legislatures 

2008 

 

50 

years 

N/A 
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Appendix C3- Continued 

Demo. 

Part XIV 

Author, Year Published Office, Years, 

Measurement 

Women Men 

Percent 

Married 

Gertzog 1995 Congress (non-widows 

only) 1917-1940 

17% N/A 

Gertzog 1995 Congress (non-widows) 

1941-1964 

67% N/A 

Gertzog 1995 Congress (non-widows) 

1965-1982 

70% N/A 

Werner 1966 Congress 1917-1964 

(married at any point) 

90% N/A 

Prestage 1977 State legislatures 1971-

1973 (African American 

women) 

34.3% N/A 

Dolan and Ford 1997 State legislatures 1972 68% 92% 

Stoper 1977 State legislatures 1973 73% 94% 

Dodson 1997 State legislatures 1977 (by 

year cohort) 

79%  N/A 

Johnson and Carroll 1977 Local councils 1977  78% N/A 

Johnson and Carroll 1977 State house 1977 80% N/A 

Johnson and Carroll 1977 US House 1977 61.5% N/A 

Johnson and Carroll 1977 State legislatures and lower 

1977 

79% 91% 

Carroll and Strimling 

1983 

State senate 1981  68.1% 89.4% 

Carroll and Strimling 

1983 

State house 1981  72.1% 84.0% 

Carroll and Strimling 

1983 

County Commission 1981  69.3% 88.1% 

Carroll and Strimling 

1983 

Mayor 1981  76.0% 93.0% 

Carroll and Strimling 

1983 

Local Council 1981  76.8% 95.4% 

Gertzog 1995 Congress (non-widows) 

1983-1993 

68% N/A 

Dodson 1997 State legislatures 1981 (by 

year cohort) 

72% N/A 

Dolan and Ford 1997 State legislatures 1982  77%  90% 

Thomas 1994 State legislatures 1988  75%  89% 

Dodson 1997 State legislatures 1988 (by 

year cohort) 

71% 85% 

Dolan and Ford 1997 State legislatures 1992  81% 90% 

Dolan and Ford 1998 State legislatures 1992  72.4% N/A 

Mariani 2008 State legislatures 1993-

2002  

70%  81% 
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Appendix C3- Continued 

Demographics 

Part XV 

Author, Year 

Published 

Office, Years, Measurement Women Men 

Group 

membership 

(Part I) 

Dolan and 

Ford 1997 

State legislatures 1972 

(civic/social/fraternal 

organization) 

75% 77% 

Dolan and 

Ford 1997 

State legislatures 1972 

(business/professional 

organization) 

26%  54% 

Welch 1978 State legislatures 1972 (mean # 

group membership) 

4.2 3.4 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

Local councils 1977 (mean # 

group membership) 

3.1 N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

State house 1977 (mean # group 

membership) 

5.4 N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

US House 1977 (mean # group 

membership) 

4.2 N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

State legislatures and lower 1977 

(mean # group membership) 

3.6 2.6 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

Local councils 1977 

(business/professional 

organization) 

32% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

State house 1977 

(business/professional 

organization) 

47% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

US House 1977 

(business/professional 

organization) 

61.5% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

State legislatures and lower 1977 

(business/professional 

organization) 

35% 41% 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

Local councils 1977 (political) 43% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

State house 1977 (political) 86% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

US House 1977 (political) 84.6% N/A 

Johnson and 

Carroll 1978 

State legislatures and lower 1977 

(political) 

55% 34% 
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Appendix C3- Continued 

Demographics 

Part XVI 

Author, Year 

Published 

Office, Years, 

Measurement 

Women Men 

Group 

membership 

(Part II) 

Dolan and Ford 

1997 

State legislatures 1982 

(civic/social/fraternal 

organization) 

62% 71% 

Dolan and Ford 

1997 

State legislatures 1982 

(business/professional 

organization) 

37%  45% 

Dolan and Ford 

1997 

State legislatures 1992 

(civic/social/fraternal 

organization) 

55% 68% 

Dolan and Ford 

1997 

State legislatures 1992 

(business/professional 

organization) 

39%  43% 

Sanbonmatsu, 

Carroll and Walsh 

2009 

State legislatures 2008 

(service club) 

43% 42% 

Sanbonmatsu, 

Carroll and Walsh 

2009 

State legislatures 2008 

(business/professional 

organization) 

51% 57% 

Carroll and 

Sanbonmatsu 2010 

Mayors (over 30,000) 

2008 (service club) 

 

 

28.3% 25.3% 

Carroll and 

Sanbonmatsu 2010 

Mayors (over 30,000) 

2008 (business 

/professional 

organization) 

23.2% 24.1% 
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APPENDIX D1: SURVEY QUESTION WORDING AND CODING (CHAPTER 5) 

Dependent Variables 

Motivations: Below is a list of reasons why people might decide to run for <<Title>>.  

For each reason, please indicate how important it was in your decision to run for 

<<Title>> the FIRST time you were elected. (Scale of 1-5, with a 1 indicating that it was 

not important and a 5 indicating that it was very important.) 

a. Nobody else wanted to run 

b. I felt it was part of my civic duty 

c. Running is a stepping-stone to another political office 

d. Because I was asked to run 

e. To increase business contacts 

f. Because I enjoy politics 

g. Because I have a strong concern for a specific issue 

h. To serve the community as a whole 

i. Other:__________________ 

Participant Scale:  Average of responses to the following reasons for running: running is 

a stepping-stone to another political office, to increase business contacts and because I 

enjoy politics. There are 11 categories for this variable. 

Volunteer Scale: Average of responses to the following reasons for running: I felt it was 

part of my civic duty and to serve the community as a whole.  There are eight categories 

for this variable. 

Personalist Scale: Average of responses to the following reasons for running: nobody 

else wanted to run and because I was asked to run.  There are nine categories for this 

variable. 

Issue Driven (condensed): The responses from “Because I have a strong concern for a 

specific issue” recoded into a different variable.  Responses of a four or five are coded as 

a one while responses of three to one are coded as a zero. 

Inclined to Run regardless of Opponent: Thinking back to the FIRST time you were 

elected, if there were other candidates running who you had confidence in, would you 

still have entered the race?  a. Yes, I still would have run (coded as 1), b.  No, I wouldn’t 

have run (coded as 0) 

Running for Election Again: Do you plan to run for election when your current term 

expires? 

a.Yes, re-election for current position (coded as 1), b. Yes, election for different office 

(coded as 1), c. No, why__________ (coded as 0), d. Which office do you plan to seek? 

 

Independent Variables 

Woman: Your sex a.  Male (coded as 0), b. Female (coded as 1) 

Town Size: From 2000 Census Data 

Democrat: When it comes to politics, do you consider yourself to be a Democrat, 

Republican or Independent? 

a. Democrat (coded as 1) 

b. Republican (coded as 0) 

c. Independent (coded as 0) 

d. Other:_________ (coded as 0) 
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Republican: When it comes to politics, do you consider yourself to be a Democrat, 

Republican or Independent? 

a. Democrat (coded as 0) 

b. Republican (coded as 1) 

c. Independent (coded as 0) 

d. Other:_________ (coded as 0) 

Group Membership: Considering all types of groups and organizations listed above, 

about how many local groups in total do you belong to? 

Partisan Behind Scenes: Even though most community elections in Iowa are 

nonpartisan, political parties sometimes play a strong role behind the scenes.  How active 

of a role would you say that parties play “behind the scenes” in your town elections? a. 

Very active role (coded as 1), b. Somewhat active (coded as 0), c. Not active at all (coded 

as 0) 

Ward Elections: Were you elected at-large, or were you elected from a specific ward 

within the community? a. at large (coded as 0) b. specific ward (coded as 1) 

Electoral Margin: In your last election, were you elected by a wide margin, or was it 

pretty close? (On a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 being a close race and a 5 indicating winning by 

a wide margin) 

Service Rating (Councilor): Please give your own rating for each of the following 

government services in <<Organization>> by checking the appropriate box. (this variable 

comes from the last listed of eight) Overall Quality of Government Services (On a scale 

from 1 (very good) to 4 (poor), but respondents could answer to one decimal point (ex. 

2.6). 

Job Satisfaction: Generally speaking, how personally satisfying has it been to serve as 

<<Title>>? (scale from 1 to 5, 1 indicates not satisfying and 5 indicates very satisfying) 

Age: Your age (as of last birthday)? __________years 

Income: What was your approximate gross (before taxes) household income from all 

sources in 2004?  a.  $9,999 or less (coded as a 1), b. $10,000-$19,999 (coded a 2), c. 

$20,000-$29,000 (coded a 3), d. $30,000-$39,999 (coded a 4), e. $40,000-$49,999(coded 

a 5),  f. $50,000-$64,999 (coded a 6), g. $65,000-$74,999 (coded a 7), h. $75,000 or more 

(coded a 8) 

Married: What is your current marital status? a. Married (coded a 1), b. 

Divorced/separated (coded a 0), c. Never married (coded a 0), d.  Widowed (coded a 0) 

Education: Your highest level of formal education attained? a. Less than 9
th

 grade 

(coded a 1), b. 9
th

 to 12
th

 grade, no high school diploma (coded a 2), d. High school 

graduate (includes equivalency) (coded a 3), e. Some college (no degree) (coded a 4), f. 

Associate degree (coded a 5), g. Bachelor’s degree (coded a 6) h. Graduate or 

professional degree (coded a 7). 
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APPENDIX D2: ALTERNATE MOTIVATION MODEL (CHAPTER 5) 

Motivations for Running-OLS 

 Participant 

(Standard Errors) 

Woman .098 

(.111) 

Town Population .000 

(.000) 

Democrat .167 

(.119) 

Republican .114 

(.110) 

Group Membership .024 

(.026) 

Partisan Behind Scenes .220*** 

(.080) 

Ward Election 

 

.209 

(.143) 

Electoral Margin  -.024 

(.042) 

Service Rating  -.295 

(.253) 

Job Satisfaction  .186*** 

(.053) 

Age  -.017*** 

(.004) 

Married .002 

(.151) 

Education .059 

(.045) 

Income -.032 

(.028) 

Constant 1.923** 

(.788) 

N 241 

R
2
 .172 

***Significant at p<.01 level, **significant at p<.05 level,  

*p<.10, two-tailed test 
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APPENDIX D3: GENDER DIFFERENCES ON DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

(CHAPTER 5) 

Gender Differences on Dependent Variables 

 Women Men 

Age 51.89 53.64 

Income 5.41   5.75  

Married*** 70.0% 91.0% 

Education 4.38 4.16 

Democrat** 30.0% 25.8% 

Republican** 34.3% 43.8% 

Town Population 1,691 1,925 

 Group Membership 3.79 3.37 

Ward Election 14.7% 15.1% 

Electoral Margin (Median out of 5) 4 4 

Rating of Government Services (Median out of 

4)  

2 2 

Job Satisfaction (Median out of 5) 4 4 

Partisan Behind Scenes  4.2% 5.0% 

***Significant at .01 level chi-square, ** Significant at .05, difference of means and 

medians tests not significant 
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APPENDIX E1: SURVEY QUESTION WORDING AND CODING (CHAPTER 6) 

Dependent Variables 

Delegate-Trustee General: Mayors and council members sometimes find that the 

majority of citizens feel differently than they do about issues facing the city.  Which 

statement below best describes how you generally respond to these situations? A. I tend 

to vote for what I think is best for the city even if most of the citizens disagree (coded as 

one) B.  I tend to vote for what the citizens want, even if I am not convinced it is best for 

the city (coded as a three) C. It depends, sometimes I vote for what I think is best and 

sometimes I vote for what the citizens want (coded as a two). 

Delegate-Trustee Single Issues: In each of the areas below, suppose that you felt 

differently than the majority of the citizens on a particular issue.  Generally speaking, do 

you think you would vote for what you thought was best or what the majority of the 

citizens wanted? 

Zoning issues: (1 What I Want, 3 It Depends, 5 What the Citizens Want) 

Economic Development: (1 What I Want, 3 It Depends, 5 What the Citizens Want) 

Community Development: (1 What I Want, 3 It Depends, 5 What the Citizens Want) 

City Personnel issues: (1 What I Want, 3 It Depends, 5 What the Citizens Want) 

City Service issues: (1 What I Want, 3 It Depends, 5 What the Citizens Want) 

City Infrastructure issues: (1 What I Want, 3 It Depends, 5 What the Citizens Want) 

Time Spent on Council Business: In a typical work week, about how many hours do 

you spend doing formal city council business?  (By formal business we mean activities 

such as attending meetings, reading and studying city-related materials, and working with 

other city officials). ____________hours.  If the respondent gave a range of hours, for 

example, four to six, the average of the two numbers listed was entered. 

Informal Discussion of Council Business: In a typical week, about how many times do 

you spend talking informally about the city with friends, neighbors, and other citizens? 

____________hours. If the respondent gave a range of hours, for example, four to six, the 

average of the two numbers listed was entered. 

Council Divisions: “In general, would you say there are blocks or factions on the council 

that persist in voting on a number of issues?” “No, there are no serious divisions on the 

council” (coded as a 0) “Yes, there are some divisions but they are not very strong” 

(coded as a1) and “Yes, there are sharp divisions within the council” (coded as a 1). 

Unanimous Votes, 75 Percent or More: “What percentage of the council decisions that 

you consider important are made unanimously?”  “Over 75 percent,” (coded as a 1), “50 

to 74 percent” (coded as a 0), “25 to 49 percent” (coded as a 0) and “Fewer than 25 

percent” (coded  as a 0). 

Council Divisions Single Issues: Earlier in the survey you were asked about conflicts in 

your community.  Please take a look at this list of conflicts again and indicate the extent 

to which each conflict exists and is important among the elected members of city 

government.   

Division on taxes: Tax cutters vs. opponents of tax cuts (ones are labeled not important 

and fives are labeled very important) 

Division on geography: One geographic area in town vs. another area (ones are labeled 

not important and fives are labeled very important) 
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Division on income: Better off residents vs. less well of residents (ones are labeled not 

important and fives are labeled very important) 

Division on new residents: The “old guard” vs. new residents (ones are labeled not 

important and fives are labeled very important) 

Division on religion: Members of one religion vs. members of another (ones are labeled 

not important and fives are labeled very important) 

Division on age: Younger people vs. older people (ones are labeled not important and 

fives are labeled very important) 

Division on development: Development interests vs. others (ones are labeled not 

important and fives are labeled very important) 

Division on party lines: Democrats vs. Republicans  (ones are labeled not important and 

fives are labeled very important) 

 

Independent Variables 

Woman: Your sex a.  Male (coded as 0) b. Female (coded as 1) 

Number of Women on Council: Count of female council members 

Democrat: When it comes to politics, do you consider yourself to be a Democrat, 

Republican or Independent?  A. Democrat (coded as 1),  B. Republican (coded as 0),  C. 

Independent (coded as 0),  D. Other:_________ (coded as 0) 

Republican: When it comes to politics, do you consider yourself to be a Democrat, 

Republican or Independent?  A. Democrat (coded as 0), B. Republican (coded as 1), C. 

Independent (coded as 0), D. Other:_________ (coded as 0) 

Income: What was your approximate gross (before taxes) household income from all 

sources in 2004? A. $9,999 or less (coded as 1) B. $10,000-$19,999 (coded as 2) C. 

$20,000-$29,000 (coded as 3), D. $30,000-$39,999 (coded as 4), E. $40,000-$49,999 

(coded as 5), F. $50,000-$64,999 (coded as 6), G. $65,000-$74,999 (coded as 7), H. 

$75,000 or more (coded as 8) 

Education: Your highest level of formal education attained? A. Less than 9
th

 grade 

(coded as 1), B. 9
th

 to 12
th

 grade, no high school diploma (coded as 2), C. High school 

graduate (includes equivalency) (coded as 3), D. Some college (no degree) (coded as 4), 

E. Associate degree (coded as 5), F. Bachelor’s degree (coded as 6), G. Graduate or 

professional degree  (coded as 7) 

Age: Your age (as of last birthday)? __________years 

Service Rating (Town): Please give your own rating for each of the following 

government services in <<Organization>> by checking the appropriate box. (this variable 

comes from the last listed of eight) Overall Quality of Government Services (On a scale 

from 1 (very good) to 4 (poor), but respondents could answer to one decimal point (ex. 

2.6).  From the RDI community survey. 

Partisan Behind the Scenes: How active of a role would you say that parties play in 

your town elections?  A. Very active role (coded as 1), B. Somewhat active role (coded 

as 2), C. Not active at all role (coded as 3) 

Ward Elections: Were you elected at-large, or were you elected from a specific ward 

within the community? a. at large (coded as 0) b. specific ward (coded as 1) 

Town Indifference:  Imagine a scale for each pair of words listed below.  For the first 

pair, “1” on the scale indicates totally friendly and “7” indicates totally unfriendly.  The 

numbers in between (2, 3, 4, 5 and 6) are degrees of friendliness.  For each pair of words, 
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please check the space that in your own view best describes your town.  The scale ranged 

from 1 (Supportive) to 7 (Indifferent). 

Service Rating-Council Member: Please give your own rating for each of the following 

government services in <<Organization>> by checking the appropriate box. (this variable 

comes from the last listed of eight) Overall Quality of Government Services (On a scale 

from 1 (very good) to 4 (poor), but respondents could answer to one decimal point (ex. 

2.6). 

Trust in Community: Imagine a scale for each pair of words listed below.  For the first 

pair, “1” on the scale indicates totally friendly and “7” indicates totally unfriendly.  The 

numbers in between (2, 3, 4, 5 and 6) are degrees of friendliness.  For each pair of words, 

please check the space that in your own view best describes your town.  The scale ranged 

from 1 (Trusting) to 7 (Not trusting). 

Town Population: From 2000 Census Data 

Average Citizen Age:  From 2000 Census Data 

Median Town Income: From 2000 Census Data  
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APPENDIX E2: ALTERNATE TIME MODELS (CHAPTER 6) 

OLS Models for Time on Council and Informal Discussion of Council-

Untransformed 

 Time on Council 

Business 

(Standard 

Errors) 

Time on Council 

Business 

(Standard 

Errors) 

Informal 

Discussion 

of Council 

Business 

(Standard 

Errors) 

Informal 

Discussion 

of Council 

Business 

(Standard 

Errors) 

Woman -.941* 

(.552) 

-1.185* 

(.484) 

-.955 

(.862) 

-1.426* 

(.763) 

Number of women 

on council  

-.243 

(.264) 

--- -.484 

(.414) 

--- 

Town Population .006*** 

(.001) 

.006*** 

(.001) 

.002 

(.002) 

.002 

(.002) 

Married -1.301** 

(.653) 

-1.258* 

(.651) 

-1.976* 

(1.025) 

-1.873* 

(1.022) 

Education -.383 

(.184) 

-.388** 

(.184) 

-.223 

(.287) 

-.233 

(.287) 

Income -.127 

(.124) 

-.146* 

(.122) 

-.339* 

(.196) 

-.382** 

(.193) 

Group 

Membership 

.309*** 

(.111) 

.312*** 

(.111) 

.075 

(.175) 

.084 

(.175) 

Divisions on 

Council 

.689* 

(.412) 

.669 

(.411) 

.591 

(.643) 

.557 

(.643) 

Ward Election -.688 

(.620) 

-.709 

(.620) 

-1.056 

(.966) 

-1.101 

(.966) 

Electoral Margin .027 

(.179) 

.022 

(.179) 

.179 

(.279) 

.172 

(.280) 

Constant 5.883*** 

(1.532) 

5.817*** 

(1.528) 

9.420*** 

(2.386) 

9.272*** 

(2.384) 

N 247 247 245 245 

R
2
 .198 .195 .071 .065 

***Significant at .01 level, **p<.05 level, *p<.10, two-tailed test 
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APPENDIX E3: GENDER DIFFERENCES ON INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

(CHAPTER 6) 

Gender Differences on Independent Variables 

 Women Men 

Age 51.89 53.64 

Income (median) 6   6  

Education (median) 4 4 

Democrat** 30.0% 25.8% 

Republican** 34.3% 43.8% 

 Group Membership 3.79 3.38 

Ward Election 14.7% 15.1% 

Electoral Margin (median) 4 5 

Partisan Behind Scenes  4.2% 5.0% 

Number of Women on Council 1.79 .77 

Married 75.0% 90.1% 

Divisions on Council (median) 1 1 

Job Satisfaction (median) 4 4 

Town Indifference (median) 

Trust in Community (median) 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Service Rating-Council Member (median)  2 2 

Service Rating-Town (median) 2.16 2.14 

Average Citizen Age 39.7 40.6 

Median Town Income $35,331 $33,188 

Town Population 1,691 1,925 

**Significant differences in Chi-square t-test at p<.05 
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